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Announcements and News
Introducing the Cleanup Key Concepts Badge

Broadcom is pleased to announce the availability of the Cleanup Key Concepts digital badge. Do you configure
and administer Cleanup for z/OS, including setup, reporting, removal of unused userids/entitlements, and
recovery? Earn the badge to showcase your Cleanup skills now! Click the following link to learn more about other
Broadcom Product Badges.

Security Technical Information Guide Articles for Cleanup
The Broadcom Mainframe Security Team is excited to announce our latest enhancement—Security Technical
Implementation Guide (STIGs) articles—to help you improve mainframe security coverage and protect your
vital data and infrastructure. STIG articles explain how to secure your products, environment, and users. When
applied to your Mainframe security product, the security standards decrease the risk of unauthorized disclosure of
sensitive information. We provide these security standards as guidelines. To see the STIG articles available, go to
STIG Articles by Findings for Cleanup for ACF2, STIG Articles by Findings for Cleanup for Top Secret, and STIG
Articles by Findings for Cleanup for IBM RACF.

Training
Broadcom offers Cleanup web-based training at no cost for active maintenance customers. To see a list of
Cleanup as well as all Mainframe web-based training available, see the Broadcom Mainframe Education Course
Catalog.

New Security Advisories Consolidated CSV File
Broadcom now offers a .CSV file that contains a consolidated list of security advisories affecting all supported
Broadcom mainframe products. This file lets you easily search the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
information. You can also access the Security Advisory articles that include more details and context about
the security or integrity exposure. Broadcom updates this file daily. For CSV download instructions, see this
Broadcom Support article (login required).

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: June and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Plano, Texas (June 13-15) and virtually on October
3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who share the latest technical education and product demos and respond
to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational events are a great way to network with peers and
experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
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with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of the Broadcom support program, which is
documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written
notification of End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM
installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see
the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
Includes new feature descriptions, product compatibility details, and third-party software agreements.

This release notes article explains the key features and details for Cleanup 12.1.

Cleanup reduces the effort and pressure associated with maintaining current regulatory, statutory, and audit requirements.
Cleanup removes obsolete, unused, redundant, and excessive access rights through the easily automated and virtually
unattended continuous cleanup of mainframe security databases using ACF2, Top Secret, and IBM RACF.

Cleanup automates two labor-intensive tasks that plague security administrators:

• Creating security commands to remove obsolete IDs or access
• Creating commands to restore what was removed

Using Cleanup, you can easily identify active and inactive user IDs, profiles and permissions, as well as user-defined
resource classes. Cleanup detects and removes sensitive IDs with an option to initially suspend. By generating
contingency commands for everything flagged for deletion, IDs that may need to be restored can be recreated on
demand.

Key Benefits

• Automate and streamline compliance processes.
• Monitor security activity and quickly gain insight into active or inactive IDs and entitlements.
• Remove obsolete IDs and entitlements
• Remove entitlements to align with the principle of least privileged access.

Key Features
Continuous 24x7 monitoring

: Executes continuously to monitor your security system activity and record the actual security definitions that the
system is or is not using.

Enhanced security recertification
: Monitors security activity and can identify used and unused access for any user or application.

System and administrative overhead reduction
: Removes unused access rights and IDs from the security system, improving performance and productivity.

Report generator
: Provides a batch utility program to produce reports for specific purposes.

Command generation to perform or restore cleanup
: Removes obsolete IDs or access and creates commands to restore what was removed.

Built-in rollback
: Creates the commands to enact cleanup as it recreates the original ID or access.

Security Technical Implementation Guide (STIGs) articles for Cleanup
: Reduces the security risk of configuration-based vulnerabilities using step-by-step guidance to remediate
potential security exposures.

GA Continuous Delivery Release
The Continuous Delivery model provides product features and fixes to you faster.
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We are pleased to present you with the Generally Available (GA) Continuous Delivery (CD) release of Cleanup. We
enhance this version using the CD model, which provides new features and product fixes to you faster with easier
deployment.
In the CD release model:

• Enhancements are delivered in the maintenance service stream as feature PTFs. New product features and fixes are
no longer bundled together.

• Enhancements are delivered disabled where possible to give you more control over when and how the features
are implemented. With new features disabled, you control when to make the new features available for use in your
environment. Explicit action is required to enable the feature.

• Product validation programs are available so that you can influence feature design and test new features and
capabilities before they are made generally available (GA). For more information about these programs, go to https://
validate.broadcom.com or contact your product manager.

• Individual product fixes are provided when needed, separate from product features. You can apply product fixes
without enabling new features, which limits exposure to more features being applied in a production environment.
These changes can limit SMP/E dependencies that were forced previously by bundling features and fixes together.

After ongoing testing with other Broadcom mainframe products, the new features and product fixes are added into
the Broadcom Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS), with the aim to enhance product quality and the integrity of
your environment. CARS is an important part of a good preventive maintenance philosophy that lets you develop and
implement a proactive maintenance strategy in which you apply preventive maintenance on a regular schedule.

IMPORTANT
Use the Create Service Order online interface or SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to acquire product
maintenance. The online interface makes it easy to order a maintenance package from Broadcom Support. The
batch interface uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command and can reduce hours of maintenance time
to just minutes. You can acquire maintenance on-demand or can schedule an SMP/E job to run regularly, which
eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually through the Broadcom
Support Portal.

New Features
The new features in this Cleanup release offer you increased flexibility and efficiency. We release features using PTFs for
simple installation.

Cleanup Release 12.1 supports the following new features and enhancements. To implement a feature, download the
PTF or CARS ID listed in the title. To view CARS reports and to manage all aspects of mainframe maintenance, see the
Common Mainframe Maintenance site.

TIP
Use this link to view the PTF numbers for each new feature in this article. The PTFs in this link are
updated programmatically so you always have access to the current New Feature PTFs.

(ACF2) Support to Expand the Number of Days an Item is Referenced and Unreferenced (LU08498) (CARS
Pending)

The Cleanup for ACF2 report utility for JCL now lets you increase the allowable referenced and unreferenced days from
999 to 9999. For more information, see Report Utility JCL for Cleanup for ACF2 and message ETCL502E.

Convert Rule Aging Facility to Cleanup for ACF2 (LU06156) (CARS 2210)

Cleanup for ACF2 now provides a utility that converts Vanguard ETF/A Rule Aging Facility (RAF) data to Cleanup for
ACF2. For more information, see Convert Rule Aging Facility Data to Cleanup.
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(All) PTF Analysis Capabilities to SYSVIEW (ACF2 LU03436, Top Secret LU03468, RACF LU03485) (CARS2201)

Cleanup now supports the SYSVIEW Product PTF Analysis enhancement. Product PTF Analysis combines PTF tracking
elements from your run-time SYSVIEW XML library with maintenance data found in the Cleanup SMP/E installation CSI
library.

PTF Analysis lets you perform the following tasks:

• Determine the applied PTFs and APARs.
• View detailed descriptions of published PTFs.
• Compare the PTFs that are applied on each LPAR using the Cross-System component.
• View detailed SYSMOD information from the SMP/E CSI data set that was used during installation and maintenance.

(All) Support for z/OS 2.5

CA Cleanup for ACF2, Top Secret, and RACF now supports z/OS 2.5. For more information, see the z/OS Compatibility
Matrix.

(ACF2) Enhancement to Tracking Database File (SO10929) (CARS 2102)

Support has been had to include new messages in the tracking database DBASE file. The file now contains a readable
BUILT date, time, and SYSID, indicating the last time the ATx#DBU job ran and updated the tracking database. The file
also includes echos of the input to the ATx#DBU program that contains how the database is loaded. For more information,
see Example Tracking Database for ACF2 and message ETCL113I.

(Top Secret) New Level Set 12.1.01 PTF Now Available (SO15940) (CARS2101)

A new Level Set PTF (SO15940) 12.1.01 for Cleanup for Top Secret is now available. This Level Set PTF, dated
12/11/2020, applies all maintenance and new feature PTFs up to the specified modification level and supersedes all
previously published PTFs and Level Set PTFs.

The Level Set PTF makes it easy to receive and apply all maintenance and new feature PTFs up to a specific modification
level. It also helps you to know what features are installed and available for use at your site.

(IBM RACF) New Level Set 12.1.01 PTF Now Available (SO15945) (CARS2101)

A new Level Set PTF (SO15945) 12.1.01 for Cleanup for RACF is now available. This Level Set PTF, dated 12/11/2020,
applies all maintenance and new feature PTFs up to the specified modification level and supersedes all previously
published PTFs and Level Set PTFs.

The Level Set PTF makes it easy to receive and apply all maintenance and new feature PTFs up to a specific modification
level. It also helps you to know what features are installed and available for use at your site.

(ACF2) New Level Set 12.1.01 PTF Now Available (SO15885) (CARS2101)

A new Level Set PTF (SO15885) 12.1.01 for Cleanup for ACF2 is now available. This Level Set PTF, dated 12/9/2020,
applies all maintenance and new feature PTFs up to the specified modification level and supersedes all previously
published PTFs and Level Set PTFs.

The Level Set PTF makes it easy to receive and apply all maintenance and new feature PTFs up to a specific modification
level. It also helps you to know what features are installed and available for use at your site.

(ACF2) Added an Option to CANCEL Instead of DELETE a User (SO15352) (CARS2101)

This enhancement generates a CANCEL command instead of a DELETE command for users eligible for Cleanup,
allowing a user to be canceled. For more information, see SYSIN OPTIONS for Cleanup for ACF2.
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(ACF2) Delete and Restore Rule Sets and Logonids (SO10869) (CARS2001)

The Cleanup for ACF2 Report program (AT5#RPT) now optionally generates SET TARGET commands for deleting and
restoring rule sets and logonids.

(ACF2) New SYSIN Options to Suppress Report Headers and Line Control (SO05256) (CARS1901)

The following SYSIN OPTION specifications are available to apply to the SYSPRINT report output:

• PAGEHDR
Produces normal report headers.

• NOPAGEHDR
Produces no report headers.

• ONEPAGEHDR
Produces one report header.

• LINECTL
Produces normal detail line spacing.

• NOLINECTL
Produces no detail line spacing.

For more information, see SYSIN Options for Cleanup for ACF2.

(ACF2) Marking Users Already Active at Startup (RO99473) (CARS1803)

This enhancement allows the product to collect the user IDs of all active address spaces in the system during startup and
mark them as referenced. This process lets the product more easily track as much activity as possible.

A new SYSIN OPTION specification, MARKINIT|NOMARKINIT, regulates this enhancement.

For more information, see SYSIN Options for Cleanup for ACF2.

(Top Secret) Marking Users Already Active at Startup (RO99345) (CARS2101)

This enhancement allows the product to collect the user IDs of all active address spaces in the system during startup and
mark them as referenced. This process lets the product more easily track as much activity as possible.

A new SYSIN OPTION specification, MARKINIT|NOMARKINIT, regulates this enhancement.

For more information, see SYSIN Options for Cleanup for Top Secret.

(Top Secret) New SYSIN Options to Suppress Report Headers and Line Control (SO05257) (CARS1901)

The following SYSIN OPTION specifications are available to apply to the SYSPRINT report output:

• PAGEHDR
Produces normal report headers.

• NOPAGEHDR
Produces no report headers.

• ONEPAGEHDR
Produces one report header.

• LINECTL
Produces normal detail line spacing.

• NOLINECTL
Produces no detail line spacing.

For more information, see SYSIN Options for Cleanup for Top Secret.
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(IBM RACF) Marking Users Already Active at Startup (SO01317) (CARS1806)

This enhancement allows the product to collect the user IDs of all active address spaces in the system during startup and
mark them as referenced. This process lets the product more easily track as much activity as possible.

A new SYSIN OPTION specification, MARKINIT|NOMARKINIT, regulates this enhancement.

For more information, see SYSIN Options for Cleanup for RACF.

(IBM RACF) New SYSIN Options to Suppress Report Headers and Line Control (SO05258) (CARS1901)

The following SYSIN OPTION specifications are available to apply to the SYSPRINT report output:

• PAGEHDR
Produces normal report headers.

• NOPAGEHDR
Produces no report headers.

• ONEPAGEHDR
Produces one report header.

• LINECTL
Produces normal detail line spacing.

• NOLINECTL
Produces no detail line spacing.

For more information, see SYSIN Options for Cleanup for RACF.

(ACF2) New SYSIN PARM to Define Value in the PASSWORD Parameter (SO03932) (CARS 1807)

A new SYSIN parameter, PSWDTEXT=, has been added to define the value to be used in the PASSWORD(password)
parameter if the GSO PSWD record PSWDREQ field setting is active. For more information, see SYSIN Optins for
Cleanup for ACF2.

Integrate with Security Insights
Integrate your Broadcom mainframe security products with Security Insights for reports that help you understand
mainframe security risks and recommendations.

Security Insights aggregates data from your mainframe environment and its security products into reports that offer
insights into your mainframe security posture. These reports help you identify and reduce risk to your mainframe to
improve its risk profile.

Security Insights correlates data from the available products in your mainframe environment. Therefore, the more security
products you have deployed on your mainframe, the richer the insights. Security Insights is available to any customer with
a licensed Broadcom mainframe security product.

For more information, see the Security Insights documentation.
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Release Compatibility and Support
Release compatibility and support information lets you see all of the tools Broadcom offers to assist in the product
lifecycle.

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support online:

• Broadcom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories (login required)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Broadcom Support Network Details

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• Cleanup Community
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Product Accessibility Features
Broadcom is committed to making sure that all customers, regardless of ability, can successfully use its products and
supporting documentation to accomplish vital business tasks.

Depending on your emulator, you can use the following accessibility features with this product.

Cleanup offers accessibility enhancements in the following areas:

• Display
• Sound
• Keyboard
• Mouse
• Custom Controls (if any)

Display

To increase visibility on your computer display, you can adjust the following options:

Font style, color, and size of items
Defines font color, size, and other visual combinations.

Screen resolution
Defines the pixel count to enlarge objects on the screen.

Cursor width and blink rate
Defines the cursor width or blink rate, which makes the cursor easier to find or minimize its blinking.

Icon size
Defines the size of icons. You can make icons larger for visibility or smaller for increased screen space.

High contrast schemes
Defines color combinations. You can select colors that are easier to see.

Sound

Use sound as a visual alternative or to make computer sounds easier to hear or distinguish by adjusting the following
options:

Volume
Sets the computer sound up or down.

Text-to-Speech
Sets the computer's hear command options and text read aloud.

Warnings
Defines visual warnings.

Notices
Defines the aural or visual cues when accessibility features are turned on or off.

Schemes
Associates computer sounds with specific system events.

Captions
Displays captions for speech and sounds.

Keyboard

You can make the following keyboard adjustments:
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Repeat Rate
Defines how quickly a character repeats when a key is struck.

Tones
Defines tones when pressing certain keys.

Sticky Keys
Defines the modifier key, such as Shift, Ctrl, Alt, or the Windows Logo key, for shortcut key combinations. Sticky
keys remain active until another key is pressed.

Mouse

You can use the following options to make your mouse faster and easier to use:

Click Speed
Defines how fast to click the mouse button to make a selection.

Click Lock
Sets the mouse to highlight or drag without holding down the mouse button.

Reverse Action
Sets the reverse function controlled by the left and right mouse keys.

Blink Rate
Defines how fast the cursor blinks or if it blinks at all.

Pointer Options
Let you complete the following actions:

• Hide the pointer while typing
• Show the location of the pointer
• Set the speed that the pointer moves on the screen
• Choose the pointer's size and color for increased visibility
• Move the pointer to a default location in a dialog box

Keyboard Shortcuts

The following table lists the keyboard shortcuts that <product name> supports:

Keyboard Description

Ctrl+X Cut

Ctrl+C Copy

Ctrl+K Find Next

Ctrl+F Find and Replace

Ctrl+V Paste

Ctrl+S Save

Ctrl+Shift+S Save All

Ctrl+D Delete Line

Ctrl+Right Next Word

Ctrl+Down Scroll Line Down

End Line End
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Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• Cleanup
• Cleanup for ACF2™

• Cleanup for RACF
• Cleanup for Top Secret®
• ACF2™ for z/OS (ACF2)
• Chorus™ Software Manager (CSM)
• Common Components and Services (CCS)
• Easytrieve®

• External Security Manager (ESM)
• High-level Qualifier (HLQ)
• Hierarchical File System (HFS)
• z File System (zFS)
• Job Control Language (JCL)
• Logical Partition (LPAR)
• Multiple Image Manager (MIM)
• Multiple Virtual Storage (MVS)
• Resource Access Control Facility (RACF)
• Scheduler® Job Management (Scheduler)
• Secure Socket Layer (SSL)
• System Modification Program/Extended (SMP/E)
• Top Secret® for z/OS (Top Secret)
• UNIX System Services (USS)
• User ID (UID)
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Installing
Review the steps to acquire, install, deploy, and configure your product.

Standard SMP/E installation and maintenance best practices are used to install and maintain Broadcom mainframe z/OS
products. The installation process includes all the tasks that are typically performed by a systems programmer to acquire
the products and make them ready for use in a production environment.

You can install Broadcom mainframe product software using IBM z/OSMF, CSM, or native SMP/E batch processing.

NOTE
z/OSMF installation is not available for every product.

z/OSMF and CSM are intuitive web-based tools that automate and simplify many installation activities on z/OS systems.
These applications also make obtaining and applying corrective, preventive, and recommended maintenance easier.

The following graphic provides a high-level overview of the installation process for Broadcom mainframe products:
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These steps are described in the following procedure:

1. Prepare for the installation by reviewing best practices and verifying that the software, hardware, security, and other
installation requirements have been met.

2. Acquire the product software using one of the following methods:
– From Broadcom Support, download a z/OSMF (filename.zOSMF.pax.Z) or classic SMP/E JCL (filename.pax.Z)

package. Only one can be selected.
NOTE
If a z/OSMF package is not available, select the SMP/E JCL package. A z/OSMF package is not available
for all products.

– From CSM, select a classic SMP/E JCL package from the product list. You cannot acquire a z/OSMF portable
software instance from CSM.

3. Perform an SMP/E installation to install the product software using one of the following methods:
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– If you downloaded a z/OSMF package from Broadcom Support, install using z/OSMF Deployments.
– If you downloaded a classic SMP/E JCL package from Broadcom Support, use either of the following options:

• Install using native SMP/E JCL
• Install using CSM

– If you downloaded a classic SMP/E JCL package from CSM, start the installation process from the SMP/E
Environments tab in CSM.

4. Install maintenance using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or CSM.
NOTE
Use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance. This service lets you acquire
maintenance on demand and to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed. The SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system programmers more
productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. Migrate existing CSIs to z/OSMF and use z/
OSMF Software Update to manage software updates.

5. Finalize the installation:
– Configure your product.
– Deploy your product.
For these tasks, use the methods that your product supports and in the preferred sequence per your site.

Prepare for Installation
Review this topic to prepare to install, configure, and deploy your Broadcom product software.

To prepare for an installation or upgrade, your installation team (systems programmer, security administrator, and so
on) should review the installation and configuration tasks to determine the high-level requirements by role. Doing so can
help you complete the process faster without any delays waiting for tasks to be completed at the last minute.

To install your product, we recommend that you understand:

• JCL
• TSO/ISPF
• Your organization IT environment, enterprise structure, and region structure
• z/OS environment and installing software in this environment
• z/OS UNIX System Services

Consult with the following personnel, as required:

• Security administrator for access
• Storage administrator for DASD allocations
• Systems programmer for z/OS definitions

TIP
If you plan to use z/OSMF to install or configure your product, review the installation best practices, which
include comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM. To access z/OSMF training from Broadcom, log in to
the Broadcom Support portal and search for a course in Learning@Broadcom. To migrate your existing SMP/E
environments (CSIs) to z/OSMF, see z/OSMF Migration.

You can install this release of your product and can continue to use an older release in another SMP/E environment. If you
plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

• When you install the product into an existing SMP/E environment, the new installation deletes previous releases in that
environment. We recommend that you install into a new CSI.

• If you acquire your product using SMP/E JCL, select different target and distribution zones for your new release from
where your current release is installed. The new zones use different libraries than your current release.

• Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they point
to the new release libraries.
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Installation Checklist
Use this installation checklist to plan and execute your product installation.

This checklist summarizes the required steps for a base installation (first-time installation) in the order you should perform
them. The checklist includes a brief description of the steps, with links to the comprehensive information required for the
installation. The checklist also identifies the roles that are typically required to complete the step, which enables the pre-
installation planning team (systems programmer, security administrator, and so on) to focus on the tasks for which they
are responsible. Use the Status column to track your progress.

NOTE
You can often perform the security-related tasks in parallel with the other installation and configuration tasks.

To download an Excel spreadsheet of this checklist, click here.

Prepare for Installation

Step Description Role Time Estimate Status

Review Installation Best
Practices

• Configure SMP/
E Internet Service
Retrieval for
maintenance.

• Implement a
Proactive Preventive
Maintenance
Strategy.

• Sign up for Hiper
Notifications

• Apply IBM
maintenance.

Database Administrator
Security Administrator
Systems Programmer

30 minutes Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.

Review Your Product
Download Options

Review where your
product pax files reside in
Download Management
on Broadcom Support
Online.

Systems Programmer 5 minutes Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.

Address Hardware
and Operating System
Requirements

• Review Cleanup for
ACF2 Compatibility
Page

• Review Cleanup
for Top Secret
Compatibility Page

• Review Cleanup for
RACF Compatibility
Page

Security Administrator
Systems Programmer

30 minutes Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.

Address Software
Prerequisites

• Prerequisites
• Cleanup

Requirements

Security Administrator
Systems Programmer

30 minutes Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.

Address Requirements
for Cleanup for ACF2

• Authorization
Requirements

• Storage
Requirements

Security Administrator
Systems Programmer

30 minutes Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.
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Step Description Role Time Estimate Status

Address Requirements
for Cleanup for Top
Secret

• Authorization
Requirements

• Storage
Requirements

Security Administrator
Systems Programmer

30 minutes Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.

Address Requirements
for Cleanup for RACF

• Authorization
Requirements

• Storage
Requirements

Security Administrator
Systems Programmer

30 minutes Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.

Address Concurrent
Releases

You can install this
release of your product
and can continue to
use an older release
in another SMP/E
environment.

Security Administrator
Systems Programmer

20 minutes Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.

Install Cleanup

Step Description Role Time Estimate Status

Install Products Using z/
OSMF
or
Install Products Using
SMP/E JCL
or
Install Products Using
CSM

• Create the product
SMP/E and runtime
environment (SMP/
E data sets, target
libraries, and
distribution libraries).

• Customize the
installation jobs.

• Acquire and install
using CSM.

Systems Programmer 75 minutes Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.

Maintain Products Using
z/OSMF Software Update
or
Maintain Products Using
SMP/E JCL
or
Maintain Products Using
CSM

Apply all PTFs required
to bring Cleanup to
current maintenance.

• Download
maintenance
(corrective and
preventive)
automatically using
SMP/E Internet
Service Retrieval
or manually from
Broadcom Support.

• Obtain the current
SMP/E HOLDDATA
(download the
external HOLDDATA
file).

• Receive, apply, and
accept maintenance.

Systems Programmer 30 minutes Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.
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Configure Cleanup

Step Description Role Time Estimate Status

Configure Cleanup for
ACF2

• Create the Tracking
File

• Modify AT5 and
AT5PARM

• Main Task
Initialization

• Verify Your Installation
• Post Installation

Considerations

Systems Programmer 30 minutes Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.

Configure Cleanup for
Top Secret

• Create the Tracking
File

• Modify AT6 and
AT6PARM

• Main Task
Initialization

• Verify Your Installation
• Post Installation

Considerations

Systems Programmer 30 minutes Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.

Configure Cleanup for
RACF

• Create the Tracking
File

• Modify AT8 and
AT8PARM

• Main Task
Initialization

• Verify Your
Installation

• Post Installation
Considerations

Systems Programmer 30 minutes Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.

Review Installation Best Practices
Before you begin the installation process, review these installation best practices.

Manage Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom offers Security and Integrity maintenance that addresses a security or integrity exposure. We categorize this
maintenance as a “SECINT” or “Security or Integrity” fix type using our mainframe software packaging system. With
each Security or Integrity Fix, Broadcom also offers access to Security Advisory articles that include more details and
context about a security or integrity exposure. Each article details the CVSS score, the CVSS Vector String, the affected
components, and the CVE numbers, if applicable. This central resource offers self-service information and an email
subscription service to be alerted about new security advisories.

Business Value:

This maintenance lets you quickly identify and apply security or integrity maintenance. The proactive notifications let you
address security issues immediately.

More information:

Maintain Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom Security Advisories Portal
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Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval for Product Maintenance

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to eliminate the need to download maintenance manually. This service uses
the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire Broadcom mainframe product maintenance. This service enables
you to acquire maintenance on demand or to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed.

If you are an existing CSM customer, you can also use this service to download maintenance and dramatically reduce the
time that is required to download PTFs.

With SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can make service requests for maintenance on demand or as scheduled
jobs that enable a more automated approach to downloading maintenance. To create a service order request online from
secure Broadcom download servers, see Use the Create Service Order Online Interface. This option is more streamlined
than using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Business Value:

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system
programmers more productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually from the Broadcom Support
portal

• Automates delivery of Broadcom maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of Recommended and Preventive service

More information:

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval

Implement a Proactive Preventive Maintenance Strategy

Use CARS to implement a proactive preventive maintenance strategy. CARS is patterned after the IBM preventive
maintenance model, Recommended Service Upgrade (RSU). With CARS, you can install preventive maintenance for
most Broadcom z/OS based products consistently on a schedule that you select (monthly, quarterly, annually). You
can follow the same schedule that you use to apply IBM maintenance, or you can implement a schedule for Broadcom
products only.

Business Value:

Keeping your products current with maintenance helps your team remain productive and minimizes errors while safely
protecting your systems. If you do not install preventive maintenance regularly, you risk encountering known problems for
which we have published and tested fixes. Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid
unscheduled downtime and assists you in proactively maintaining your software.

More information:

Recommended Service for z/OS

Sign up for Product Update Notifications

Sign up for product update notifications for all Broadcom products so that you receive notification of potential problems for
your products as soon as possible. Subscribe to critical alerts and other product notifications like security advisories within
the Broadcom Support portal. Sign in and select Notification Settings under your user name and profile. Select the alerts
that you want. Your preferences are automatically saved.

Business Value:

Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid unscheduled downtime and assists you in
proactively maintaining your software.
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Apply IBM Maintenance

Apply IBM maintenance for z/OSMF, SMP/E, and other components and products that are used during the software
installation process using the following FIXCAT:
IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService

Obtain the latest IBM HOLDDATA and run the SMP/E REPORT MISSINGFIX command to determine whether any
required PTFs are missing:
SET BDY(GLOBAL),

REPORT MISSINGFIX ZONES(ZOS24)

  FIXCATA(IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService).

Business Value:

Missing APARs can affect the operation or performance of your product.

Review z/OSMF Training Videos

The following training is offered to help you and your team learn z/OSMF basics. We recommend that all members of your
installation team review these videos before they use z/OSMF:

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Review IBM's z/OSMF Tutorials
• ServerPac Installation with z/OSMF: Tutorial 1 - Gain Access
• z/OSMF Management Facility
• z/OSMF Training - Introduction, Process, and Impact to Existing Customers 200

Business Value:

You and your team receive training so you can work efficiently in the IBM z/OSMF interface.

Review Your Product Download Options
Review this article to understand your product download options for Cleanup.

This article explains where your product pax files reside in Download Management on Broadcom Support Online. You can
only view the products on Broadcom Support Online for which your site is licensed. The path to specific products may vary
based on your site license.

If your site is solely licensed for one product, download it by entering the product name (for example, Auditor) in the
product search on Broadcom Support Online.

Entitlements Included with ACF2 and Top Secret

The entitlement for Advanced Authentication Mainframe and Trusted Access Manager for Z is now included with licensure
for ACF2 and/or Top Secret. If your site is licensed for ACF2 or Top Secret, the entitlement also allows the use of
Advanced Authentication Mainframe and/or Trusted Access Manager for Z in your IBM RACF environments.

With this entitlement, download Advanced Authentication Mainframe and Trusted Access Manager for Z by entering ACF2
or Top Secret in the product search on Broadcom Support Online. Select the applicable version, and select the product
package for download.
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Security Insights

If your site is licensed for any Broadcom Mainframe Security product, you have no-cost access to Security Insights. To
download the product, enter the licensed product name in the product search on Broadcom Support Online.

Next Steps

You are now prepared to navigate to the proper location on Broadcom Support Online to download your software
package. Based on your site preference, continue to Install Products using z/OSMF, Install Products Using SMP/E JCL, or
Install Products Using CSM. Each installation article explains how to download your products.

Hardware and Operating System Requirements
Before you install and configure Cleanup, verify that your system meets the requirements for the supported IBM
zEnterprise versions and the IBM z/OS versions, see the following:

• Cleanup for ACF2 Compatibility Page
• Cleanup for Top Secret Compatibility Page
• Cleanup for RACF Compatibility Page.

Software Prerequisites
This article details the software prerequisites for a Cleanup installation.

Prerequisites

• Any supported release of z/OS

• Common Components and Services Version 15.0
• The following CCS components are required for this product to perform various functions:
CAIRIM

Prepares the operating system environment for all Broadcom applications and starts them.
LMP

Provides a standardized and automated approach to tracking licensed software.
For detailed Common Components and Services requirements, see Common Components and Services.

Cleanup Requirements

Before you install Cleanup, note the following requirements:

• If you are using a pre-Release 2.2 of Cleanup, discontinue its use before you begin installation. The program modules,
REXX scripts, JCL jobs, and procedures are not compatible between these versions.

• Existing tracking files are upwardly compatible with this release.
• If this installation is new or if you have removed Cleanup Version 12.0 from your system, you must use SMP/E to install

Cleanup Release 12.1.
• As of Release 12.1, all elements within the respective products have changed as follows:

– For Cleanup for ACF2, elements have changed from ETCL to AT5.
– For Cleanup for Top Secret, elements have changed from ETCL to AT6.
– For Cleanup for RACF, elements have changed from ETCL to AT8.

Example: For Cleanup for Top Secret, program ETCL#RPT is now program AT6#RPT.
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• Save all installation materials and output from the installation process. This material is essential for Broadcom
maintenance and support.

NOTE

For specific security product requirements, review the following topic per your implementation.

Requirements for Cleanup for ACF2
Before you start the installation, review the following requirements.

Authorization Requirements

• Programs for this product must reside in an APF-authorized load library. The entire target load library must be APF-
authorized, or the programs must be copied into an existing APF-authorized load library.

• The database load utility and report and command generator issues security system SVCs to retrieve information. This
utility must be run by an unscoped security or audit administrator. If needed, this default behavior can be overridden
with a utility option that allows the user to be a scoped security administrator.

• A started task is used for the main task for this product. Your site may require a user ID to be defined for this started
task. No special or administrative privileges are required for this started task compared to any other started task. This
started task needs only read and update access over its own files.

Storage Requirements

The following table estimates disk space for the target libraries that are required to install Cleanup.

Library Name Description Blk Size LRECL Space (Blks) Dir Blks

CAI.ADMEXML Deployment XML
Distribution

32760 512 18 16

CAI.CDMEXML Deployment XML
Target

32760 512 18 16

CAI.ADMEPROC Procedure
Distribution

32720 80 16 16

CAI.CDMEPROC Procedure Target 32720 80 16 16

CAI.ADMEMOD0 Module Distribution 6144 0 30 16

CAI.CDMELINK Load Library 6144 0 24 16

CAI.ADMEEXEC REXX Distribution 32720 80 19 18

CAI.CDMEEXEC REXX Target 32720 80 19 18

CAI.ADMEJCL0 Sample JCL
Distribution

32720 80 19 21

CAI.CDMEJCL0 Sample JCL
Distribution

32720 80 19 21

Requirements for Cleanup for Top Secret
Before you start the installation, review the following requirements.
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Authorization Requirements

• Programs for this product must reside in an APF-authorized load library. The entire target load library must be APF-
authorized or the programs must be copied into an existing APF-authorized load library.

• The database load utility and report and command generator issues security system SVCs to retrieve information. This
utility must be run by an unscoped security or audit administrator. If needed, this default behavior can be overridden
with a utility option that allows the user to be a scoped security administrator.

• A started task is used for the main task for this product. Your site may require a user ID to be defined for this started
task. No special or administrative privileges are required for this started task compared to any other started task. This
started task needs only read and update access over its own files.

Storage Requirements

To complete the installation tasks you must read, update, and allocate authority for the installation data sets and libraries.

The following table estimates disk space for the target libraries that are required to install Cleanup.

Library Name Description Blk Size LRECL Space (Blks) Dir Blks

CAI.ADMFXML Deployment XML
Distribution

32760 512 18 16

CAI.CDMFXML Deployment XML
Target

32760 512 18 16

CAI.ADMFPROC Procedure
Distribution

32720 80 16 16

CAI.CDMFPROC Procedure Target 32720 80 16 16

CAI.ADMFMOD0 Module Distribution 6144 0 35 16

CAI.CDMFLINK Load Library 6144 0 35 16

CAI.ADMFEXEC REXX Distribution 32720 80 17 16

CAI.CDMFEXEC REXX Target 32720 80 17 16

CAI.ADMFJCL0 Sample JCL
Distribution

32720 80 19 21

CAI.CDMFJCL0 Sample JCL
Distribution

32720 80 19 21

Requirements for Cleanup for RACF
Before you start the installation, review the following requirements.

Authorization Requirements

• Cleanup programs must reside in an APF-authorized load library. The entire target load library must be APF-authorized
or the programs must be copied into an existing APF-authorized load library.

• A started task is used for the Cleanup main task. Your site may require a user ID to be defined for this started task. No
special or administrative privileges are required for this started task compared to any other started task. This started
task needs only read and update access over its own files.
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Storage Requirements

The following table estimates disk space for the target libraries that are required to install Cleanup.

Library Name Description Blk Size LRECL Space (Blks) Dir Blks

CAI.ADY1XML Deployment XML
Distribution

32760 512 18 16

CAI.CDY1XML Deployment XML
Target

32760 512 18 16

CAI.ADY1PROC Procedure
Distribution

32720 80 16 16

CAI.CDY1PROC Procedure Target 32720 80 16 16

CAI.ADY1MOD0 Module Distribution 6144 0 37 16

CAI.CDY1LINK Load Library 6144 0 20 16

CAI.ADY1EXEC REXX Distribution 32720 80 18 18

CAI.CDY1EXEC REXX Target 32720 80 18 18

CAI.ADY1JCL0 Sample JCL
Distribution

32720 80 19 21

CAI.CDY1JCL0 Sample JCL
Distribution

32720 80 19 21

Install Products Using z/OSMF
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include acquiring, installing, maintaining, and configuring mainframe
products on your systems. z/OSMF lets you perform these tasks for Broadcom mainframe products and mainframe
products from other vendors. z/OSMF lets you manage software on your z/OS systems through a browser at any time,
from any location. By streamlining some traditional tasks and automating others, z/OSMF can simplify some areas of
system management and also reduce the level of expertise that is required for managing system activities. Experienced
users can view, define, and update policies that affect system behavior, monitor system performance, and manage z/OS
software.

As products and vendors adopt z/OSMF services, you can install and maintain all your mainframe products in a common
way according to industry best practices. After configuration is complete, you can execute the product and easily provision
new software instances for use on other systems throughout your environment.

Use the following topics to guide you through the installation process using z/OSMF:

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Provides information about z/OSMF general configuration and security requirements.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Provides the steps to acquire the product software from Broadcom Support and register the portable software
instance in z/OSMF.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Provides the steps to install (deploy) the portable software instance to an LPAR using z/OSMF Deployments. This
step creates the SMP/E environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps to prepare the software
instance for SMP/E operations. This step also:
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• Customizes the data set names that are defined to SMP/E.
• Mounts required USS files if necessary.
• Performs workflow execution to customize the deployed runtime environment for use on a specific z/OS

system.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Provides the steps to import the Broadcom product information file so that z/OSMF has access to the latest
product release information. For a list of products using z/OSMF, see Mainframe Products using z/OSMF in the
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

TIP
See our installation best practices article for a list of comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM.

When these tasks are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance. You can also configure software
instances using z/OSMF workflows.

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Prepare for installation using z/OSMF by addressing the requirements in this topic.

Before you install your Broadcom mainframe products using IBM z/OSMF, address the installation and security
requirements in the following table:

NOTE
Your systems programmers and security administrators can complete these tasks in parallel.

Task Description Role

Apply required maintenance
for Common Components
and Services (CCS) Version
15.0 (SO12499)

The CCS PTF installs load module stubs for select IBM products into your
installed CCS library hlq.CAW0CALL. If you are prompted during installation
for the data set name of a load library for an IBM product that is not installed,
specify your installed hlq.CAW0CALL data set name.

Systems Programmer

Configure z/OSMF The IBM z/OS Management Facility Configuration Guide is your primary
source of information about how to configure z/OSMF. You can open the IBM
documentation in a separate browser tab for reference during installation of your
products using z/OSMF Deployments. To prevent configuration errors and to
enable z/OSMF Software Update for maintenance, apply all z/OSMF related
maintenance before you begin the installation process.

Systems Programmer,
Security Administrator,
Domain Administrator

Configure z/OSMF security
for ACF2, Top Secret, or
IBM RACF

Configure security in your ESM to authorize users and resources. To prevent
SSL handshake failures when importing product information into z/OSMF, make
sure that you have added the Digicert Intermediate CA certificate to the z/OSMF
keyring. For information, see Import Product Information into z/OSMF.

Security Administrator

Confirm installer privileges Confirm that the installer has read, create, update, and execute privileges
in z/OS. Write access is also required to the UNIX System Services (USS)
directories that are used for the installation process. To deploy a product
that has USS components, the installer's user ID must have access to
the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV class, access to the
BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or UID(0). For
UNIXPRIV, read access is required to SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN,
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

Security Administrator
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Task Description Role

Address USS requirements • Create a USS directory to receive the z/OSMF pax file and to perform the
unpack steps.

• Confirm that you have write authority to the USS directories that are used for
the z/OSMF pax installation process.

• Confirm that you have available USS file space.
To download and unpack the pax file, you need free space that is approximately
3.5 times the pax file size in the file system that contains the pax directories. For
example, to download and unpack a 14-MB pax file, you need approximately 49
MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory. If you do not have
sufficient free space, error messages like EZA1490I Error writing to data set or
EZA2606W File I/O error 133 can occur.

Systems Programmer,
Security Administrator

Configure SMP/E Internet
Service Retrieval

Lets you receive and download maintenance on a regular cadence or build
custom maintenance packages (order PTFs, APARs, critical, recommended, all,
or just HOLDDATA). This step is our recommended best practice when installing
maintenance and is required to use z/OSMF Software Update. For configuration
details, see the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

Systems Programmer,
Security Administrator

After these requirements have been addressed, you are ready to acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance or
Configure a Software Instance using z/OSMF Workflows.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Learn how to acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance (PSWI) for your product from Broadcom
Support and then add the portable software instance to z/OSMF. The product SMP/E environments are pre-built at
Broadcom, backed up, and made available for download as a PSWI.

The PSWI includes the SMP/E CSI data sets, all associated SMP/E-managed target and distribution libraries, non-SMP/E-
managed data sets, and metadata that is required to describe the PSWI.

The following diagram illustrates the acquisition process:

1. Review the installation best practices and address all requirements.
2. Complete one of the following tasks to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance:

– Download the PSWI to the z/OSMF host from the Broadcom download server.
Before you use this option, complete the one-time security configuration tasks to use the RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK (RFN) process through GIMGTPKG and SMP/E. See Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery.

– Download the PSWI to your laptop and FTP it to a USS directory on the mainframe or download it to z/OS.
3. Register the portable software instance in z/OSMF.
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Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery

Perform the following one-time security configuration steps to instruct the SMP/E RECEIVE command and the
GIMGTPKG service routine to download the PSWI using HTTPS. GIMGTPKG performs the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK TRANSFERONLY command functions. SMP/E supports secure and encrypted download operations
using HTTPS (HTTP over SSL, Secure Sockets Layer). The default z/OS Java truststore manages the certificates.

NOTE
If your site has already configured the server certificate to acquire solutions and process maintenance requests
through https://downloads.broadcom.com, skip this task. Go to order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

1. Download the certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/certs/digi-inter-new/digicert_intermediate_2031.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE WRAP LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the External Security Manager (ESM) database:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH yourcertname DSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) -

  LABEL(yourlabelname) USAGE(CERTAUTH) TRUST

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname)-

DCDSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) TRUST

– For IBM RACF, specify:
RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) + 

WITHLABEL(‘yourlabelname’) TRUST

The ESM database now includes the certificate.
4. Grant UPDATE access to the IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) to the user ID submitting the FTP JCL:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD( DIGICERT.LISTRING UID(userid) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW)

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS PER(userid) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(UPDATE)

– For IBM RACF, specify:
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(userid) ACCESS(UPDATE)

The user that submits the FTP JCL can use a virtual CERTAUTH keyring to authenticate the FTP server. The
certificate does not need to be added to the keyring of the FTP user.

The one-time security configuration is complete. You are now ready to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance

You can order the z/OSMF portable software instance from the Broadcom Support and download the PSWI using GIMZIP
to z/OSMF or download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host as a single pax file. You can download directly to the mainframe
or you can download to your workstation and then transfer the pax file to the mainframe. A file transfer utility, such as FTP,
is required to transfer data to the mainframe.
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Use the following procedure to create a service order from the Broadcom Support site for a product-specific PSWI:

1. Go to Broadcom Support and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My Downloads.
2. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.

The My Downloads page appears.
3. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.

The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.
4. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.

A list by release, service pack, and language appears.
5. Use the hypertext link to select a release.

The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the product-specific software packages that you can select
to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows more software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

6. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. View the file information for the product that you want by selecting the right arrow key (>) or by selecting Expand

All.
b. Select the checkbox under Download for the PSWI (productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z) and other files that you

want to include in the product download.
c. Select one of the following download methods:

• If your product is RFN-enabled, a GIMZIP download option is available. Select GIMZIP to acquire the product
package from the Broadcom download server directly to your z/OSMF host system using z/OSMF Software
Management. Go to Step 7.

• Select HTTPS Download or Secure FTP Download to download the files from the Broadcom download server.
Secure FTP Download is the preferred method. Go to Step 8.
To select a download method from the Download Manager, select Download Selected. This option lets you
download multiple files at one time.

For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see Download Methods
and Locations.

7. If you selected GIMZIP, the GIMZIP text changes to Order is Placed. An email is sent to the order creator.
Complete the following steps to generate the required SERVER XML to download the PSWI from the FTP download
server to your mainframe using the GIMGTPKG service routine. GIMGTPKG transports the GIMZIP packages from a
remote FTP server to a local host.
a. Use the link in the email to access the order details (site ID, order number, and product release) on the Download

History page in the Download Manager on Broadcom Support.
b. Select GIMZIP to access the service order details (SERVER XML) in a text file. For example:

<SERVER 

   host=”ftpserver.broadcom.com”

   user=”joesmith”

   pw=”password”

 > 

 <PACKAGE

    file=”/order/product/GIMPAF.XML”

    hash=”01234567890123456078901234567890”

    id=”BROADCOM”

 > 

 </PACKAGE> 

</SERVER>

The SERVER XML contains the required information for the download server to receive the network package.
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c. Copy the SERVER XML to your clipboard and change the id tag to name the subdirectory in the SMPNTS
directory. Use this copy to register the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From Download Server option.

Go to Register the Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.
8. If you selected Secure FTP in Step 6, the Secure FTP Download Instructions pop-up appears.

a. Copy the host URL (downloads.broadcom.com) and paste it into a browser.
b. Log in using one of the following options:

• Broadcom Support Portal username and password
• Secure Access Token

To use this option, select Generate Access Credentials, specify your email address and password, and select
Generate. Before you close the window, copy and save the generated FTP credential details (username and
password) into a text file.

c. Copy the path for the zip file located in Order Location. This file identifies the order to be downloaded. For
example, /12345678.zip.

d. Use the following sample JCL with an added JOB card to download the z/OSMF pax file using FTP:
 //GETPAX   EXEC PGM=FTP,REGION=0K

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //OUTPUT   DD SYSOUT=*

 //INPUT    DD *

 downloads.broadcom.com

 supportportalemail or generatedUsername 

 supportportalpassword or generatedPassword

 Binary

 get orderlocation + ‘yourUSSpaxDirectory’ (rep

 quit

 /*

 //*

e. Execute JCL to unpack the installation file and restore the individual pax files. Sample JCL follows:
//USSBATCH EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDPARM  DD *

//* Be sure that there are no line numbers on the input lines.

sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/;

pax –rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

/*

//*

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

• Add a JOB statement.
• Update the USS directory (yourUSSpaxdirectory) with the path name where you want to copy the pax file.
• Update productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z with the name of the pax file that you want to copy to the mainframe.
• Submit the customized JCL.

USSBATCH can take several minutes to execute. A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code
indicates a problem.
You can also use OMVS to unpax the z/OSMF pax file. For example:
$ cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory

$ pax -rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

After successful execution, the individual pax files are restored and ready for use. You are now ready to register
the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From z/OSMF System option.

Go to Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.
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Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF

After you acquire and download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host system, log in to z/OSMF to register the product
software and define the PSWI to z/OSMF as shown in the following procedure. When you complete these steps, the PSWI
is registered in z/OSMF and ready for installation (deployment).

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select your user ID in the top or bottom right-hand corner to switch between
the Desktop Interface and Classic Interface.

2. Complete one of the following steps to display the Software Management page:
a. In the Desktop Interface, select Software Management.
b. In the Classic Interface, select Software, Software Management.

3. Select Portable Software Instances to define your PSWI to z/OSMF.
4. Select Add from the Actions menu and select From Download Server (GIMZIP download) or From z/OSMF System

(HTTPS or Secure FTP download) as applicable.
For detailed steps, see Tutorial 2 - Add a PSWI from IBM.
Use the default CLIENT XML or if needed, specify the CLIENT XML attributes that you use in other SMP/E jobs to
download software products or PTFs from the Broadcom download servers. For example:
<CLIENT  downloadmethod="https"

         downloadkeyring="javatruststore"

         javahome="/usr/lpp/java/J8.0"

         >

</CLIENT>

NOTE
For more information about specifying the CLIENT XML tag, see Content of CLIENT data set in the IBM
documentation.

downloadmethod
Specifies the network protocol for downloading the files from a remote server. HTTPS is the only supported
option. When you specify https, certificates are required to perform the SSL handshake with the HTTPS server to
encrypt the network activity. The location of the certificates is defined using the downloadkeyring attribute.

downloadkeyring
Identifies the location of the certificates that are required to perform SSL operations with the HTTPS server
where the files to be downloaded reside. Specify the name for an external security manager (ESM) keyring or the
keyword javatruststore.
The name of the keyring can specify a real or a virtual keyring.
To indicate that all CA certificates that are defined in the ESM can be used to perform SSL operations, specify
“*AUTH*/*” for the CERTAUTH virtual keyring userid/keyring value.

javahome
Specifies the location of the Java runtime to be used by SMP/E.

The PSWI exists on your z/OS system and is defined to z/OSMF. The product software is ready for installation. Go to
Install Product Software using z/OSMF Deployments.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF Deployments.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing product software in your z/OS environment. After
the portable software instance or software instance is registered in z/OSMF, you can use z/OSMF Deployments to
install the product software and create the product data sets (global, CSI, target libraries, and distribution libraries) for
the new software instance. The deployment jobs create a copy of the source product data sets to create the product
target runtime environment. Creating a copy of the SMP/E target data sets keeps the SMP/E environment clean and it
also isolates the product runtime environment for maintenance activities. You can also perform z/OSMF workflows to
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customize the SMP/E data sets, mount UNIX System Services (USS) files if necessary, and configure the new software
instance on the target system.

To install Broadcom mainframe products using z/OSMF and make the product software available for use on a system
by users and other programs, define a new deployment. This step defines the SMP/E environment name and the prefix
of the CSI data set in z/OSMF. You also specify data set allocation parameters for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries,
and distribution libraries. To define a new deployment, complete the deployment checklist (specify the USS path, DSN,
VOLSERs), and submit the deployment jobs through the z/OSMF user interface. When the deployment is complete, you
have a source and target copy of the software.

NOTE
For more information about these tasks, see Deploying software in the IBM documentation.

Subsequent maintenance activities for the product update the SMP/E environment without affecting your active product
runtime environments. You decide when to redeploy the maintenance-updated SMP/E target data sets to each of the
product runtime environments.

Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify the installation requirements in Prepare for
Installation.

NOTE
The installer requires read, create, update, and execute privileges in z/OS. Write access is also required to the
USS directories that are used for the installation process. To deploy a product that has USS components, the
installer's user ID must have access to the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV class, access to the
BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or UID(0). For UNIXPRIV, read access is required to
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN, SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

1. Display the Deployments table in z/OSMF (Software Management, Deployments).
2. Define a new deployment by selecting New from the Actions menu.

The deployment checklist displays. You can also modify, view, copy, cancel, or remove existing deployments.
3. Complete the deployment checklist items as described in Defining new deployments in the IBM documentation.

As you complete the deployment checklist, be sure to make the following selections:
a. Specify the properties for this deployment (name, description, and optional category).
b. Select the software to deploy.

For this step, select the Portable Software Instance button and select your package.
c. Select the objective for this deployment to indicate where and how you want to install the selected portable

software instance.
For this step, indicate that you want to create a software instance and specify the global zone CSI and the system
where the target software instance will reside.

d. Check for missing SYSMODs and view missing SYSMOD reports.
For this step, deselect the following report options:
• Requisite SYSMODs and Fix Categories reports
• Regressed SYSMODs and HOLDDATA Delta reports

e. Configure this deployment to define the target software instance.
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• For DLIBs, specify Yes to copy the distribution zones and libraries that are associated with the source software.
You can customize the names and the storage class or volumes of the new data sets.

• For Model, indicate The source software to use as a model. z/OSMF uses the data sets, volumes, mount
points, catalogs, and SMP/E zones that are associated with the model to specify default values for the target
software instance.

• For SMP/E Zones, the DLIB and TLIB names do not typically need to be changed.
• For Data sets, change the target data set name prefix to the one that you want to use for your deployment.

Specify a volume or storage class to identify where to create the target data sets.
• For Catalogs, no action is required assuming that your target data set prefix is defined in a user catalog.
• For Volumes and Storage Classes, no action is required. A summary is presented of the target data sets to be

created and how much space is required.
• For Mount Points, review the mount points for the UNIX file system data sets that are included in the target

software instance. When specifying a new target mount point, retain the static path extension in the path name
to prevent failures in the configuration workflow. For example, targetpathname/staticpathextension..

NOTE
If your product does not include USS directories, ignore this instruction.

f. Define the job settings to generate JCL to install the software and view the deployment summary. For this step,
update the JOB statement as needed.

NOTE
If the target system for the deployment is in a JES Multi-Access Spool (MAS) and the mount point is only
accessible from the target system, add a System Affinity (SYSAFF) to the job card to ensure execution
on the system where the zFS resides.

g. Submit the deployment jobs in sequential order, wait for each job to complete, and then select Refresh to register
job completion in z/OSMF.
A return code of zero is expected.
When all deployment jobs have executed successfully, you have unzipped and renamed the product data sets, and
updated the CSI data sets. The product data sets have also been successfully copied and the properties for the
target software instance have been specified.

h. Execute the workflows for the software being deployed. Most products have at least one of the following workflows:
Post SMP/E Workflow

Updates the CSI with site-specific external data sets, relinks load modules, and optionally mounts USS
directories.

NOTE
If prompted for the data set name of a load library for an IBM product that is not installed, specify your
installed Common Components and Services for z/OS CCS_hlq.CAW0CALL data set name.

Configuration Workflows
Configures a new software instance or an existing software instance. For example, an upgrade workflow updates
an existing software instance for your product to a new product release.

NOTE
For a list of products with workflows to complete post-install configuration, see Mainframe Products using
z/OSMF for Software Management in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

i. Specify a name and description for the new target software instance.

The deployment process is complete. The new software instance is defined to z/OSMF. You are now ready to Import
Product Information into z/OSMF before you install product maintenance.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Learn how to import a product information file into z/OSMF.
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As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining a current repository of acquired product packages
that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. z/OSMF lets you view a consolidated list of the products and
maintenance packages that are included in each software instance or portable software instance.

You can import product information for the  Broadcom mainframe products that you have installed on z/OS into z/
OSMF. After you retrieve the product information, use z/OSMF Software Management to obtain a list of products that
are contained in your software instances. This information helps you to determine which products are nearing or have
reached end of service (EOS) or end of life (EOL) support. This information is useful when planning future installations
and upgrades. You can also use this information to identify software instances that will be affected by changes to a
product.

The product information file for Broadcom mainframe products is stored on the following FTP directory:

https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

You can load the contents of the Broadcom product information file into z/OSMF from:

• The Broadcom FTP directory directly
• Your local workstation
• A z/OS data set or UNIX file

After you load the file, retrieve the product information in z/OSMF from the Products view in the Software Management
task.

If you create software instances or portable software instances in z/OSMF, import the product information file again so that
you have current information to display for your installed products.

Broadcom recommends that you repeat the load procedure on a regular schedule or at least monthly to ensure that
you have current Broadcom product information available in z/OSMF. This process ensures that you have access to all
product packages as they become available.

Enable Secure Downloads

To prevent SSL handshake failures when importing product information into z/OSMF, confirm that you added the Digicert
root certificate to the z/OSMF keyring.

Use the following procedure to enable secure downloads:

NOTE
This procedure assumes that you have configured z/OSMF security for ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF to
authorize users and resources.

1. Download the Digicert root certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/zosmf/digi-root.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following FTP commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE WRAP LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the existing z/OSMF IZUSVR keyring.

For ACF2, specify SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH.yourcertname DSN('your.zos.dataset.name') -

  LABEL(yourlabeldescription)
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CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.yourDigicertCAcertname) KEYRING(IZUSVR.keyr01)

 RINGNAME(IZUKeyring.IZUDFLT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For Top Secret, specify TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourDigicertCAcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname) - 

DCDSN('your.zos.dataset.name') TRUST

            

TSS ADD(IZUSVR) KEYRING(zosmfringname) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,yourDigicertCAcertname) -

USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For IBM RACF, specify RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD('your.zos.dataset.name') WITHLABEL('yourlabelname') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(IZUSVR) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('your_digicertCA_label') +

RING(keyringname) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

The certificate is now connected. To verify, review the messages for each command.

You can now load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF.

Load the Product Information File into z/OSMF

Use the following procedure to load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF:

1. Select the following link to download the product information file from the Broadcom FTP directory to your workstation
or to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

NOTE
To load the product information file into z/OSMF directly, go to Step 2.

Complete either of the following steps:

• Use your Web Browser or an FTP client to download to your local workstation. Upload the file with binary in the
FTP JCL so that the file is not converted to the EBCDIC character set.

• Use FTP to download the file directly to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe. Sample JCL follows that
you can customize and execute:
//FTPSTEP   EXEC PGM=FTP,PARM=’(EXIT=08’

//SYSTCPD   DD DSN=your_TCPIP_data_set_name,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

//OUTPUT    DD SYSOUT=*

//INPUT     DD *

ftp.broadcom.com 21

anonymous email_address

cd /pub/MSPSaccount/JSON/

dir

asc

locsite LR=80 REC=FB BLOCKSI=0

locsite PRI=20 SEC=10 CY

get BroadcomProdInfo.txt ‘zos_data_set’ (REPLACE

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

1. Add a JOB statement per your site standards to the beginning of the JCL.
2. Specify the TCP/IP stack (your_TCPIP_data_set_name) for an external network.
3. Specify your valid email address (email_address).
4. Specify the z/OS data set name (zos_data_set) where you want to save the product information file. If the

specified data set does not exist, it is created during the download process.
5. Submit for execution.

A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code indicates a problem.

The product information file is now available to load into z/OSMF.
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2. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and go to the Software Management dashboard.
3. Select Products.

The Products table list displays.
4. Select Retrieve End of Service information from the Actions menu or select the Retrieve End of Service

information button if available. The Select Product Information File page displays.
5. Complete one of the following steps:

– To load the file into z/OSMF directly from the Broadcom FTP directory:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Copy the Broadcom product information file URL, paste it into the URL field, specify a description, and select
OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

– To load the file from your local workstation, select the option to Select a file that resides on your local
workstation, enter your file name, a description, and select Retrieve. The contents of the file are loaded into z/
OSMF.

– To load the file from a z/OS data set or UNIX file that the z/OSMF host can access:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Select Primary z/OSMF system, specify the z/OS data set name in the Data set or UNIX file field, specify a
description, and select OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

Use the Software Management dashboard in z/OSMF to view your product information.

Install Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products on your mainframe system. With this option,
you acquire a product pax file and the latest product updates from Broadcom Support and then install, maintain,
deploy, and configure the products on your systems. Batch jobs are provided to create the SMP/E environment. A basic
understanding of UNIX System Services (USS) is required.

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

You perform the following tasks to install a product with a pax file:
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When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

UNIX System Services Environment

You need a UNIX System Services (USS) directory and a file system with adequate space to perform the following tasks:

• Receive product pax files from Broadcom Support.
• Perform utility functions to unpack the pax file into z/OS data sets that you can use to complete the product installation.

We recommend that you allocate and mount a dedicated file system for this process. The amount of space that you need
for the file system depends on the following variables:

• The size of the pax files that you intend to download.
• Whether you plan to keep the pax files after unpacking them. We do not recommend this practice.

We recommend that you use one directory for downloading and unpacking pax files. Reusing the same directory
minimizes USS setup. Complete the USS setup only one time. You reuse the same directory for subsequent downloads.
Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation requires write authority to the USS directories that are used
for the native SMP/E JCL installation process. In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also
need free space approximately 3.5 times the pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For
example, to download and unpack a 14-MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file
system hosting your pax directory.

Allocate and Mount a File System
The product installation process requires a UNIX System Services (USS) directory to receive the pax file and to perform
the unpack steps. We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to the product acquisition.
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We also recommend that you create a directory in this file system where the pax file will be located. You will use this
directory (yourUSSpaxdirectory) later in the installation process when acquiring and unpacking the product pax file.

NOTE
To issue the USS mount command for the file system, read access is required to the SAF resource name
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.USERMOUNT in the UNIXPRIV class.

1. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create your USS pax directory named
yourdirectory/PAX in the existing /u/maint directory. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:
cd /u/maint/

mkdir yourdirectory

cd yourdirectory

mkdir PAX

Further references to this mount point appear as yourUSSpaxdirectory. You can reuse the same directory for all
product acquisitions to minimize USS setup. Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

The mount point is created.
2. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can permit write access to anyone in the same group as the

person who created the directory. For example, to allow write access to the USS pax directory for other users in your
USS group, enter the following command from the TSO OMVS shell or the Telnet or SSH client of choice at your site:

NOTE
USS commands are case-sensitive.

chmod -R 770 /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

Write access is granted. Other users can access the USS pax directory and its files.
3. Allocate the zFS by customizing the following sample JCL to your site requirements:

//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME) +

  STORAGECLASS(class) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(primary secondary) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3 3) +

  )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

– Add a JOB card.
– Issue the NUM ON command followed by UNNUM to edit the JCL with number off (no sequence numbers in columns

73 through 80).
– Issue the CAPS OFF command. However, where needed, use uppercase and lowercase values. For example,

YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME must be uppercase and aggregate and compat must be lowercase.
– Ensure the zFS data set name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for USS file systems.
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If the allocation of the file system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings now allowing for the
allocation.

– Ensure that the SYSIN DD is indented at least one space.
When these edits are complete, the zFS is allocated.

4. Mount the file system by customizing the following sample:
//MOUNT    EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,REGION=0M          

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSOUT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSIN  DD *

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name') +

MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory') +

TYPE(ZFS) MODE(RDWR) +

PARM('AGGRGROW')

/*

The file system is mounted.
5. Verify that the file system is mounted. To do so, enter the following commands from the Telnet or SSH client:

cd {yourUSSpaxdirectory}

df -k .

The output shows the mount point and the mount data set. Resolve errors before continuing to Acquire the Product
Pax Files.

Acquire the Product Pax Files
To begin the product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up.

NOTE
To optimize downloads from Broadcom Support, configure the downloads.broadcom.com URL for HTTPS
and Secure FTP in your network security software, firewalls, or both. Sites that regulate access through an IP
address are required to allow network access to 141.202.253.110.

This procedure explains how to transfer a product pax file from Broadcom Support online to the mainframe.

1. Confirm that you have addressed the following UNIX System Services (USS) requirements:
– Write authority to the USS directories that are used for the pax installation process.
– Available USS file space.

NOTE
In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also need free space approximately 3.5 times the
pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14-
MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory.

If you do not have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:
EZA1490I Error writing to data set

EZA2606W File I/O error 133

2. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

3. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads page appears.

4. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.
The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.

5. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.
A list by release, service pack, and language appears.

6. Click the hypertext link to select a release.
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The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the available product-specific software packages that you
can select to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows additional software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

7. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. Select the SMP/E JCL Package (classic pax) and other files that you want to include in the product download.

If more than one package is available, you can only select one.
b. Select Download Selected, HTTPS Download, or Secure FTP Download. Secure FTP Download is the

preferred method. For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see
Download Methods and Locations.

The product package is downloaded.

You are now ready to extract the contents of the product package into a product directory that you create.

Create a Product Directory from the Pax File
After you acquire and download the product package (pax file), you are ready to create a product directory in which to
extract the contents of the package. You can do so using the pax command or the ESDUNPAX sample JCL.

Use the pax Command

To use the pax command to create a product directory, enter:
cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

pax -rvf pax-filename

These commands set the current working directory in your USS directory to the directory containing the pax file and
performs the following actions:

• Extracts the files and directories that are packaged within the pax file.
• Creates a USS directory in the same directory structure where the pax file resides.
• Automatically generates a product and level-specific directory name.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

Use the ESDUNPAX Sample JCL

To use the ESDUNPAX sample JCL to create a product directory, copy the following JCL sample and edit as indicated:
//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX PAX FILE',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for pax file downloads.          *

//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line,       *

//*       start entering characters in column 16 and make sure        *

//*       the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.     *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,
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// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax                              X

//             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

Save your changes, type SUBMIT on the command line, and press Enter to execute the job.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to Copy the Sample Installation JCL to a z/OS Data Set.

Copy Sample Installation JCL to a z/OS Data Set
Learn how to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

After you create a product directory for the extracted contents of the pax file, use the UNZIPJCL job to copy the sample
installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

1. Locate and review the AREADME (or installation notes) file in the product-specific directory that you created in the
previous task, Create a Product Directory. This file lists the required data set members to complete the installation
process.
The product-specific installation details are available.

2. Edit the UNZIPJCL sample job in the product-specific directory using ISPF EDIT or TSO OMVS:
– Change yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for the z/OS SAMPJCL data set. Use a unique HLQ for each

expanded pax file to identify the package uniquely.
– Change YOUR USS DIRECTORY to the product-specific directory where the pax file resides.
– Set HASH to YES or NO to indicate whether GIMUNZIP performs SHA-1 hash checking for the archive files that

were specified in the SYSIN data set.
If HASH=YES, GIMZIP requires Integrated Cryptographic Services (ICSF) or Java to compute an SHA-1 hash
value. If HASH=NO, no hash checking is performed. To use Java, uncomment the SMPJHOME and SMPCPATH
DDs to enter your Java runtime directory and Java application classes directory.

Save your changes and press Enter.
The UNZIPJCL is edited.

3. Type SUBMIT on the command line and press Enter to execute the UNZIPJCL job.
The UNZIPJCL job reads the downloaded file and directories and creates the SAMPJCL data set. Return code zero
is expected. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable. The
SAMPJCL data set is created with the HLQ that you specified in the UNZIPJCL job. Perform the installation using the
members in this data set.

You are now ready to Prepare the SMP/E Environment for a Pax Installation.

Prepare the SMP/E Environment for a Pax Installation
Prepare the SMP/E environment for a pax file installation using this procedure.

The members in the following procedure are used to prepare the product data sets, initialize the SMP/E zones, and create
the DDDEFs for your product. These steps include:

• Allocating product and SMP/E data sets, and product USS data sets and directories
• Creating and customizing the SMP/E CSI
• (Optional) Customizing the SMP/E CSI for USS

For information about the members, see the JCL comments.
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TIP

For this procedure and the next one, use the following job prefixes based on your product: ACF2=CLA, Top
Secret=CLT, IBM RACF=CLR.

1. Customize the macro CLnSEDIT as follows with your site-specific information:
a. Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE command.
b. Set the PRODHLQ to the same value specified for yourHLQ within the JCL that is used to unzip the pax file.
c. If your product requires external libraries, set the NULLFILE HLQ and use it for the IMS, HSSR, and CICS DDDEF

specifications if valid libraries do not exist in your environment.
d. Save your changes and then copy the macro to your SYSPROC location.
The macro is ready to customize the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL members.
When you edit an installation member, type CLnSEDIT on the command line, and press Enter to replace the defaults
with your specifications.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the CLnSEDIT macro each time you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
CLnAREAD member, and submit the CLnEDALL member.

2. Open the SAMPJCL member CLn00ALL  in an edit session and execute the CLnSEDIT macro from the command line.
CLn00ALL  is customized.

3. Submit CLn00ALL .
This job produces the following results:
– Creates the target and distribution data sets for your product.
– Creates unique SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, and SMPSTS data sets for this target zone.

4. (Optional) If your product requires a USS file system or if you want to install a feature of the product that requires a
USS file system, allocate and mount the file system:
a. Open the SAMPJCL member CLn03ALU in an edit session and execute the CLnSEDIT macro from the command

line.
CLn03ALU is customized.

b. Submit CLn03ALU.
This job allocates your zFS data sets.

c. Open the SAMPJCL member CLn06MKD  in an edit session and execute the CLnSEDIT macro from the command
line.
CLn06MKD  is customized.

d. Submit CLn06MKD .
This job creates all directories and mounts the file system.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member CLn10CSI  in an edit session and execute the CLnSEDIT macro from the command line.
NOTE
If your product requires external libraries, set the NULLFILE hlq and use it for the IMS, HSSR, and CICS
DDDEF specifications if valid libraries do not exist in your environment.

CLn10CSI  is customized.
6. Submit CLn10CSI .

This job produces the following results:
– Defines the CSI data set.
– Allocates the SMPPTS and SMPLOG data sets.
– Initializes the global, target, and distribution zones.
– The DDDEF entries for your product are created.
– The DDDEFs for the required SMP/E data sets are created.
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7. (Optional) If your product requires zFS or if you want to install a feature of the product that requires zFS, add the
DDDEFS that are required for the file system to your SMP/E environment:
a. Open the SAMPJCL member CLn15CSU  in an edit session and execute the CLnSEDIT macro from the command

line.
CLn15CSU  is customized.

b. Submit CLn15CSU .
This job customizes the CSI by adding the DDDEFs associated with the directory.

Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation
The members in the following procedure are used to receive, apply, and accept SMP/E base functions. Submit and run
these SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has completed successfully.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the CLnSEDIT macro each time that you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
CLnAREAD member, and submit the CLnEDALL member.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member CLn20RCB  in an edit session, and execute the CLnSEDIT macro from the command
line.
CLn20RCB  is customized.

NOTE
To include optional components, uncomment the applicable FMID in the customized job.

2. Submit CLn20RCB  to receive SMP/E base functions.
Your product is received and now resides in the global zone.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member CLn30APB  in an edit session, and execute the CLnSEDIT macro from the command
line.
CLn30APB  is customized.

4. Submit CLn30APB  to apply SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option.
a. Note any unresolved errors.
b. Verify that resolving PTFs are applied before implementing products in production.
c. After successful completion, rerun APPLY with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is applied and now resides in the target libraries.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member CLn40ACB  in an edit session, and execute the CLnSEDIT macro from the command
line.
CLn40ACB  is customized.

6. Submit CLn40ACB  to accept SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. After successful completion, rerun
ACCEPT with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.

You can now clean up the USS directory (optional) or apply preventive maintenance as described in Maintain Products
using SMP/E JCL.

Clean Up the USS Directory
This procedure is optional. If you decide to perform this procedure, do so after you complete the installation process and
when you do not need the installation files. When this procedure is done, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for your
Broadcom mainframe product, remove files from your USS directory and delete unnecessary z/OS data sets. You can
delete the following items:
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• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets. These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the

UNZIPJCL job.

NOTE
Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

1. Navigate to your Pax ESD USS directory.
Your view is of the applicable USS directory.

2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:
rm paxfile

paxfile Specifies the name of the product pax file that you downloaded.

The pax file is deleted.
3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:

rm -r product-specific-directory

product-specific-
directory

Specifies the product-specific directory that you created previously using the pax command or sample
JCL.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using
the D line command.

When you are done with this step, you are ready to install maintenance.

Install Products Using CSM
Review the following high-level process for installing product software using CSM.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire, install, and deploy your mainframe product software on z/OS systems using
CSM. CSM simplifies and unifies the management of your Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS systems. You can use
CSM to manage your product software in a common way according to industry best practices. You can also obtain and
apply corrective and recommended maintenance easier. A web-based interface lets you install and maintain your products
faster and with less chance of error.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.

If you do not have CSM installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For
installation and usage details, see the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at
techdocs.broadcom.com.

WARNING
To install a product using CSM, you must modify the SYSPRINT size. The default allocation of 30 cylinders is
insufficient to complete the installation. Increase the allocation parameters of the SYSPRINT data set to at least
120 cylinders.

Use the following topics to guide you through the product installation process using CSM:
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• Acquire Your Products Using CSM
• Install Your Products Using CSM

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

Acquire Your Product Using CSM
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining an up-to-date repository of acquired product
packages that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. CSM provides a product list that lets you display
the list of licensed product installation and maintenance packages and to download these packages. Also, you can update
the product list to add external product packages that you acquired outside of CSM so that they are ready for installation
using CSM.

The following diagram shows the product acquisition process:

1. Configure CSM.
2. Download the product package from Broadcom Support or add an external product package:

– Download from Broadcom Support:
a. Update the product list.
b. Download product packages.

– Add external product package:
a. Add external product installation packages.
b. Add external product maintenance packages.
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After you complete this process, the product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Configure CSM

Before you start acquiring product packages, configure a Broadcom Support Online account, a CSM account, and the
required download settings. If you have previously configured these settings, update the product list.

1. Start your Web browser, and enter the CSM access URL, which you can get from your system administrator.

NOTE
If the Notice and Consent Banner appears, read and confirm the provided information.

2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password, and log in.
The initial page appears. You are prompted to perform configuration.

3. Configure the following settings:
– Proxies that CSM uses to communicate with Broadcom Support Online.

If proxies are not used, the following port numbers are used: HTTPS Port Number 443 and FTP Port Number 21.

WARNING
If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition
page.

– The USS path to the temporary directory for downloaded software packages
If you do not specify the directory, default settings are used that you can change later.

NOTE
These settings are also available on the System Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Select Next.
You are prompted to define your Broadcom Support account.

4. Select New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on Broadcom Support.

5. Specify the credentials, select OK, and then Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings. These settings are available on the User Settings page.

6. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then select Finish.
A dialog opens, which shows the progress of the configuration task.

7. Select the Settings tab, and review other settings, as needed.
You have configured CSM to acquire products.

Update the Product List

The product list displays a list of downloadable licensed product packages. To see the current list of available product
packages for download, update the Available Products tree.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. (Optional) Update the product list only with packages that belong to specific site IDs.

a. Select the Edit button in the Filter section and associate one or more site IDs to a filter in the Edit Filter window.
b. Select the filter in the Filter section.
c. Right-click the Products link at the top of the product tree and select Update Product List.

4. Select the Update Product List link in the Actions section on the left side.
Updating of the product list with all products for all site IDs starts.

NOTE
If you updated the product list only for a selected filter, skip this step.

5. Confirm the update.
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A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details. Select Close to close the
task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The product list is updated.

Download Product Packages

You can download product installation and maintenance packages from the updated product catalog so they are ready for
installation.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product name on the Available Products tree.

The product releases are listed in the Releases table on the right.
4. Download product packages by selecting one of the following options:

– To download product packages for all product releases, right-click the product name in the list, and select Update
Product.

– To download packages only for specific releases, select one or more releases in the Releases table on the right
and select the Update Product Releases link.

5. View the downloaded packages using either of the following options:
– To display the downloaded maintenance packages, select the product release icon

in the product list.
– To display the downloaded base installation package, select the product gen level icon

below the product release in the product list.

The product packages are downloaded and ready for installation.

Add External Product Installation Packages

Sometimes you have product installation packages that you downloaded outside of CSM. For example, you do not
have an HTTP or an FTP access in your mainframe environment, or the required packages are not available from the
Broadcom Support website. You can use CSM to install these external packages according to your organization policy. If
you are using this installation option, first add the external packages to the CSM software catalog.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the Add Product link in the Actions section.
4. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product, and select OK.

The product is added to the product list.
5. Select the gen level of the product that you want to download on the product tree.

The Base Install Packages section appears on the right.
6. Select the Add External Package button.
7. Specify one of the following package types and package details, and select OK.
UNIX File

Adds an installation package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
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FTP File
Adds a product package that is not published on Broadcom Support. For example, a beta version of a product.
Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, package name, and the user name and password to access the FTP
location.

8. Refresh the page to see the added product package.
The product installation package is now listed in the product list and is available for installation with CSM.

Add External Product Maintenance Packages

Sometimes you have maintenance packages, for example, unpublished maintenance or a program temporary fix (PTF),
that you downloaded outside of CSM. You can use CSM to install these external maintenance packages per your
organization policy. For this installation option, first add the packages to the CSM software catalog.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom products have older aggregated
maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that comprises
several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts all the
nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package is
marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product release for which the maintenance applies.

The maintenance packages for the release are listed.
4. Select the Add External Maintenance button.

You are prompted to specify the package.
5. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with a logical record length of 80 and with a record
format of fixed blocks.

UNIX File
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it. Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, maintenance package name, and the user name
and password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution from Broadcom Support.

6. Refresh the page to see the added maintenance package.
The product maintenance package is now listed in the product catalog and is available for installation with CSM.

You completed the acquisition process. The product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Install Your Product Using CSM
This topic describes how to install your Broadcom mainframe products using CSM.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products in your z/OS environment using CSM. This step
of the installation process creates or updates the SMP/E environment (global, target, and distribution zones).

The following diagram shows the major steps to install your product using CSM.
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1. (Optional) Configure base installation settings.
2. (Optional) Configure a working set of SMP/E environments.
3. Initiate product installation and review product information.
4. Select an installation type.
5. Review installation prerequisites if any are presented.
6. Take one of the following steps to select an SMP/E environment:

– Create an SMP/E environment:
a. Set up the global zone.
b. Create a target zone.
c. Create a distribution zone.

– Use an existing SMP/E environment from your working set:
a. Update the global zone.
b. Set up the target zone: Either create a target zone or use an existing target zone.
c. Set up the distribution zone: Either create a distribution zone or use an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation.
Doing so means that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.
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7. Review the installation summary and start the installation.

Configure Base Installation Settings

You can configure base installation settings on the System Settings, Software Installation page.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the SIS Base Install - File System section, select the file system type that is used when installing a product that
allocates file systems. If you select Product Specific File System, the file system that is used for installing a product
is defined according to the product metadata. Otherwise, the product metadata is overwritten.

3. In the Execute Checks During Base Installation section, configure the following settings by selecting or clearing
corresponding checkboxes:

Execute Apply Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Apply step are satisfied before the Apply step executes. If the Apply Check
step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Apply Check
Suspends the base installation process after Apply Check is completed and generates pending installation actions
for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable the
Execute Apply Check During Base Installation checkbox.

Execute Accept Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Accept step are satisfied before the Accept step executes. If the Accept
Check step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Accept Check
Suspends the base installation process after Accept Check is completed and generates pending installation
actions for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable
the Execute Accept Check During Base Installation checkbox.

4. Select Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on
the Tasks tab.

The base installation settings are configured.

NOTE
If you configure the base installation settings to execute checks during base installation, CSM creates a pending
installation for the SMP/E environment. For more information about the pending installation, see the CSM online
help.

Configure a Working Set of SMP/E Environments

If you plan to install a product in an existing SMP/E environment, add this SMP/E environment to your working set. A
working set is a selected group of SMP/E environments with which you want to work. Although you can have only one
working set, you can have as many SMP/E environments in it as you need.

CSM does not have a default working set.

If you do not have the SMP/E environment in your working set, you can only create a new SMP/E environment during
product installation. In this case, exit the installation wizard, configure your working set and then restart the wizard.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environments that you want to include in a working set.
An information text area under the list of SMP/E environments displays the number of environments you selected.
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2. Select Use as Working Set.
3. Select OK.

The working set is configured.
The new working set replaces a previously defined working set.

You can display only those SMP/E environments that are in your working set by selecting Show Working Set Only.

Initiate Product Installation

You can install a downloaded product from the Products tab. The process starts a wizard that guides you through the
installation. At the end of the wizard, a task dynamically invokes the SMP/E and other utilities that are required to install
the product.

1. Select the Products tab.
2. Perform one of the following steps:

– If the package was acquired using CSM:
From the product list on the left side, select the required product gen level (the innermost level in the product list
under the release level of a product; for example, SP0 or 0110). Locate the product package that you want to install,
select Actions to the right of the package, and select Install.

– If the package was acquired outside of CSM:
In the Actions section in the left pane, select the Install External Package link. Enter the location of the package.
Select OK.

The Introduction step of the wizard appears where you can Review Product Information.

Review Product Information

Review the information about the product that you are installing.

1. On the Introduction step, review the information about the installation.
If the product license agreement appears, review it. If you agree, accept it. If you do not accept the license agreement,
you cannot proceed with the installation.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to select the type of installation.
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

Select an Installation Type

When you install a product, you select an installation type. There can be one or more installation types, according to the
product.

When you select the custom installation type, you are prompted to select the features that you want to install. If your
selected features require installation of other features, the installation wizard includes the required features to the
installation process. If your selected features are mutually exclusive, the installation wizard excludes any features
conflicting with the features you selected last from the installation process. For example, you select feature 1 and select
feature 2 that is mutually exclusive with feature 1. The wizard automatically excludes feature 1.

1. On the Features step, select the type of installation, and select Next.
2. (Optional) If you select the custom installation type, select the features to install, and select Next.

A summary of the features to install appears, with prerequisites.
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Review Installation Prerequisites

Some products require an installation of other products first.

Review the summary of installation prerequisites to verify that all prerequisites are satisfied on the Prerequisites step.

• If no prerequisites exist, select Next.
You are prompted to select an SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If all prerequisites exist and are satisfied, you are prompted to locate the installed prerequisites.
Install the product to the same SMP/E environment and the target zone where the product prerequisites are installed.
a. From the SMP/E environment drop-down list, select an SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites. This

drop-down list represents all CSM-managed SMP/E environments where the prerequisites are installed.
A list of target zones for the selected SMP/E environment where the prerequisites are installed is populated.

b. From the target zone drop-down list, select a target zone within the selected SMP/E environment where the
prerequisites are installed.

c. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If prerequisites are not satisfied, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Install the prerequisites or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM where the

prerequisites are installed. Restart the installation.
– Open CSM in another browser window and install the prerequisites, or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM

where the prerequisites are installed. When done, select Refresh on the Prerequisites step of the wizard. Then,
select the SMP/E environment and a target zone where the prerequisites are installed. Select Next to continue the
product installation.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

Select an SMP/E Environment

You select the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product in. You can create an SMP/E environment, or
you can select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set. You can configure your working set from the SMP/E
Environments tab.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears. You are
prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can wait until the notification message disappears
and the SMP/E environment becomes available or can select Cancel to select another SMP/E environment.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 1, take one of the following steps:
– Select Create a New SMP/E Environment to create an SMP/E environment.
– Select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set.

• If no existing SMP/E environment appears, exit the wizard, configure your working set, and restart the wizard.
• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites that

you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot select another SMP/E
environment. You cannot create a SMP/E environment.

NOTE
When you install a product in an existing SMP/E environment where HOLDDATA is received, the
product installation may fail.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to complete one of the following tasks:
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• Create an SMP/E environment
• Review parameters of an existing SMP/E environment.

Create an SMP/E Environment

You can create an SMP/E environment while you are installing a product. During the process, you are asked to specify the
following information:

• The SMP/E environment name and the prefix of the CSI data set in CSM
• Data set allocation parameters

You can specify data set allocation parameters collectively for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries, and distribution
libraries that are allocated during product installation. You allocate data sets using one of the following methods:

• Allocate data sets using SMS parameters.
• Allocate cataloged data sets using UNIT and optionally VOLSER.
• Allocate uncataloged data sets using UNIT and VOLSER.

If you allocate uncataloged data sets, specify a VOLSER. Based on the value that you enter, CSM performs the following
validations to ensure integrity of the installation:

• The value of VOLSER must specify a mounted volume.
• You must have ALTER permissions for the data sets with the entered high-level qualifier (HLQ) on the volume that

VOLSER defines.
• To test allocation, CSM temporarily allocates one of the uncataloged data sets that are allocated during the installation.

a. The data set is allocated with one track for both primary and secondary space.
b. CSM verifies that the data set has been allocated on the specified volume.
c. The data set is deleted.
If the data set allocation fails or the data set cannot be found on the specified volume, you cannot proceed with the
product installation wizard.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
SMP/E Environment Name

Defines the SMP/E environment name.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the CSI VSAM data set.
Catalog

Defines the name of the SMP/E CSI catalog.
Cross-Region

Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all SMP/E data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ). The low-level qualifiers cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating SMP/E data sets.
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SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this SMP/E environment is using SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment appear.

Review Parameters of an Existing SMP/E Environment

When you use an existing SMP/E environment to install your product, you review the SMP/E environment parameters.
If applicable, you also specify parameters for any new data sets to be allocated while installing a product. During the
process, you are asked to review allocation parameters for new data sets, which you can customize for each data set. The
existing data sets remain intact.

The Software Installation Service (SIS) determines which data sets exist and which must be allocated for the installation
using an existing SMP/E environment. If the SIS determines that new data sets must be allocated, you are prompted to
specify the data set allocation parameters. The data set allocation parameters are prepopulated with the values from the
existing data set that was found first.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review the current SMP/E environment parameters and allocation
parameters for data sets that must be added to the SMP/E environment. Update the information as applicable.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment, if any,
appear.

Set Up SMP/E Environment Parameters

When creating an SMP/E environment for your product installation, you specify SMP/E environment parameters.
When using an existing SMP/E environment for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its SMP/E
environment parameters.

You can assign different prefixes to each newly allocated data set during the installation process.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 3, specify whether to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management
Class, Data Class) or Unit parameters for allocating work DDDEFs for the SMP/E environment. Complete the
appropriate fields.
The allocation parameters that you specify for work DDDEFs are applied only to new work DDDEFs that are created
during the installation. The existing work DDDEFs, if any, remain intact.

NOTE
The settings for allocating work DDDEFs are globally defined on the System Settings, Software
Installation tab. You must have the appropriate access rights to be able to modify these settings.

2. Review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the high-level qualifier of the data set
name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

3. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

4. Select Next.
You are prompted to select a target zone to use.
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Select a Target Zone

You select a target zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. You create a target zone or
select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment (if you use an existing SMP/E environment).

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 1, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Create a New Target Zone to create a target zone.
– Select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment.

This option is available only if you selected to use an existing SMP/E environment.

WARNING

• If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the target zone of the SMP/E environment with the installed
prerequisites that you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot
select another target zone. You cannot create a target zone.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to create a target zone or use an existing target zone.

Create a Target Zone

You can create a target zone in a new or an existing SMP/E environment where you install your product. The target zone
parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set
allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for a new target zone.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the target zone SMP/E parameters as applicable.
Target Zone Name

Defines the name for the target zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set will be created for the target zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the target zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E target zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the Create
New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all target zone data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) and they cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating target zone data sets.
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SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this target zone uses SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or data set
parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the target zone appears.

Use an Existing Target Zone

When using an existing target zone for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review the current target zone parameters and allocation parameters for data
sets that must be added. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the target zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new data
sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Target Zone Parameters

When creating a target zone in the SMP/E environment for your product installation, specify target zone parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the
high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If more parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the distribution zone.

Confirm a Distribution Zone

You must confirm a distribution zone of the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. Depending on
whether you created a target zone or you selected an existing target zone, create a distribution zone or select an existing
distribution zone in the SMP/E environment.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 1, review the selected option for the distribution zone.
– If you are using an existing target zone, the related distribution zone is automatically selected. You cannot select

other distribution zones or cannot create one.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

– If you are creating a target zone, you can create a distribution zone or you can select an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the
new target zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to
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this distribution zone. You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this
distribution zone using CSM.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to set up the distribution zone.

Create a Distribution Zone

You can create a distribution zone that is related to the newly created target zone. The distribution zone parameters are
prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for the new distribution zone.

You can also specify the same SMP/E environment data set as the one that you specified for the target zone. In that case,
the target and distribution zones share the SMP/E environment data set. The SMP/E environment data set is allocated
using the parameters that you have defined when specifying the target zone.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
Distribution Zone Name

Defines the name for the distribution zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set is created for the distribution zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the distribution zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected
the Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E distribution zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all distribution zone data sets that are allocated during installation.
Product packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) that cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating distribution zone data sets.

SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specify if this distribution zone is to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog). Complete the applicable fields.

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the distribution zone appears.
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Use an Existing Distribution Zone

You can use an existing distribution zone that is related to the existing target zone you selected, or with a new target zone.
The distribution zone parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can
change data set allocation parameters.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the new target
zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to this distribution zone.
You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this distribution zone using CSM.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review the current distribution zone parameters and allocation parameters
for data sets that you want to add. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the distribution zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new
data sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Distribution Zone Parameters

When creating a distribution zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product, specify distribution
zone parameters.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to
change the high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You see a summary of the installation task.

Start the Installation

After you complete setting up the SMP/E environment and its zones, you are ready to start the installation.

To start the installation, review the summary on the Summary step, and select Install.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, Select Show Results on the Progress tab
to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on the
Tasks tab.

You completed the product installation. You can now start maintaining the installed products.

Install Maintenance
After you have successfully installed any Broadcom mainframe product software, check for important product
maintenance that may have been released after the product installation package was prepared. The product releases are
built and maintained using standardized SMP/E packaging and installation procedures. These procedures include error
and FIXCAT HOLDDATA, new product features, and product interoperability validation. PTFs that pass interoperability test
criteria are released monthly and designated as CARS.

You can install the following types of maintenance:
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• Corrective maintenance that fixes an issue.
• Preventive maintenance to avoid problems that others have reported or to provide a compatibility fix for hardware and

software.
• FIXCAT maintenance to support a particular hardware device, software release, or new product function.

WARNING
You can initiate a maintenance installation activity at any time using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or
CSM. However, before you do so, we recommend that you obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA.

See Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance for a list of solutions that have been published within the last year. From
this page, you can search solutions for all Broadcom mainframe products by product name, date, or keyword. You can
also search for new product features or by a CARS level (CARSID). You can also find HIPER or PE PTFs and security
or integrity PTFs. Once you have your list, you can download in Excel or CSV format. To download PTFs automatically
without having to search regularly on the portal, use SMP/E Receive Order. To create a service order request online from
Broadcom Support, Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

For a comprehensive collection of articles that are dedicated to all mainframe maintenance concepts and procedures, see
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures.

Maintain Products Using z/OSMF Software Update
As a systems programmer, you are responsible for keeping your systems current with product maintenance to ensure
optimal system usage. To do so, use IBM z/OSMF Software Update. Software Update provides an easy to follow wizard
that guides systems programmers of all levels through the maintenance process. z/OSMF Software Update offers a
modern approach to software maintenance and provides the following features:

Corrective Service Installs a software update to fix an issue.
Preventive Service Installs vendor-recommended software updates.

FIXCAT Installs software updates (Fix Categories) that provide a new function to a system.

NOTE
We are not adding new features to CSM. We recommend that you use z/OSMF Software Update to apply
maintenance to z/OS software.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following software requirements before you use Software Update:

• Configure z/OSMF as described in the IBM documentation and address the z/OSMF security requirements for ACF2,
Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable.

• Apply all z/OSMF Software Update-related maintenance from IBM.
• Register your SMP/E environments (CSIs) in z/OSMF Software Management. For more information, see Software

Management task in the IBM documentation.
TIP
A migration tool is provided to help you register existing CSM and non-CSM CSIs as new software instances
in z/OSMF. For more information about the migration tool, see Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF.

• Download and receive maintenance, HOLDDATA, and CARS maintenance for your products. As a best practice, we
recommend that you do so on a daily or weekly basis and that you automate this process using SMP/E Receive Order
(see Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval). You can also perform these tasks manually from Broadcom Support
or Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

NOTE
You can only apply maintenance for SYSMODs that are already received in the GLOBAL zone of the CSI.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN statements for CARS maintenance are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS maintenance,
download all YEARLY ASSIGN files, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.
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Use Software Update

Log in to your instance of z/OSMF and click the Software Update icon on the desktop. If the Software Update icon does
not appear on the desktop, open the App Center in the bottom-left corner.

You can now maintain software instances, using the z/OSMF Software Update functionality. For more information about
how to use Software Update, see Software Update in the IBM documentation.

Maintain Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a System Programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining products and maintenance packages in your
mainframe environment. You can download, receive, apply, and accept maintenance manually.

As a System Programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining products and maintenance packages in your
mainframe environment. You can download, receive, apply, and accept maintenance manually.

Download and Receive Maintenance

Maintenance and HOLDDATA is available at Broadcom Support. After you complete the maintenance process, the
product is ready to deploy.

Use this procedure during product installation and for ongoing preventive maintenance in non-installation use cases
according to your maintenance strategy.

NOTE
For all procedures in this article, use the following job prefixes based on your product: ACF2=CLA, Top
Secret=CLT, RACF=CLR.

1. Select your download option:
Download maintenance using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval

This option uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download Broadcom Mainframe product
maintenance over the Internet, by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote Broadcom
server. This service eliminates the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom
Support. The orders are fulfilled based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria,
all PTFs and their requisites are downloaded automatically and received to your system. Go to Step 16: Apply and
Accept Corrective Maintenance.
To use this download option, complete the procedures in SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval at Mainframe Common
Maintenance Procedures at techdocs.broadcom.com.

Download maintenance manually from Broadcom Support
With this option, you manually select PTFs and build a package for all applicable PTFs and requisites. You then
use the CAUNZIP utility to unpackage and receive the files. This utility processes ZIP packages directly on z/OS
without the need for an intermediate platform, such as a Microsoft Windows workstation. The utility resides in
yourCCSHLQ.CAW0JCL(CAUNZIP). To use this download option, you must be running Common Components
and Services Version 15.0. Review the CAUNZIP requirements in the Common Components and Services
documentation and complete the following procedures.

2. Log in to Broadcom Support.
3. Select DOWNLOAD MANAGEMENT.
4. Locate your product in the download management tool.

Your product entry opens at the Product Downloads tab.
5. Select the Solution Downloads tab.
6. Select the applicable product and software release.
7. Select the applicable solutions and download them using the Cart or Download Now option.
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TIP

Review the online help under Download Management for more information about download methods and
locations.

8. Run the CAUNZIP utility.
CAUNZIP unzips the package of published solutions and creates an SMPNTS file structure that the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNTS command can process. After execution completes, the ZIPRPT data set contains the summary report. The
summary report:
– Summarizes the content of the product order ZIP file.
– Details the content of each data set and the z/OS UNIX files produced.
– Provides a sample job to receive the PTFs in your order.

9. Review the sample job that is provided in the CAUNZIP output ZIPRPT file.
10. Cut and paste the JCL into a data set.
11. Specify your SMP/E CSI on the SMPCSI DD statement.
12. Submit the job to receive the PTFs in your order.
13. Verify that you have the values from the base installation in the CLnSEDIT macro, which you customized in the

installation steps.
14. Open the SAMPJCL member CLn60RCH in an edit session and execute the CLnSEDIT macro from the command

line.
NOTE
Update CLn60RCH SAMPJCL to download the HOLDDATA file.

CLn60RCH is customized.
15. Submit CLn60RCH.

The job downloads the external HOLDDATA file.
16. Apply and accept corrective maintenance.
17. (Optional) Apply and accept Broadcom Recommended Service (CARS) maintenance.

Apply and Accept Maintenance

Use this procedure to apply and optionally accept Broadcom corrective maintenance.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member CLn80APM  in an edit session and execute the CLnSEDIT macro from the command
line.
CLn80APM  is customized.

2. Submit CLn80APM .
The PTFs are applied.

3. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member CLn90ACM  in an edit session and execute the CLnSEDIT macro from the
command line.
CLn90ACM  is customized.

4. (Optional) Submit CLn90ACM .
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Apply Broadcom Support Recommended Service (CARS) Maintenance

Use this procedure to apply CARS maintenance as a part of managing preventive maintenance.
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NOTE
For more information about CARS maintenance, see CARS in the Mainframe Common Maintenance
Procedures documentation.

1. Download the ASSIGN statements:
a. Download the ASSIGN statements from https://ftp.broadcom.com/secureuser/downloads/pub/ASSIGNS/.

IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN files are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS level, download all YEARLY ASSIGN
statements, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.

b. Determine which ASSIGN statements to download.
• The yearly CARS ASSIGN statements are stored in the following file:

ftp.broadcom.com/pub/ASSIGN/YEARLY/YEARyyyy.TXT

• The monthly CARS ASSIGN statements are stored in the following file:
ftp.broadcom.com/pub/ASSIGN/CARyymm.TXT

c. Open the SAMPJCL member CLn50CAR  in an edit session, update CLn50CAR  SAMPJCL to download your
ASSIGN statements from Broadcom Support, and execute the CLnSEDIT macro from the command line.
CLn50CAR  is customized.

2. Submit CLn50CAR .
The job downloads the CARS ASSIGN statements.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member CLn70RCM  in an edit session, manually add the data set that contains the ASSIGN
statements to the SMPPTFIN DD, and execute the CLnSEDIT macro from the command line.
CLn70RCM  is customized.

4. Submit CLn70RCM .
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file and CARS ASSIGN statements.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member CLn80APM  in an edit session and execute the CLnSEDIT macro from the command
line.
CLn80APM  is customized.

6. Submit CLn80APM .
The PTFs are applied.

7. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member CLn90ACM  in an edit session and execute the CLnSEDIT macro from the
command line.
CLn90ACM  is customized.

8. (Optional) Submit CLn90ACM .
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Maintain Products Using CSM
Use the procedures in this topic to receive, apply, and accept maintenance for your products using CSM.

CSM provides a product list that lets you display the list of licensed product maintenance packages and to download these
packages. You can also manage external maintenance packages that were acquired outside of CSM so that they can be
applied using  CSM.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.If you
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do not have CSM installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation
and usage details, see the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at
techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
During your initial product installation, apply all product maintenance. Otherwise, you may have to repeat the
deployment and configuration processes.

The following diagram shows the maintenance process using CSM:

Use the following procedure to maintain products using CSM:

1. (Optional) Configure automatic HOLDDATA download.
2. (Optional) Configure CSM to reject unneeded maintenance.
3. Download product maintenance packages.

– (Optional) Configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates.
4. (Optional) Manage maintenance downloaded outside of CSM. As part of this management, you can also view the

aggregated package details.
5. Receive maintenance.
6. (Optional) Reject maintenance.
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7. Apply maintenance.
a. Consider whether you require a product USERMOD.
b. Review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA.
c. Apply CARS maintenance.
d. (Optional) Apply FIXCAT maintenance.

8. (Optional) Restore maintenance.
9. Accept maintenance.

– (Optional) Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode.

After you complete this process, the maintenance packages for your products are accepted.

You have deployed and configured a product across your enterprise. Now you are applying maintenance to this product.
Create a deployment and a configuration for this product to get this maintenance to your target systems.

Configure Automatic HOLDDATA Download

You can configure CSM to download automatically the available HOLDDATA that it uses for each maintenance installation.
You then have current information about what maintenance packages are marked as PE (PTF in Error).

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the HOLDDATA Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up values for the following fields, and select Apply:
Owner of Update Task

Specifies the TSO user ID under which the update task is run.
Recurrence

Specifies how often the task recurs.
Update Software Catalog Every number of Days

or Update Software Catalog On day of week Every number of Weeks
Specifies the frequency of downloading HOLDDATA to your software catalog, in days or weeks, depending on the
value the Recurrence field.
Example: Imagine you set the recurrence for a specific number of days and you set the time that precedes the
current time. Then the first update occurs in the specified number of days at the specified time. For example, on
Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 07.00. The first update then occurs on the third
day, Thursday, at 7.00 am. When you set the time past the current time, the first update occurs on the same day
at the time set. For example, on Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 11.00. The first
update then occurs on that Monday at 11.00 am.

System Time
Specifies the system time when an automatic update occurs. The system time reflects your CSM application
server time zone. The TZ parameter within Tomcat startup libraries defines the time zone. If the TZ parameter is
not defined, the CSM application server time zone defaults to GMT - Greenwich Mean Time.
Local time is calculated based on the system time that you set.

NOTE
To download available HOLDDATA to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic HOLDDATA download is configured.

Configure CSM to Reject Unneeded Maintenance from the SMP/E Environment

During the regular, FIXCAT, or CARS maintenance wizard execution, CSM may receive maintenance. Some maintenance
packages may not be directly associated with the maintenance that you want to apply.
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You can configure CSM to reject the maintenance that was received but not applied during the wizard execution.

• If you exit the wizard before the maintenance installation started, CSM rejects the maintenance that has been received
during the wizard execution. The SMP/E environment is restored to the state that it had before you started the wizard.

• If you navigated through the wizard steps, started the maintenance installation task, and the task completed
successfully, CSM rejects the received but not applied maintenance that is not directly associated with the
maintenance that you have applied.

This process ensures that your SMP/E environments do not contain unneeded received maintenance.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings on the left side.
2. In the Maintenance Installation section, select the Reject Received Maintenance checkbox.
3. Select Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CSM is configured to reject unneeded maintenance.

Download Product Maintenance Packages

You can download maintenance packages for installed products through the Products tab. You can download:

• All maintenance packages for a product
• Only maintenance packages that have been released from the time the product release was updated last

NOTE
The information for HIPERs and new maintenance on the Software Status tab is based on the current
information in your software catalog. Update the product list on a daily or weekly basis to keep it current.

WARNING

You can also download maintenance using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. This option uses the IBM
SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download Broadcom mainframe product maintenance over the Internet,
by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates
the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled
based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are
downloaded automatically and received to your system.

To use this download option, complete the procedures to configure the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval as
described in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation. After you set up this service, you
can use CSM to apply and accept your maintenance.

1. Verify that your CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of Broadcom Support on the Software
Acquisition Settings page.
CSM uses the credentials to access Broadcom Support.

2. Select the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance in the product list on the left side.
Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section on the right side.

3. For the product release for which you want to download maintenance, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of
the release. Complete one of the following steps:
a. Select Update Product Release to download all maintenance packages for the product release.
b. Select Get Latest Maintenance to download only maintenance packages that have been released from the time

the product release was updated last.
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A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are downloaded.

Configure CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance Updates

You can configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates (downloading and receiving maintenance) for
products that are installed in an SMP/E environment.

Manage Maintenance Downloaded Outside of CSM

Sometimes you acquire maintenance packages, such as unpublished maintenance, PTF, APARs, and USERMODs,
outside of CSM. For example, you are validating a test PTF released for a product. You can add information about these
maintenance packages to CSM from the Products tab.

Adding these maintenance packages to CSM provides you with a complete view of all the maintenance for a product
release. After a package is migrated, you can use CSM to apply the maintenance.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom mainframe products still have older
aggregated maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that
comprises several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts
all the nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package
is marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

When you insert an aggregated package, CSM assigns a fix number to it. The fix number is unique and contains eight
characters. The first two characters are AM (for Aggregated Maintenance) and a unique six-digit number follows. The
number value increases by 1 with each added aggregated package.

If the aggregated maintenance package has the same fix number as one of its nested packages, only the nested package
is added. The aggregated package itself is not available in the list of maintenance packages.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release for which the maintenance applies.
2. Select the Add External Maintenance button.
3. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with an LRECL of 80 and RECFM of FB.
UNIX File

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
FTP File

Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it.

FTP Host Specifies the FTP server where the maintenance package is located. Select a server from the list, or
provide your FTP server host.

FTP Port Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.
FTP Path Defines the FTP path where the maintenance package is located. Start the path with a forward slash

(/). Enter only a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

Maintenance Name Defines the maintenance package name.
Example: RO01111.bin

User Name Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.
Password Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.
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Solution
Adds a published solution on Broadcom Support.

NOTE
To add several data sets or UNIX file packages from the same location, use masking.

4. Select OK.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance package with the related information is saved in the CSM database. To see the added package, refresh
the page.

View Aggregated Package Details

You can view which nested packages are included in the aggregated package. The information includes the fix number,
package type, and package description.

NOTE
Aggregated maintenance packages were discontinued December 31, 2013. However, some Broadcom
mainframe products have aggregated maintenance packages that were released before this date.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release that has the aggregated package whose details you want to
view.

2. Select the Fix # link for the aggregated package.
The Maintenance Package Details dialog opens.

3. Select the Nested Packages tab.
A list of nested packages that the aggregated package contains appears.

Receive Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can receive the maintenance to the global zone of an SMP/E
environment where the related products are installed. Once received, maintenance packages can be applied.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment where you want to receive maintenance
packages.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to receive, and select the Receive link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the receiving, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the receive list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Receive.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.
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The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone.

Reject Maintenance

You can reject a received maintenance package. Information about the maintenance package is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to reject maintenance.
2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria

defined.
3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to reject, and select the Reject link. You can filter out only received

packages.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the rejection, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the rejected list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Reject.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are rejected. Information about the maintenance packages is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

Apply Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can apply the maintenance to products that are installed in an
SMP/E environment.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that required file systems are mounted and that you have specified the
correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the zFS
file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /broadcom/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /broadcom/abc/CA.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any
action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes,
the lock releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply
maintenance to.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to apply, and select the Apply link.
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NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
5. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You have completed acquiring and applying maintenance. You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs)
from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

USERMODs

A product USERMOD can be provided as a published maintenance package downloaded during the Update Product
process. When CSM downloads a package including a ++USERMOD statement, it is loaded under the product with a
USERMOD type. You can install these packages using CSM but cannot accept them because they are not intended to be
permanent.

You can create a USERMOD manually, or we can provide an unpublished maintenance package as a USERMOD. In this
case, the USERMOD file, which contains the ++USERMOD statement and the body of the USERMOD, must be managed
as an externally downloaded package.

Unresolved HOLDDATA Processing

When you apply maintenance, review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA for the applied maintenance and its
prerequisites. The maintenance wizard displays all unresolved HOLDDATA and lets you review the HOLDDATA and
details about the HELD maintenance. You can then bypass the HOLDDATA or exclude the HELD maintenance. CSM
determines unresolved HOLDDATA by running SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK.

In the maintenance wizard, you can perform the following actions:

• Select HOLDDATA (HOLDDATA TYPE, REASON, or maintenance) to bypass it.
• Leave HOLDDATA unselected to exclude it. If you do not select a HOLDDATA entry checkbox, CSM excludes the

HELD maintenance from the processing.

If you exclude at least one HELD maintenance package, CSM runs an appropriate SMP/E APPLY GROUP/
GROUPEXTEND CHECK command to verify the processing. CSM verifies whether other maintenance requires the
excluded maintenance. If so, CSM also excludes it from processing.

If the SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK command discovers further unresolved HOLDDATA, you are
notified about all unresolved HOLDDATA again. Select what HOLDDATA to bypass and what HELD maintenance to
exclude.

This iterative process repeats until all HOLDDATA is resolved or bypassed. You can then proceed to the next step.

A list of maintenance packages that are excluded during the processing of unresolved HOLDDATA is displayed in the
Summary step.
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Apply CARS Maintenance

CSM lets you track and apply CARS maintenance for your products.

CARS is a set of maintenance packages that are installed and tested regularly on the Broadcom Mainframe Software
Division development, test, and production systems. Install CARS maintenance to keep your products current. Broadcom
releases CARS maintenance regularly. The release date determines the CARS maintenance level.

To learn about new CARS maintenance that is available, download the files that are listed for published CARS
maintenance. You can configure CSM to download these files automatically, or add CARS files manually. You can filter
this maintenance in the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance section based on information that is in the files. You can
also select the packages that are applicable within a CARS level.

You can apply particular CARS maintenance packages. You can update all products in an SMP/E environment.

A CARS file can list a maintenance package that the HOLDDATA marked as PE (PTF in Error). The CARS file can also
reflect a corrective maintenance package for this PE that is not listed in this CARS file. This situation can occur if a
maintenance package is found in error after the CARS file is published. The CARS processing continues as expected, and
the maintenance package that is marked as PE is not applied. However, the CARS level for the product is not updated to
the current level until you apply the corrective maintenance package to the SMP/E environment.

Configure Automatic CARS File Download

You can configure CSM to download available CARS files automatically. After download, the files are stored in a USS
directory under the software catalog.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the CARS Setting section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up field values and select Apply.

NOTE
To download available CARS files to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic CARS file download is configured.

Add a CARS File

If you cannot automatically download available CARS files, add them to the software catalog manually. Use the Add
CARS File link. The files that were added manually are stored in the same USS directory as other files.

1. Download the CARS file using FTP from the Broadcom file server directly to your USS directory.
a. Connect to the FTP site at the following location:

https://ftp.broadcom.com/secureuser/downloads

b. Log in to ftp.broadcom.com as follows:
user name: anonymous
password: your-email-address

c. Change to the following directory:
/pub/ASSIGNS

d. Change your download mode to ASCII.
e. Download the CARS file. These files appear in the format:

CARyymm.TXT

2. In the CSM web-based interface, select the Products tab, and select the Add CARS File link in the Actions section on
the left side.

3. Specify the USS path to the CARS file you want to add, and select OK.
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Information about the CARS file is saved in the CSM Software Catalog USS database.

Apply CARS Maintenance to an SMP/E Environment

You can upgrade products that are installed in an SMP/E environment to a specific CARS level. During processing, CSM
verifies that maintenance packages that are associated with the selected CARS level can be applied to the products, and
then applies the packages.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to upgrade the CARS level for.

Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Upgrade CARS Level.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the CARS maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Apply FIXCAT Maintenance

CSM lets you select and apply maintenance for your products according to FIXCAT.

FIXCAT (fix category) associates a maintenance package to one or more categories of PTFs (for example, installation,
function, z/OS version, or communication).

FIXCAT data is provided in the same file as error HOLDDATA. Error HOLDDATA contains FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements
that assign a maintenance package to a category. Select a category, and CSM determines and applies associated
maintenance packages to the selected products installed in an SMP/E environment.

Masking Maintenance Categories

When you select maintenance categories in the wizard, you can use masking.

Use an asterisk (*), or a percent sign (%), or both to specify naming masks. An asterisk substitutes for any number of
symbols. A percent sign substitutes for one symbol.

For example:
System.z/OS.*

Selects all the categories whose names start with System.z/OS.
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System.z/OS.%%
Selects all the categories under System.z/OS whose last segment consists of two symbols.

Apply Maintenance by FIXCAT Category

You can select and apply maintenance for your products based on FIXCAT using CSM.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply FIXCAT

maintenance. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Update Using Fix
Categories.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the FIXCAT maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Restore Maintenance

You can restore (back out) an applied maintenance package (but not an accepted maintenance package).

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to restore
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to restore, and select the Restore link. You can filter out only applied
packages.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the restoring, and select Next.
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5. Review and adjust the list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the maintenance
is restored from. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm the
selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Review the prerequisites if they exist, and select Next. CSM restores these prerequisites as part of the maintenance
restoring process.

7. Review the summary, and select Restore.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are restored.

Accept Maintenance

After maintenance has been applied, you can accept the maintenance for products that are installed in an SMP/E
environment. You cannot accept USERMODs.

Use this procedure to accept the maintenance in GROUP mode.

WARNING
Before you start, update the HOLDDATA in your software catalog. To do so, select Update HOLDDATA in the
Actions section on the Software Catalog page. You can also set up the automatic HOLDDATA download as
described previously in this article.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to accept
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept, and select the Accept link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the accept list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the

maintenance is accepted. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm
the selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance, and select Next.
7. Perform one of the following actions to address prerequisites:

– If no prerequisites exist, select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears.
– If prerequisites exist and are available, review them, and Select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears. The

prerequisites are accepted as part of the process.
– If a prerequisite is not available, the wizard cannot continue. Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Acquire the

prerequisite and restart the process.
8. Review HOLDDATA entries, if they exist. Select Export Table to open all HOLDDATA information for all selected

maintenance in a separate browser window. Selecting Export Table is similar to running the LIST SYSMODS
HOLDDATA command within your SMP/E environment.

9. Select Next.
SMP/E work DDDEFs of SMPWRKx and SYSUTx, with their allocation parameters, are listed.
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10. Review the work DDDEF allocation parameters, and edit them, if necessary, to verify that sufficient space is allocated
for them during the maintenance acceptance:

NOTE
Changes in the allocation parameters apply to the current maintenance processing only.

1. Select Override for a DDDEF to edit its allocation parameters.
A pop-up window opens.

2. Make the necessary changes, and select OK to confirm.
The pop-up window closes, and the DDDEF entry is selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters
have been overridden.

You can also:

• Update allocation parameters for the DDDEFs automatically by select Resolve Overrides.
CSM provides values for all DDDEFs based on the total size of the selected maintenance packages being
accepted. All DDDEF entries are selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters have been overridden.

NOTE
To edit the allocation parameters for a DDDEF after automatically updating them with the Resolve
Overrides button, select Override. Make the necessary changes. Select OK to confirm and return to the
wizard.

• Cancel a parameter update for any DDDEF by clearing its checkbox.
11. (Optional) Select View SMP/E Work DDDEFs to review SMP/E work DDDEF and their allocation parameters for the

selected SMP/E environment zones. Select Close to return to the wizard.

NOTE
Sometimes, the allocation parameters differ from the allocation parameters that you obtained using the
Resolve Overrides button.

Select Next.
12. Review the summary, and select Accept.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are accepted.

Accept Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

CSM lets you invoke the SMP/E utility with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled for accepting maintenance.

When you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode, the following installation modes are available:
Accept Check

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept

Accepts the maintenance to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept Check and Accept

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode. Then
accepts it if possible.

For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or HOLDDATA
prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets you check if any
prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output.

How Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode Works
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Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode in the following sequence:

1. Apply all maintenance packages that you want to include by the GROUPEXTEND option.
2. Run the maintenance in Accept check mode.

– If the task fails, review SMPOUT in the task output. Review if there are missing (not applied) maintenance
packages or HOLDDATA that must be resolved or bypassed.

– If the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and
accepted.

3. Run the maintenance in Accept mode. Specify the maintenance packages that you want to exclude and HOLDDATA
that you want to bypass, if any exist.
The followings options are available for bypassing HOLDDATA:
– HOLDSYSTEM
– HOLDCLASS
– HOLDERROR
– HOLDUSER

You can run the maintenance in Accept mode in the same CSM session after Accept check mode is completed. The
values that you entered for Accept check mode are then prepopulated on the wizard dialogs.

Accept Maintenance with the GROUPEXTEND Option Enabled

You can accept maintenance (except USERMODs) with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment holding the maintenance packages that you
want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode.

2. Select Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that
you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode, and select the Accept
GROUPEXTEND link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment that is being used by another user, a notification message appears. You
are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification message
disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another SMP/E
environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
The packages that you want to accept are listed.

NOTE
Select a link in the Status column for a maintenance package, if available, to review a list of zones. The
zones indicate where the maintenance package is received, applied, or accepted. Select Close to return to
the wizard.

5. Review the packages, and select Next.

WARNING
For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or
HOLDDATA prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets
you review if any prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output. Run the maintenance
in Accept check mode first.

6. Read the information that is displayed on this tab, and select Next.
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The installation options appear.
7. Specify installation options as follows, and select Next:

a. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance.
b. Review the GROUPEXTEND options and select the ones that you want to apply to the maintenance:

NOAPARS
Excludes APARs that resolve error reason ID.

NOUSERMODS
Exclude USERMODs that resolve error reason ID.

c. (Optional) Enter maintenance packages that you want to exclude in the Excluded SYSMODs field. You can enter
several packages, separate them by a comma.

The Bypass HOLDDATA step of the wizard appears.
8. (Optional) Enter the BYPASS options for the HOLDDATA that you want to bypass during the maintenance installation.

You can enter several BYPASS options, separate them by a comma.
9. Select Next.
10. Review the summary, and select Accept GROUPEXTEND.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in
the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and accepted.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task fails, review SMPOUT in the
task output. Review if there are missing (not accepted) maintenance packages or HOLDDATA that must
be resolved or bypassed.

You completed maintaining products with CSM.

HOLDDATA
When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.

System HOLDDATA

System HOLDDATA indicates data that is an in-stream part of the SYSMOD, informing you of special conditions. The
following reasons are used with SYSTEM HOLDDATA for your product.

ACTION Indicates that you must perform special processing before or after you apply this SYSMOD.
AO Affects automated operations. It changes the message identifier or the displacement of a field inside the

message.
DB2BIND Indicates that DBRMs have changed and packages must be rebound.
DDDEF Indicates that data sets and DDDEFs are being added or modified.
DELETE Deletes the SYSMOD load module. You cannot reverse this type of SYSMOD with the SMP/E RESTORE

command.
DEP Indicates a dependency for this SYSMOD that you must externally verify.
DOC Indicates a documentation change with this SYSMOD.

DOWNLD Indicates that some or all the elements that this SYSMOD delivers are to be downloaded to a workstation.
DYNACT Describes the steps to dynamically activate this fix without performing an IPL.

EC Indicates that this SYSMOD requires a hardware engineering change. An EC hold SYSMOD usually does
not affect the product unless the EC is present on the hardware device.
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ENH Introduces a small programming enhancement. The hold contains the instructions to implement the
enhancement. If no action is required to implement the enhancement, give a summary of the enhancement.

EXIT Indicates that changes delivered by this SYSMOD require reassembly of user exits.
EXRF Indicates that the SYSMOD must be installed in both the Active and Alternate Extended Recovery Facility

Systems.
IPL Indicates that an IPL is required for this SYSMOD to take effect. This option is used only when there is no

alternative for dynamic activation.
MSGSKEL Indicates that the SYSMOD contains internationalized message versions that must be run through the

message compiler for each language.
MULTSYS Apply this SYSMOD to multiple systems for pre-conditioning, coexistence, or exploitation.
RESTART Indicates that after applying this SYSMOD, the site must perform a special restart as opposed to a routine

restart.
SQLBIND Indicates that a bind is required for a database system other than Db2.

External HOLDDATA

External HOLDDATA is not part of the PTF. The HOLDDATA resides in a separate file and contains both error and FIXCAT
HOLDDATA. The error HOLDDATA is used for SYSMODs that have been distributed and later are discovered to cause
problems. The FIXCAT HOLDDATA helps identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware device,
software, or function.

Download the external HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support to a DASD file, and allocate the file to the SMPHOLD
DD statement. To take care of the external HOLDDATA, receive it into your SMP/E environment. SMP/E receives the
HOLDDATA from Broadcom-supplied jobs.

You can find JCL to download the external HOLDDATA in your SAMPJCL member. Open xxx60RCH or xxx1HOLD in
an edit session and execute the xxxSEDIT macro on the command line (xxx is the high-level identifier for your product).
Then, submit the JCL.

Error HOLDDATA

If a SYSMOD has unresolved error HOLDDATA, SMP/E does not install it unless you add a bypass to your APPLY
command. You can bypass error HOLDDATA in situations that are not applicable to you. Error HOLDDATA that is not
applicable to you can include a problem that happens only with a hardware device that you do not have or in a product
feature that you do not use.

When Broadcom publishes a SYSMOD that resolves the error HOLDDATA, the resolving SYSMOD supersedes the error
HOLDDATA. This action lets you apply the original SYSMOD with the fixing SYSMOD.

The only manual task is running a REPORT ERRSYSMODS. This report identifies the following:

• Any held SYSMODs already applied to your system
• Any resolving SYSMODs that are in RECEIVE status

SMP/E identifies the SYSMOD to apply to correct the situation.

FIXCAT HOLDDATA

Broadcom provides FIXCAT HOLDDATA to help identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware
device, software, or function. Fix categories are supplied as SMP/E FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements. Each FIXCAT
HOLDDATA statement associates an APAR and its related fixing PTF to one or more fix categories.
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Getting Started
Mainframe security databases accumulate obsolete user IDs and entitlement definitions which may be valid but not
appropriate for an individual’s role. This situation creates uncertainty, risk, and greater potential for security exposure. This
situation also creates an unnecessary burden for administrators and the system. Increasing regulatory, statutory, audit,
and staffing pressures bring new concerns and mandates to address the problem of excessive security entitlements. For
these reasons, Cleanup is needed.

Review the following video for demonstrations and examples:

Security files accumulate unneeded user ID and access right definitions over time because:

• Job changes and one-time requests cause users to accumulate access rights. Old access is seldom removed when
new access is added.

• System files and resources become obsolete and unused security access rights are not removed.
• Undermined access rights occur, which are rights that appear to be valid, but they are obsolete. This issue arises from

other more specific or more powerful access rights.
• Inactive users are difficult to identify because the last access information may not be reliable.

TIP

Before you start using this product, review the best practices in Using Cleanup for ACF2, Using Cleanup for Top
Secret, or Using Cleanup for RACF.

Key Benefits

Cleanup helps you comply with many regulations and laws that require due diligence to information security, protection,
and privacy. Also, you can use this product in the following ways:

• Improve security control
• Manage administration costs
• Increase risk mitigation
• Enhance privacy control
• Improve ease of audit
• Increase system performance

Cleanup Components

The following diagram illustrates the components of the Cleanup system:
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Figure 1: Cleanup Components

Database Load Utility
A batch utility program identifies and loads the security information that Cleanup monitors. Input statements
specify the name of each user ID or ACF2 rule set to be loaded into the Cleanup database. All or a portion of a
security file can be loaded.
The database load utility issues security system SVCs to retrieve information. An administrator with unscoped
security or audit privileges is required to run this utility. This default behavior can be overridden with a utility option
that allows the user to be a scoped security administrator.
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Tracking Database
A database manages the security information that Cleanup monitors and tracks. The tracking database depicts
the security file user IDs and access rights being tracked. The database is a sequential file with a columnar layout,
which is easily viewed using ISPF. Generally, the first column on each line shows the Julian date that the depicted
security file entry was last used.

Main Task
A started task (main task) monitors security system activity as required for Cleanup.

NOTE
Start the main task under the master subsystem (using the SUB=MSTR parameter). Starting with
SUB=MSTR allows the main task to start collecting data as early as possible, without waiting for JES2 to
start. For complete information about performing startup, review the content about the main task sample
JCL. For example, ACF2 provides a sample JCL topic with applicable parameters.

The main task:

• Loads the database at startup into private memory. A z/OS Scope=Common data space is created, which is
accessible by all address spaces.

• Loads the security system interface at startup into common memory. This action activates monitoring of the
security system and begins the updating of entries within the memory copy of the database.

• Rewrites a memory copy of the database to disk upon regular 30-minute intervals. You can issue an operator
modify command to initiate this update manually at any time.

• Performs a nightly refresh right after midnight (even if interval updates are disabled). This processing updates
the database on disk, clears memory, and rebuilds the data space loading a fresh copy of the database into
memory.

• Deactivates the security system interface upon operator requested shutdown, writes the memory copy of the
database to disk a final time, and ends the started task.

Security System Interface
A security system interface is loaded and activated upon startup of the Cleanup main task. The interface:

• Represents a small extension to the normal security check process and executes as each security check
completes

• Is passive and performs monitoring only
• Examines the user ID and access permissions that are involved with each security request. Updates, if

needed, the corresponding entry within the memory copy of the Cleanup database
• Does not issue I/O, WAIT, or SVC requests
• Contains abend protection that immediately ends Cleanup monitoring when a problem occurs.
• Produces no measurable overhead
• Is loaded in common memory so all users can execute it

The module is named AT8#GBL.
Report and Command Generator

The report and command generator issues security system SVCs to retrieve information. An administrator with
unscoped security or audit privileges is required to run this utility. This default behavior can be overridden with a
utility option that allows the user to be a scoped security administrator.
A batch utility program:

• Produces reports showing unreferenced or referenced security file entries.
• Creates the command files to perform security file cleanup.
• Optionally creates a file of cleanup commands.
• Optionally creates a file of contingency commands that restore the cleanup. For example, if the cleanup file

contains commands to delete a user ID, the contingency file contains commands to recreate the user ID.
• A report summary for an UNREF report.
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Sample report jobs are in the CDMFJCL0 library in members beginning with AT5DBR.

Day 1 Task Checklist for Cleanup for ACF2
Users can execute the tasks in this checklist to start using Cleanup for ACF2.

This checklist summarizes key tasks to start using this product after the product is up and running. This checklist applies
to any new user. However, even experienced users can benefit from reviewing this content. The checklist includes a
brief description of the tasks, with links to procedures. The checklist also identifies the roles that are typically required to
complete the task. Use the Status column to track your progress.

This checklist is not all inclusive, but it represents the top tasks that we recommend that you execute on Day 1.

TIP
The tasks in this checklist are not in sequential order except where noted. Therefore, you can run tasks in
parallel.

To download an Excel spreadsheet of this checklist, click here. 

Task Description Role Status

Manage the database load utility Review the Cleanup for ACF2
database reload process and
validate the job is running
successfully on a daily basis.

Security Administrator Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Setup basic reporting JCL Submit the reporting JCL with
different PARM=, //INCLUDE,
and //EXCLUDE statements.

Security Administrator Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Specify report options Specify the report options in the
SYSIN file.

Security Administrator Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Review sample tracking
database

Review an example of a
tracking database. The tracking
database depicts the security
file user IDs and access rights
being tracked.

Security Administrator Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Clean ACF2 remotely
synchronized environments

ACF2 supports environments
where multiple remote security
databases exist and are
kept synchronized using
technologies such as the
Command Propagation Facility
(CPF) in ACF2.

Security Administrator Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Run a tracking file in a multiple
LPAR environment

Ensure optimal tracking file
functionality in a multiple LPAR
environment based on security
database sharing and CPF
enablement.

Security Administrator Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Day 1 Task Checklist for Cleanup for Top Secret
Users can execute the tasks in this checklist to start using Cleanup for Top Secret.

This checklist summarizes key tasks to start using this product after the product is up and running. This checklist applies
to any new user. However, even experienced users can benefit from reviewing this content. The checklist includes a
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brief description of the tasks, with links to procedures. The checklist also identifies the roles that are typically required to
complete the task. Use the Status column to track your progress.

This checklist is not all inclusive, but it represents the top tasks that we recommend that you execute on Day 1.

TIP
The tasks in this checklist are not in sequential order except where noted. Therefore, you can run tasks in
parallel.

To download an Excel spreadsheet of this checklist, click here. 

Task Description Role Status

Manage the database load utility Review the Cleanup for Top
Secret database reload process
and validate the job is running
successfully on a daily basis.

Security Administrator Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Setup basic reporting JCL Submit the reporting JCL with
different PARM=, //INCLUDE,
and //EXCLUDE statements.

Security Administrator Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Specify report options Specify the report options in the
SYSIN file.

Security Administrator Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Monitor FACILITY and
IBMGROUP access

Monitor the use of FACILITY
and IBMGROUP permissions at
the user, profile, or ALL record
levels.

Review sample tracking
database

Review an example of a
tracking database. The tracking
database depicts the security
file user IDs and access rights
being tracked.

Security Administrator Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Clean Top Secret remotely
synchronized environments

Top Secret supports
environments where multiple
remote security databases exist
and are kept synchronized
using technologies such as the
Command Propagation Facility
(CPF) in Top Secret.

Security Administrator Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Run a tracking file in a multiple
LPAR environment

Ensure optimal tracking file
functionality in a multiple LPAR
environment based on security
database sharing and CPF
enablement.

Security Administrator Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Day 1 Task Checklist for Cleanup for RACF
Users can execute the tasks in this checklist to start using Cleanup for RACF.

This checklist summarizes key tasks to start using this product after the product is up and running. This checklist applies
to any new user. However, even experienced users can benefit from reviewing this content. The checklist includes a
brief description of the tasks, with links to procedures. The checklist also identifies the roles that are typically required to
complete the task. Use the Status column to track your progress.

This checklist is not all inclusive, but it represents the top tasks that we recommend that you execute on Day 1.
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TIP
The tasks in this checklist are not in sequential order except where noted. Therefore, you can run tasks in
parallel.

To download an Excel spreadsheet of this checklist, click here. 

Task Description Role Status

Manage the database load utility Review the Cleanup for RACF
database reload process and
validate the job is running
successfully on a daily basis.

Security Administrator Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Setup basic reporting JCL Submit the reporting JCL with
different PARM=, //INCLUDE,
and //EXCLUDE statements.

Security Administrator Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Specify report options Specify the report options in the
SYSIN file.

Security Administrator Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Review the input parameters Review the report input
parameters.

Security Administrator Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Manage group usage with
RACF

Track users who are connected
to a group profile

Security Administrator Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Review sample tracking
database

Review an example of a
tracking database. The tracking
database depicts the security
file user IDs and access rights
being tracked.

Security Administrator Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Clean RACF remotely
synchronized environments

RACF supports environments
where multiple remote security
databases exist and are
kept synchronized using
technologies such as the
Remote Sharing Facility in
RACF.

Security Administrator Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Run a tracking file in a multiple
LPAR environment

Ensure optimal tracking file
functionality in a multiple
LPAR environment based on
security database sharing and
Remote Sharing Facility (RRSF)
enablement.

Security Administrator Complete, In-progress, or N/A.
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Configuring
To configure your product, see the applicable article:

• Configure Cleanup for ACF2
• Configure Cleanup for Top Secret
• Configure Cleanup for RACF

WARNING

Before you begin the configuration steps, complete the product installation, including the maintenance
procedures. For more information, see Install Products using CSM or Install Products using SMP/E JCL.

Configure Cleanup for ACF2
This section describes the minimum configuration tasks that are needed before Cleanup can be started, customized, and
used in your ACF2 environment.

Create the Tracking File

The data set is initially populated using the AT5#DBU utility. The data set is later used by the long-running AT5 main task
and the AT5#RPT reporting utility.

Edit the AT5DBINT job and apply the following changes:

• Update all "CAI" AND "CAI.AT5" occurrences to specify the data set names that are created during installation and the
name of the tracking file to be allocated. The default value assumes that the default tracking file name is CAI.AT5.DB

• Alter the VOL=SER parameter to specify the DASD volume VOLSER that the tracking file is to be allocated.

Main Task Initialization

The long-running Cleanup main task, AT5, should be started only after all prerequisite configuration setup work has been
completed.

The Cleanup AT5 started task should be started with SUB=MSTR.

The AT5 procedure can be started using the S AT5 console command.

To automate the process, use one of the following options:

• CA 7
• Scheduler Job Management
• JESx-based controls
• PARMLIB-based controls

For more information, see Main Task Sample JCL for Cleanup for ACF2.

Verify the Installation

This procedure verifies that the installation has been successful.

1. Generate accesses for the user IDs or rulesets that are currently loaded within the Cleanup database. The access can
be LIVE or simulated using the test command.

2. Enter the command:
F AT5,UPDATE

The Cleanup database is refreshed to reflect the current activity.
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3. Use ISPF BROWSE to view the Cleanup database and verify that entries are updated in accordance with the test
accesses. To ensure that current data is being viewed, leave and re-enter ISPF BROWSE after each database update.

Post Installation Considerations

Note the following installation considerations:

• To share the Cleanup database between systems, sharing should match that of the security database itself. Cleanup
should execute on every system that shares a security database to ensure that it can see all of the security activity
surrounding the security database.

• Database integrity is maintained by use of an ENQUEUE. Ensure that the following ENQUEUES are allowed to
propagate between systems sharing a Cleanup database:
– QNAME=TASA,RNAME=<trackingfileDSN>,SCOPE=SYSTEMS
– QNAME=ETCLEAN,RNAME=<trackingfileDSN>,SCOPE=SYSTEMS

• Occasionally review the data space size that is displayed when Cleanup is started. Up to 2 GB is allowed, however,
this warrants consideration as sufficient physical storage and auxiliary (paging) storage is required.

• Cleanup may require you to increase by one the value that is specified for the MAXCAD parameter within the
IEASYSxx member of PARMLIB. This parameter restricts the number of active SCOPE=COMMON data spaces. For
information, see the IBM z/OS MVS Initialization and Tuning Reference.

TIP

Before you start using this product, review the best practices in Using Cleanup for ACF2.

Convert Rule Aging Facility Data to Cleanup for ACF2
You can convert Vanguard® ETF/A Rule Aging Facility (RAF) historical data to Cleanup for ACF2 using a conversion
utility.

The RAF data is merged into the Cleanup tracking database.

1. Create RAF files for data set and resource rules using the ETF/A utility ETFA0PGM.
2. Perform a RELOAD of the Cleanup tracking database running the AT5#DBU utility using the *ALL* parameter. Per

recommended best practice, this job should be scheduled on a weekly or monthly basis to keep the Cleanup tracking
database in synch with ACF2. For more information on updating the current tracking database file, see Manage the
Database Load Utility for Cleanup for ACF2.

3. Use the sample JCL provided in member AT5RAFMG to perform the following tasks:
a. Build a RAF-based pseudo tracking database file using the new program At5#RAF and files from step 1.
b. Concatenate the pseudo tracking database file with the production database file into a combination file using

program IEBGENER.
c. Update the combination file using program AT5#DBU with PARM='RAFMERGE' to create a full tracking file,

including the RAF pseudo-record data.
d. Copy the new merged combination file to the production tracking database or use it as the new Cleanup tracking

database file.

Depending on the UNREF date that was used when running the AT5#RPT, there may be more unreferenced objects
after the RAF conversion. UNREF specifies the number of days that an item must be unreferenced for selection. If
the database file is assigned a loaded date to every object within it when it is created, as time passes and objects are
referenced, the LOADED dates are displaced by referenced dates, and the loaded dates are older. When the RAF-based
dates are applied to the DB file, dates are displaced and records could appear to be instantly older and therefore, also
reported by the #RPT program, even when using the same UNREF=parm.

Cleanup maintains a date that is associated with the rule SET ($KEY) that corresponds to the most recent refdate of
the rule lines. With a RAF-merged DB file, the only dates that are carried over from RAF are the specific rule line dates,
leaving the $KEY refdates as they were, which may be the LOADED=date. For this reason, if the UNREF= parm specifies
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a value which is greater than the creation date of the DB file, the rule SETs are not selected, only the individual rule lines
are selected. This is reflected in the summary report.

Configure Cleanup for Top Secret
This section describes the minimum configuration tasks that are needed before Cleanup can be started, customized, and
used in your Top Secret environment.

Create the Tracking File

The data set is initially populated using the AT6#DBU utility. The data set is then used by both the long-running AT6
started task and the AT6#RPT reporting utility.

Edit the AT6DBINT job and apply the following changes:

• Update all "CAI" AND "CAI.AT6" occurrences to specify the data set names that are created during installation and the
name of the tracking file to be allocated. The default value assumes that the default tracking file name is CAI.AT6.DB

• Edit the VOL=SER parameter to specify the DASD volume VOLSER where the tracking file is to be allocated.

Modify AT6 and AT6PARM

During installation, the Cleanup started task procedure, AT6, and input parameter member, AT6PARM, are added to the
CAI.CDMFPROC library.

1. Update the CAI symbolic parameter to specify the appropriate high- or mid-level qualifier for the target data sets used
by installation. The default value, CAI, assumes that the default linklist data set, CAI.CDMFLINK, and JCL procedures
library, CAI.CDMFPROC, are used.

2. Update the AT6 and DB symbolic parameters to specify the appropriate high-level qualifier and suffix for the tracking
file that is created during installation. The default value, CAI.AT6, assumes that the default tracking file name is
CAI.AT6.DB.

3. Update the AT6PARM member to specify the appropriate input parameters for your site.
ALLSEV

(Default) Marks a user ID as "referenced" at any system entry validation, regardless of its success or failure.
NOALLSEV

Marks a user ID as "referenced" only upon successful system entry validation, regardless of the reason for failure.
SEV failure may include, but is not limited to:

• Invalid password
• USERID is suspended
• USERID does not have access to the FACILITY

SIMREF
(Default) Specifies that reference information is updated for users and resources that are specified in the TSSSIM
command.

NOSIMREF
Specifies that reference information is not updated for users and resources that are specified in the TSSSIM
command.

NOUPDATE
Disables the automatic thirty-minute interval for tracking file updates. The tracking file is updated only in response
to operator commands or during the nightly reload. Use this parameter with an automated operator command
product to provide greater control over when tracking file updates occur.

4. Copy the AT6 procedure and AT6PARM input member from the CAI.CDMFPROC library to the system procedure
library (SYS1.PROCLIB) or to an active procedure library in the target z/OS system.
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5. Grant required security controls for the AT6 started task including Update Access to the Cleanup Database flat file.

Main Task Initialization

The long-running Cleanup main task, AT6, should be started only after all prerequisite configuration setup work has been
completed.

The Cleanup AT6 started task should be started with SUB=MSTR.

The AT6 procedure can be started using the S AT6 console command.

To automate the process, use one of the following options:

• CA 7
• Scheduler Job Management
• JESx-based controls
• PARMLIB-based controls

For more information, see Main Task Sample JCL for Cleanup for Top Secret.

Verify the Installation

This procedure verifies that the installation was successful.

1. Generate accesses for the user ids or rulesets that are currently loaded within the Cleanup database. The access can
be LIVE or simulated using the TSSSIM command.

2. Enter the command:
F AT6,UPDATE

The Cleanup database is refreshed to reflect the current activity.
3. Use ISPF BROWSE to view the Cleanup database and verify that entries are updated in accordance with the test

accesses. To ensure that current data is being viewed, leave and re-enter ISPF BROWSE after each database update.

Post Installation Considerations

Note the following installation considerations:

• To share the Cleanup database between systems, sharing should match that of the security database itself. Cleanup
should execute on every system that shares a security database to ensure that it can see all security activity
surrounding the security database.

• Database integrity is maintained by use of an ENQUEUE. Ensure that the following ENQUEUES are allowed to
propagate between systems sharing a Cleanup database:
– QNAME=TASA,RNAME=<trackingfileDSN>,SCOPE=SYSTEMS
– QNAME=ETCLEAN,RNAME=<trackingfileDSN>,SCOPE=SYSTEMS

• Occasionally review the data space size that is displayed when Cleanup is started. Up to 2 GB is allowed, however,
this warrants consideration as sufficient physical storage and auxiliary (paging) storage is required.

• Cleanup may require you to increase by one the value that is specified for the MAXCAD parameter within the
IEASYSxx member of PARMLIB. This parameter restricts the number of active SCOPE=COMMON data spaces. For
information, see the IBM z/OS MVS Initialization and Tuning Reference.

TIP

Before you start using this product, review the best practices in Using Cleanup for Top Secret.

Configure Cleanup for RACF
This section describes the minimum configuration tasks that are needed before Cleanup can be started, customized, and
used in your IBM RACF environment.
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Create the Tracking File

The data set is initially populated using the AT8#DBU utility, and after used by both the long-running AT8 main task and
the AT8#RPT reporting utility.

1. Edit the AT8DBINT job and apply the following changes:
a. Update all "CAI" AND "CAI.AT8" occurrences to specify the data set names that are created during installation

and the name of the tracking file to be allocated. The default value assumes that the default tracking file name is
CAI.AT8.DB

b. Alter the VOL=SER parameter to specify the DASD volume VOLSER that the tracking file is to be allocated.

Modify AT8 and AT8PARM

During installation, the main task procedure, AT8, and input parameter member, AT8PARM, are added to the
CAI.CDY1PROC library.

1. Update the CAI symbolic parameter to specify the appropriate high- or mid-level qualifier for the target data sets used
by installation. The default value, CAI, assumes that the default linklist data set, CAI.CDY1LINK, and JCL procedures
library, CAI.CDY1PROC, are used.

2. Update the AT8 and DB symbolic parameters to specify the appropriate high-level qualifier and suffix for the tracking
file that is created during installation. The default value, CAI.AT8, assumes that the default tracking file name is
CAI.AT8.DB.

3. Update the AT8PARM member to specify the appropriate input parameters for your site.
4. Copy the AT8 procedure and AT8PARM input member from the CAI.CDY1PROC library to the system procedure

library (SYS1.PROCLIB) or to an active procedure library in the target z/OS system. Do not use a STEPLIB in the
AT8 procedure to point to the CDY1CLINK data set. This data set must be specified in the appropriate LNKLSTxx or
PROGxx PARMLIB members.

Main Task Initialization

The long-running Cleanup main task, AT8, should be started only after all prerequisite configuration setup work has been
completed.

The AT8 procedure can be started using the S AT8 console command.

To automate the process, use one of the following options:

• CA 7
• Scheduler Job Management
• JESx-based controls
• PARMLIB-based controls

Verify the Installation

This procedure verifies that the installation was successful.

1. Generate accesses for the user ids or rulesets that are currently loaded within the Cleanup database.
2. Enter the command:

F AT8,UPDATE

This Cleanup database is refreshed to reflect the current activity.
3. Use ISPF BROWSE to view the Cleanup database and verify that entries are updated in accordance with the test

accesses. To ensure that current data is being viewed, leave and re-enter ISPF BROWSE after each database update.

Post Installation Considerations

Note the following installation considerations:
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• To share the Cleanup database between systems, sharing should match that of the security database itself. Cleanup
should execute on every system that shares a security database to ensure that it can see all security activity
surrounding the security database.

• Database integrity is maintained by use of an ENQUEUE. Ensure that the following ENQUEUEs are allowed to
propagate between systems sharing a Cleanup database:
– QNAME=TASA,RNAME=<trackingfileDSN>,SCOPE=SYSTEMS
– QNAME=ETCLEAN,RNAME=<trackingfileDSN>,SCOPE=SYSTEMS

• We recommend that you periodically review the data space size that is displayed when Cleanup is started. Up to 2 GB
is allowed. However, this value warrants consideration as sufficient physical storage and auxiliary (paging) storage is
required.

• Cleanup may require you to increase by one the value that is specified for the MAXCAD parameter within the
IEASYSxx member of PARMLIB. This parameter restricts the number of active SCOPE=COMMON data spaces. For
information, see the IBM z/OS MVS Initialization and Tuning Reference.

TIP

Before you start using this product, review the best practices in Using Cleanup for RACF.
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Using STIG Articles
When applied to Cleanup, the security standards decrease the risk of unauthorized disclosure of sensitive information. We
developed the Security Technical Implementation Guides (STIGs) to enhance the confidentiality, integrity, and availability
of customers using our mainframe products.

Implementation Responsibility

Before you implement these settings in a production environment, especially within large user populations, we
recommend that you evaluate the specified configuration settings in a local, representative test environment.  The
extensive variety of environments makes it impossible to test these configuration settings for all potential software
configurations.

IMPORTANT
Broadcom accepts no liability for the consequences of applying specific configuration settings made on the basis
of the security standard. For some production environments, failure to test before implementation may lead to a
loss of required functionality.

Evaluating the risks and benefits of a system’s circumstances and requirements is the system owner’s responsibility.
  The evaluated risks resulting from not applying specified configuration settings must be approved by the responsible
authorizing official within respective organizations. Furthermore, Broadcom implies no warranty that the application of all
specified configurations results in a system that is 100 percent secure. We provide these security standards as guidelines.
Ensure that all applicable security guidance is applied at the device-hardening level and the architectural level because
some settings may not be configurable in all environments. Each STIG is limited to the specific Cleanup and assumes that
you have fully and properly implemented all security controls within respective external security manager.

Severity Definitions

These definitions are a measure of vulnerabilities used to assess a facility or system security posture. Each STIG in this
document is assigned one of the following values:
Severity 1- High

Any vulnerability, the exploitation of which directly and immediately result in loss of confidentiality, availability, or
integrity.

Severity 2 - Medium
Any vulnerability, the exploitation of which has a potential to result in loss of confidentiality, availability, or integrity.

Severity 3 - Low
Any vulnerability, the existence of which degrades measures to protect against loss of confidentiality, availability,
or integrity.

Depending upon the specific details within the access granted, aggregated risks may exist. The resulting risks could
increase the risk severity from one level to another.

User Roles and Least Privilege Access

The following list details typical roles at the z/OS system level regardless if 0 to 500 applications are running. These roles
correspond to the roles allowed to have specific access levels within the STIG. Your organization, least privilege, and
separation of role requirements determine who is assigned a role by user ID. We recommend that you build a formalized
document that defines all roles, duties, responsibilities, and specific access allowed and approved for each role.
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• z/OS Application Scheduler/Production Team (DCSPTEAM)
• z/OS Application Security Team (DSECTEAM)
• z/OS CICS System Programmer (CICSSYSP)
• z/OS Communications System Programmer (COMMSYSP)
• z/OS Database System Programmer (DBASYSP)
• z/OS DB2 System Programmer (CICSSYSP)
• z/OS IDMS System Programmer (IDMSSYSP)
• z/OS Operations (ZOSOPER1)
• z/OS Storage Administrator System Programmer (DASDSYSP)
• z/OS System-Level Product Schedulers/Support Team (PCSPTEAM)
• z/OS System/LPAR Level Mainframe Security Team (ZSECTEAM)
• z/OS System Programmer (ZOSSYSP1)

Access is granted only based upon valid requirements to product resources as documented by roles that individuals are
assigned.

STIG Articles by Findings for Cleanup for ACF2
This article provides a list of all Cleanup for ACF2 STIG articles. Select the specific STIG ID to assess and implement the
guidance.

Severity 1
: High

Severity 2
: Medium

Severity 3
: Low

To manage your STIG implementation, download this tracker spreadsheet.

Broadcom STIG ID Title Description

BCLNA001
Severity 1

Protect Cleanup APF Loadlib Data
Sets

Show to identify your APF loadlib data set that is not properly
protected, how to limit access to system programmers, and how to
log all activity.

BCLNA002
Severity 2

Protect Cleanup Installation Data
Sets

Shows how to identify your installation data sets that are not
properly protected and how to remove inappropriate access from
unauthorized logonids.

BCLNA003
Severity 2

Protect the Cleanup Database
Data Set

Shows how to identify your database data set that is not properly
protected and how to remove access from unauthorized logonids.

BCLNA004
Severity 2

Define the Cleanup Start Task
Name

Shows how to identify your started tasks (STC) that are not protected
properly and how to remove access from unauthorized user IDs.

STIG ID - BCLNA001: Protect Cleanup APF Loadlib Data Sets
Use Cleanup STIG article BCLNA001 to protect Cleanup APF Loadlib data sets through the remediation of audit findings.

Severity: 1 - High

The Authorized Program List designates the library that contains program modules which is capable of bypassing system
and security controls. Unauthorized access could result in the compromise of the operating system environment, External
Security Manager (ESM), applications, and customer data.
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Your organization must ensure that write or greater access to APF-authorized libraries is limited to system programmers
based upon documented roles performed. Additionally, the organization must ensure that all write or greater access is
logged.

This STIG article shows how to identify your APF loadlib data set that is not properly protected, how to limit access to
system programmers, and how to log all activity.

Identify Audit Finding

In the following examples, AT5 is the data set name. Replace AT5 with your data set name.

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Review access to the APF loadlib data set, identify all logonids with access to the Cleanup APF loadlib data set and
ensure the following.
– Write or greater access is limited to system programmers.
– All write or greater access is logged.
ACF

ACCESS DSN(SYS2A.AT5.LOADLIB)

        

ACCESS Subcommand Results as of 08/14/20-08:13 for: SYS2A.AT5.LOADLIB

        

$Key: SYS2A Ruleline: AT5.LOALIB(*****SYSPROG) READ(A) WRITE(L) ALLOC(L) EXEC(A)

ACF

In this example, the system programmer (SYSPROG) has read, write, and allocate access to SYS2A.AT5.LOADLIB
and write or greater activity is logged. SYS2A.AT5.LOADLIB is an example data set name.

2. If write or greater access to the APF loadib is limited system programmers and activity is logged, your organization
does not have an audit finding.

3. If write or greater access to the APF loadlib is not limited to system programmers and activity is not logged, your
organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Findings.

Remediate Audit Finding

The Information System Security Officer (ISSO) is responsible for ensuring that write or greater access to the Cleanup
APF loadlib is limited to only system programmers and activity is logged.

1. Implement controls to specify that only system programmers are authorized to write or greater access
to SYS2A.AT5.LOADLIB and that activity is logged:
ACF

$KEY(SYS2A)

RECKEY SYS2A MOD(AT5.- UID(SYSPROG) READ(A) WRITE(L) ALLOC(L) EXEC(A)

ACF

2. Verify write or greater access has been granted to only system programmers:
ACF

ACCESS DSN(SYS2A.AT5.LOADLIB)

        

ACCESS Subcommand Results as of 08/14/20-12:22 for: SYS2A.AT5.LOADLIB

        

$Key: SYS2A

Ruleline: AT5.LOALIB(*****SYSPROG) READ(A) WRITE(L) ALLOC(L) EXEC(A)

ACF

Ensuring that APF loadlib data sets are properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization, ensuring the
mainframe is not compromised by exploitation of APF.
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Control Correlation Identifier (CCI)

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. The following CCIs are
related to this STIG. For more information, see the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000213, CCI-002234

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

Type: technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): CM-5 (6)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AC-3.1

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged functions.

Type: technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-6 (9)

STIG ID - BCLNA002: Protect Cleanup Installation Data Sets
Use Cleanup STIG article BCLNA002 to protect Cleanup installation data sets through the remediation of audit findings.

Severity: 2 - Medium

Cleanup installation data sets can use privileged functions and have access to sensitive data. Failure to properly restrict
access to these data sets could result in violating the integrity of the base product, which could result in compromising the
operating system or sensitive data.

Your organization must ensure that the system programmer responsible for the product complete the following:

• Identify and document the Cleanup installation data sets and limit write or greater access with logging to the
responsible system programmer who is performing installation or upgrades of the Cleanup software.

• Auditors and users of Cleanup may be granted limited read access to those specific data sets that typically have an
ending data set name that starts with CDME*, as those data sets provide examples for the users.

• Once documented, work with the Mainframe LPAR level cybersecurity team to ensure that the resources are properly
restricted within the External Security Manager (ESM) active on the system.

This STIG article shows how to identify your installation data sets that are not properly protected and how to remove
inappropriate access from unauthorized logonids.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Review access to the Cleanup installation data sets:
ACF

 ACCESS DSN('SYS1.INSTALL')

        

 ACCESS Subcommand Results as of 10/14/20-08:13 for: SYS1.INSTALL
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 $KEY: SYS1 Ruleline: SYS1.INSTALL(*****SYSPROG) READ(A) WRITE(L) ALLOC(L) EXEC(A)

ACF

In this example, SYSPROG has full access and the access is logged.
2. View the output and identify all unauthorized access to Cleanup installation data sets.
3. If write or greater access to the Cleanup install data set files are limited to the responsible product systems

programming personnel and activity is logged, your organization does not have an auditing.
4. If read only access to the Cleanup install data set files is defined for auditors, Cleanup users, and Cleanup STC or

batch users and activity is logged, your organization does not have an audit finding.
5. If steps 4 or 5 are found to be false, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Limit all access to change control options to time frames of approved changes and reduce to read only outside of
approved change windows, including for system programmers.

1. After reviewing the output and evaluating the impact of removing access from unauthorized logonids, remove the
Cleanup installation data set access for each logonid identified not needing access.
RECKEY SYS1 MOD(INSTALL.- uid(*****CLNAUSER) READ(L)))

In this example, write or greater access to the Cleanup installation data set for CLNAUSER has been removed. The
user has READ only access and the activity is logged.

2. Verify that write or greater access to the Cleanup installation data set was removed for CLNAUSER:
ACCESS DSN('SYS1.INSTALL')

        

 ACCESS Subcommand Results as of 10/14/20-08:32 for: SYS1.INSTALL

        

$Key: SYS1 Ruleline: SYS1.INSTALL(CLNAUSER) READ(L)

Access to the Cleanup installation data set for CLNAUSER was removed.

Ensuring product installation data sets are properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier (CCI)

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. The following CCIs are
related to this STIG. For more information, see the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000213, CCI-002234

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

Type: technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): CM-5 (6)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AC-3.1

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged functions.
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Type: technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-6 (9)

STIG ID - BCLNA003: Protect the Cleanup Database Data Set
Use Cleanup STIG article BCLNA003 to protect the Cleanup database data sets through the remediation of audit findings.

Severity: 2 - Medium

The Cleanup database data set contains security sensitive data. Failure to properly restrict access to this data set could
result in hackers attempting to spear, phish, or exploit privileged access users, which could result in compromising the
operating system or sensitive data. The Cleanup database generally contains all the system security controls and rules,
but it does not include passwords.

The Mainframe LPAR level cybersecurity team must ensure that write or greater access to Cleanup Database data set is
limited to specific system programmers installing and upgrading only when access is required. Write access can be
granted to Cleanup STC and limited LPAR Level Security team members who may run the batch Cleanup Database load
job (PGM=AT5#DBU) as needed. Read access can be granted to auditors or security users who run Cleanup reports.

The system programmer must identify and document the product data set and categorize them according to who requires
update or greater access, and if required, that access is logged. The system programmer must identify if additional
groups have write or greater access for specific data set. Once documented, the system programmer must work with
the Information System Security Officer (ISSO) to see that they are properly restricted to the External Security Manager
(ESM) active on the system.

This STIG article shows how to identify your database data set that is not properly protected and how to remove access
from unauthorized logonids.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Determine who has access to the Cleanup database data set:
ACF

  ACCESS DSN('cleanup_db')

  ACCESS Subcommand Results as of 10/14/20-08:13 for: cleanup_db

  $Key: SYS1 

      Ruleline: (*****SYSPROG) READ(L) WRITE(L) ALLOC(L) EXEC(L)

ACF

In this example, the SYSPROG has read, write, allocate, and execute access and activity is logged.
2. View the output and identify all unauthorized access to the Cleanup database data set.
3. If the ACF2 database data set access authorizations restricts read access to auditors and Cleanup users when access

is required and with program pathing included in the security permissions, your organization does not have an audit
finding.

4. If the ACF2 database data set access authorizations restrict write access to the security batch job logonid or z/OS
LPAR level security team member who runs the Cleanup Load/RELOAD job, and access is granted with Program
pathing, your organization does not have an audit finding.

5. If the ACF2 database data set access authorizations restricts write or greater access to the responsible systems
programming personnel for approved installation or upgrade of software when required, with logging, your organization
does not have an audit finding.

6. If the ACF2 database data set access authorizations restricts write access to the Cleanup STC, your organization does
not have an audit finding.

7. If steps 3 through 6 are found to be false, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
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Remediate Audit Finding

Limit all access to change control options to time frames of approved changes and reduce to read only outside of
approved change windows including system programmers.

1. After reviewing the output and evaluating the impact of removing access from unauthorized logonids, remove all
unauthorized access to the Cleanup database data set:
RECKEY SYS1 MOD(cleanup_db) uid(*****CLNAUSER) READ(L)))

In this example, write or greater access for CLNAUSER has been changed to READ only and the activity is logged.
2. Verify the Cleanup database data set access no longer exists for unauthorized logonids:

ACCESS DSN(cleanup_db)        

 ACCESS Subcommand Results as of 10/14/20-08:32 for: cleanup_db

        

$Key: SYS1 Ruleline: cleanup_db(CLNAUSER) READ(L)

The Cleanup database data set write or greater access for user CLNAUSER has been removed.

Ensuring Cleanup database is properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier (CCI)

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. The following CCIs are
related to this STIG. For more information, see the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-001499

CCI: CCI-001499

Published Date: 2009-09-29

Definition: The organization limits privileges to change software resident within software libraries.

Type: technical

References: NIST SP 800-53: CM-5 (6)
NIST SP 800-53A: CM-5 (6).1
NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4: CM-5 (6)

STIG ID - BCLNA004: Define the Cleanup Started Task Name
Use Cleanup STIG article BCLNA004 to define the started task name through the remediation of audit findings.

Severity: 2 - Medium

Cleanup requires a started task to be defined with specific resource access. By defining the started task as a logonid to
the system External Security Manager (ESM), Cleanup allows the ESM to control the access. Failure to properly control
these capabilities could compromise the operating system environment, ESM, and customer data.

Your organization must ensure Cleanup allows the ESM to control access.

This STIG article shows how to identify your started tasks (STC) that are not protected properly and how to remove
access from unauthorized user IDs.

Identify Audit Finding

In the following examples, AT5 is the STC name. Replace AT5 with your Cleanup STC name.
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Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation.

1. Determine if AT5 is defined in the output of the listing as a started task. The associated logonid should be AT5. If the
Cleanup started task logonid is AT5, run the following report to display the AT5:
ACF 

SHOW STCID

-- STARTED TASK TABLE --

STCID        LOGONID      GROUP

========     ========     ========

...

AT5          AT5

...

ACF

The product displays the Cleanup started task, AT5:
ACF

LIST AT5

AT5              AT5

                 COMPANY() DEPT() LEVEL() LOCATION()

PRIVILEGES       STC

ACCESS           ACC-CNT(4) ACC-DATE(12/08/19) ACC-TIME(13:26)

PASSWORD         PSWA1TOD(00/00/00-00:00) PSWA2TOD(00/00/00-00:00)

                 PSWD-DAT(00/00/00) PSWD-INV(0) PSWD-TOD(00/00/00-00:00)

                 PSWD-VIO(0) PSWDCVIO(0) PWP-DATE(00/00/00) PWP-VIO(0)

...

ACF

AT5
Indicates Cleanup started task defined in ACF2.

2. Review the AT5 listing and verify the following. If any of the following guidance is not true, your organization has an
audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
– Defined with privilege of STC.
– Defined for the STC AT5 with logonid of AT5.
– Is not granted NON-CNCL.
– Is granted write access to the Cleanup database data set. This STC access is not required to be logged because it

is required access and logging generates records that have no review purpose.

Remediate Audit Finding

The Information System Security Officer (ISSO) and the system programmer for Cleanup must ensure that a product's
started task(s) is properly defined.

1. Ensure that a product's started task is properly defined to the ESM. Most product installation documentation indicates
how the started task is identified and notes any additional attributes that must be specified.
The following example shows the additional attributes that should be specified for the AT5 task. Example:
ACF

SET LID

INSERT AT5 NAME(CA CLEANUP)STC

In this example, AT5 is the STC name. Replace AT5 with your Cleanup STC name.
2. List to verify AT5 is listed as a started task:

ACF

LIST STCID

-- STARTED TASK TABLE --

STCID        LOGONID      GROUP
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========     ========     ========

...

AT5          AT5

...

ACF

Ensuring Cleanup started task is properly defined reduces risk and exposure to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier (CCI)

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. The following CCIs are
related to this STIG. For more information, see the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000764

CCI: CCI-000764

Published Date: 2009-09-17

Definition: The information system uniquely identifies and authenticates organizational users (or processes acting on
behalf of organizational users)..

Type: technical

References: NIST SP 800-53: CM-5 (6)
NIST SP 800-53A: CM-5 (6).1
NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4: CM-5 (6)

STIG Articles by Findings for Cleanup for Top Secret
This article provides a list of all Cleanup for Top Secret STIG articles. Select the specific STIG ID to assess and implement
the guidance.

Severity 1
: High

Severity 2
: Medium

Severity 3
: Low

To manage your STIG implementation, download this tracker spreadsheet.

Broadcom STIG ID Title Description

BCLNT001
Severity 1

Protect APF Loadlib Data Sets Shows how to identify your APF loadlib data sets that are not
properly protected and how to remove access from unauthorized
ACIDs. 

BCLNT002
Severity 2

Protect Installation Data Sets Shows how to identify your installation data sets that are not
properly protected and how to remove inappropriate access from
unauthorized ACIDs.

BCLNT003
Severity 2

Protect the Database Data Set Shows how to identify your database data sets that are not properly
protected and how to remove access from unauthorized ACIDs.

BCLNT004
Severity 2

Define the Start Task Name Shows how to identify your started tasks that are not properly
protected and how to remove access from unauthorized ACIDs.
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STIG ID - BCLNT001: Protect APF Loadlib Data Sets
Use Cleanup STIG article BCLNT001 to protect APF Loadlib data sets through the remediation of audit findings.

Severity: 1 - High

The Authorized Program List designates the libraries that can contain program modules which possess a significant
capability to bypass system and security controls. Unauthorized access could result in the compromise of the operating
system environment, External Security Manager (ESM), applications, and customer data.

The organization must ensure that update or greater access to all APF-authorized libraries is limited to system
programmers based upon documented roles performed. Additionally, the organization must ensure that all update or
greater access is logged.

This STIG article shows how to identify your APF loadlib data sets that are not properly protected and how to remove
access from unauthorized ACIDs. Ensure access is logged in accordance with the procedure in this article.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Generate the reports to display who has access to Cleanup APF loadlib data sets:
TSS WHOHAS DSN(SYS2A.AT6.LOADLIB)

TSS WHOHAS DSN(APF loadlib data set name)

APF loadlib data set name
Specifies the name of Cleanup’s APF loadlib as installed.

The product displays who has access to Cleanup APF loadlib data sets.
Example output
DATASET    = SYS2A.                                OWNER(SYSDEPT )  

  XAUTH     = SYS2A.AT6.LOADLIB                     ACID(TSSADM  )  

    ACCESS  = READ           

  XAUTH     = SYS2A.AT6.LOADLIB                     ACID(SYSPRG01)  

    ACCESS  = READ

2. View the reports to identify all ACIDs with access to Cleanup APF loadlib data sets.
– If update or greater access to the APF loadlib is limited only to responsible z/OS system programmers and based

upon documented, assigned roles, your organization does not have an audit finding.
– If any user ACID is found with greater than read access to Cleanup APF loadlib data sets, your organization has an

audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
– If the Top Secret data set rules for APF libraries do not specify logging for any update or greater access, your

organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Limit all access greater than read to time frames of approved changes and reduce to read only outside of approved
change windows, including for system programmers.

1. Review your organization's access authorization to Cleanup APF loadlib data set and evaluate the impact of removing
access from ACIDs.

2. Remove the Cleanup APF loadlib data set permissions for each ACID that should not have access to Cleanup APF
loadlib data set:
TSS REVOKE(acid) DSN(SYS2A.AT6.LOADLIB)

TSS REVOKE(acid) DSN(APF loadlib data set name)

acid
Specifies the ACID of the userid/profile from which access is being revoked.
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APF loadlib data set name
Specifies the name of Cleanup’s APF loadlib as installed.

The product confirms your change.
3. Use one of the following methods to ensure logging for update or greater access is granted to APF loadlib data sets:

– Use ACTION(AUDIT) on any permissions granting greater than read access:
TSS PERMIT(acid) DATASET(APF Loadlib Data set name) Access(Update) ACTION(AUDIT)

OR
– Add APF Loadlib data set to the Global Audit Record with the access levels to be logged:

TSS ADD(AUDIT) DATASET(APF Loadlib Data set name) ACCESS(update,write,create,sratch,control,all)

acid
Specifies the ACID of the user ID or profile from which access is being revoked.

APF loadlib data set name
Specifies the name of the Cleanup APF loadlib as installed.

4. Re-issue the WHOHAS commands to verify that the Cleanup APF loadlib data set access no longer exists for
unauthorized ACIDs:
TSS WHOHAS DSN(SYS2A.AT6.LOADLIB)

TSS WHOHAS DSN(APF Loadlib Data set name)

APF Loadlib Data set name
Specifies the name of Cleanup’s loadlib as installed.

Output should confirm that Cleanup APF loadlib data set access no longer exists for unauthorized ACIDs.

Ensuring APF loadlib data sets are properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization, ensuring the
mainframe is not compromised by exploitation of APF.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000213, CCI-002234

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

Type: technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 :: AC-3
NIST SP 800-53A :: AC-3.1
NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-3

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged functions.

Type: technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-6 (9)
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STIG ID - BCLNT002: Protect Installation Data Sets
Use Cleanup STIG article BCLNT002 protect installation data sets through the remediation of audit findings.

Severity: 2 - Medium

Cleanup installation data sets can use privileged functions and have access to sensitive data. Failure to properly restrict
access to these data sets could result in violating the integrity of the base product, which could result in compromising the
operating system or sensitive data.

The Mainframe LPAR level cybersecurity team must ensure that write or greater access to Cleanup installation data sets
is limited to only the responsible system programmer who performs the install and upgrade of the software product. The
cybersecurity team must also ensure that access granted only during limited periods of approved install and upgrade
projects and all write and update or greater access is logged. Read access can be given to auditors, security team, and
security batch users.  All failures and successful write and update or greater access must be logged.

The system programmer who is responsible for the product must identify and document the product data sets and
categorize them according to who requires update or greater access, and if required, ensure that all update or greater
access is logged. The system programmer must identify if any additional users or groups require update or alter access
for specific data sets. Once documented, the system programmer must work with the Mainframe LPAR level cybersecurity
team to ensure that the resources are properly restricted within the External Security Manager (ESM) active on the
system.

This STIG article shows how to identify your installation data sets that are not properly protected and how to remove
inappropriate access from unauthorized ACIDs.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Run the reports to display who has access to Cleanup installation data sets.
TSS WHOHAS DSN(installation_data_set_name)

installation_data_set_name
Specifies the name of Cleanup’s installation data set.

The product displays who has access to the Cleanup installation data sets.
Example output where data set name = SYS2.AT6.
DATASET    = SYS2.                                          OWNER(SYSDEPT )  

  XAUTH     = SYS2.AT6.V*.CDMFPROC                ACID(TSSADM  )  

    ACCESS  = READ           

  XAUTH     = SYS2.AT6.V*.CDMFJCL0                ACID(TSSADM  )  

    ACCESS  = READ           

  XAUTH     = SYS2.AT6.                           ACID(SYSPRG01)  

    ACCESS  = READ

2. View the reports to identify all ACIDs with access to Cleanup installation data sets.
3. Verify that access to the Cleanup installation data sets is properly restricted. If any of the following guidance is not true,

your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
– The ESM data set access authorizations restrict read access to auditors, Cleanup users, and Cleanup STC or

batch users.
– The ESM data set access authorizations restrict write or greater access to the responsible product systems

programming personnel.
– The ESM data set access authorizations specify that all write and update or greater access permissions are setup

to log the access.
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Remediate Audit Finding

Limit all access to change control options to time frames of approved changes and reduce to read only outside of
approved change windows, including for system programmers.

1. Review your organization's access authorization to Cleanup installation data sets and evaluate the impact of removing
access from unauthorized ACIDs.

2. Remove the Cleanup installation data set access for each ACID that should not have access to Cleanup installation
data sets:
TSS REVOKE(acid) DSN(resource_name)

acid
Specifies the ACID of the user or job from which access is being revoked.

resource_name
Specifies the name of Cleanup’s installation data set.

The product confirms your change.
3. Re-issue the WHOHAS command to verify that the Cleanup installation data set access no longer exists

for unauthorized ACIDs:
TSS WHOHAS DSN(resource_name)

resource_name
Specifies the name of Cleanup’s installation data set.

Output should confirm that Cleanup installation data set access no longer exists for ACIDs.

Ensuring product installation data sets are properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000213, CCI-002234

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

Type: technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 :: AC-3
NIST SP 800-53A :: AC-3.1
NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-3

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged functions.

Type: technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-6 (9)

STIG ID - BCLNT003: Protect the Database Data Set
Use Cleanup STIG article BCLNT003 to protect the database data set through the remediation of audit findings.
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Severity: 2 - Medium

The Cleanup database data set contains security sensitive data. Failure to properly restrict access to these data sets
could result in hackers attempting to spear, phish, or exploit privileged access users, which could result in compromising
the operating system or sensitive data. The Cleanup database contains all the system security controls and rules, but it
does not include passwords.

The Mainframe LPAR level cybersecurity team must ensure that write or greater access to Cleanup Database data sets
is limited to specific system programmers installing and upgrading only when access is required. Update access can be
granted to Cleanup STC and limited LPAR Level Security team members who may run the batch Cleanup Database load
job (PGM=AT6#DBU) as needed. Read access can be granted to auditors or security users who run Cleanup reports.

The system programmer must identify and document the product data sets and categorize them according to
who requires update or greater access, and if required, that all update or greater access is logged. The system
programmer must identify if any additional groups have update or alter access for specific data sets. Once documented,
the system programmer must work with the Information System Security Officer (ISSO) to see that they are properly
restricted to the External Security Manager (ESM) active on the system.

This STIG article shows how to identify your database data sets that are not properly protected and how to remove
access from unauthorized ACIDs.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Run the Data Set and Resource Data Collection reports to display who has access to Cleanup database data sets.
TSS WHOHAS DSN(resource_name)

resource_name
Specifies the name of Cleanup’s database data set.

The product displays who has access to the Cleanup database data sets.
Example output where the Cleanup database data set is SYS3.AT6.DB.
DATASET    = SYS3.                                          OWNER(SYSDEPT )  

  XAUTH     = SYS3.AT6.DB.                                 ACID(TSSADM  )  

    ACCESS  = READ

2. View the reports to identify all ACIDs with access to Cleanup database data sets.
3. Verify that access to the Cleanup database data sets is properly restricted. If any of the following guidance is not true,

your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
– The Top Secret data set access authorizations restrict read access to auditors and Cleanup users when access is

required and with program pathing included in the security permissions.
– The Top Secret data set access authorizations restrict updated access to security batch job user ID or z/OS LPAR

level security team member who runs the Cleanup Load/RELOAD job. Additionally, access is granted with Program
pathing.

– The Top Secret data set access authorizations restrict write and update or greater access to the responsible
systems programming personnel for approved installation or upgrade of software when required and with logging.

– The Top Secret data set access authorizations restrict update access to the Cleanup STC.

Remediate Audit Finding

Limit all access to change control options to time frames of approved changes and reduce to read only outside of
approved change windows including system programmers.

1. Review your organization's access authorization to Cleanup database data sets and evaluate the impact of removing
access from unauthorized ACIDs.

2. Remove the Cleanup database data set attribute for each ACID that should not have access to Cleanup database data
sets:
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TSS REVOKE(acid) DSN(resource_name)

acid
Specifies the ACID of the user or job from which access is being revoked.

resource_name
Specifies the name of Cleanup’s database data set.

The product confirms your change.
3. Re-issue the WHOHAS command to verify that the Cleanup database data set access no longer exists

for unauthorized ACIDs:
TSS WHOHAS DSN(resource_name)

resource_name
Specifies the name of Cleanup’s database dataset.

Output should confirm that Cleanup database data set access no longer exists for ACIDs.

Ensuring Cleanup database is properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization. Cleanup database
contains the list of all user IDs and all access controls on the respective LPAR. Cleanup database should be protected as
sensitive security data. Cleanup database contains no passwords.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCI is related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-001499

CCI: CCI-001499

Published Date: 2009-09-29

Definition: The organization limits privileges to change software resident within software libraries.

Type: technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 :: CM-5 (6)
NIST SP 800-53A :: CM-5 (6).1
NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: CM-5 (6)

STIG ID - BCLNT004: Define the Start Task Name
Use Cleanup STIG article BCLNT004 to define the started task name through the remediation of audit findings.

Severity: 2 - Medium

Cleanup requires a started task to be defined with specific resource access. By defining the started task as a user ID to
the system External Security Manager (ESM), Cleanup allows the ESM to control the access. Failure to properly control
these capabilities could compromise the operating system environment, ESM, and customer data.

This STIG article shows how to identify your started tasks that are not properly protected and how to remove access from
unauthorized ACIDs.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:
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NOTE
In the following examples, AT6 is the STC name. Replace AT6 with your Cleanup STC name.

1. Run the following report to display the Cleanup started tasks:
TSS LIST(STC) DATA(ALL)

The product displays the Cleanup started tasks.
Example output

ACCESSORID = *STC*     NAME       = STARTED-TASKS             

TYPE       = GLOBAL    SIZE       =     4352  BYTES           

CREATED    = 08/31/93  00:00  LAST MOD   = 05/04/20  07:40    

STC        = *DEF*     ACID       = *BYPASS*                  

STC        = AT6      ACID       = AT6      STCACT     

***

AT6
The Cleanup started task defined in Top Secret.

2. Determine if AT6 is defined in the output of the listing as a started task. The associated ACID should be AT6. If the
Cleanup started task ACID is AT6, run the following report to display the AT6:
TSS LIST(AT6) DATA(ALL)

3. Review the AT6 listing and verify the following guidance. If any of the following guidance is not true, your organization
has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
– Defined with facility of STC.
– Defined with a random complex password or the PROTECTED attribute.
– Is sourced to the INTRDR or has the PROTECTED attribute.
– Is granted update access to the Cleanup database data set. This access is not required to be logged because it is

required access, and logging generates records that have no review purpose.

Remediate Audit Finding

The Information System Security Officer (ISSO) and the system programmer for Cleanup must ensure that a product's
started task(s) is properly defined.

1. Ensure that a product's started task(s) is properly defined to the ESM. Most product installation documentation
indicates how the started task is identified and notes any additional attributes that must be specified.
The following example shows the additional attributes that should be specified for the AT6 task.
Example:
TSS CREATE(AT6) TYPE(USER) -

NAME('*STC* for CA CLEANUP') DEPT(xxxx) - 

FAC(STC) -

PASS(xxxxxxxx,0) -

SOURCE(INTRDR)

Or use the PROTECTED attribute:
TSS CREATE(AT6) TYPE(USER) -

NAME('*STC* for CA CLEANUP') DEPT(xxxx) - 

FAC(STC) -

PROTECTED

In this example, AT6 is the STC name. Replace AT6 with your Cleanup STC name.
NOTE
A complex password must be used and should not be written down. Also verify that OPTION(4) is set for
TSS start up.

2. Add AT6 to the STC:
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TSS ADD(STC) PROCN(AT6) ACID(AT6)

3. Run the following report to verify the AT6 is listed as a started task:
TSS LIST(STC) DATA(ALL)

Ensuring Cleanup started task is properly defined reduces risk and exposure to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000764

CCI: CCI-000764

Published Date: 2009-09-17

Definition: The information system uniquely identifies and authenticates organizational users (or processes acting on
behalf of organizational users).

Type: technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 :: CM-5 (6)
NIST SP 800-53A :: CM-5 (6).1
NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: CM-5 (6)

STIG Articles by Findings for Cleanup for RACF
This article provides a list of all Cleanup for RACF STIG articles. Select the specific STIG ID to assess and implement the
guidance.

Severity 1
: High

Severity 2
: Medium

Severity 3
: Low

To manage your STIG implementation, download this tracker spreadsheet.

Broadcom STIG ID Title Description

BCLNR001
Severity 1

Protect Cleanup APF Loadlib Data
Sets

Shows how to identify your APF loadlib data sets that are not
protected properly and how to remove access from unauthorized
user IDs

BCLNR002
Severity 2

Protect Cleanup Installation Data
Sets

Shows how to identify your installation data sets that are not properly
protected and how to remove inappropriate access unauthorized
users IDs.

BCLNR003
Severity 2

Protect the Cleanup Database
Data Set

Shows how to identify your database data sets that are not properly
protected and how to remove access from unauthorized user IDs.

BCLNR004
Severity 2

Define the Cleanup Start Task
Name

Shows how to identify your started tasks that are not properly
protected and how to remove access from unauthorized user IDs.
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STIG ID - BCLNR001: Protect Cleanup APF Loadlib Data Sets
Use Cleanup STIG article BCLNR001 to protect the APF Loadlib data sets through the remediation of audit findings.

The Authorized Program List designates the libraries that can contain program modules which possess a significant
capability to bypass system and security controls. Unauthorized access could result in the compromise of the operating
system environment, External Security Manager (ESM), applications, and customer data.

The organization must ensure that update or greater access to all APF-authorized libraries is limited to system
programmers based upon documented roles performed. Additionally, the organization must ensure that all update or
greater access is logged.

This STIG article shows how to identify your APF loadlib data sets that are not protected properly and how to remove
access from unauthorized user IDs. Ensure access is logged in accordance with the procedure in this article. This STIG
article includes sample IBM RACF commands. For exact syntax, see the IBM RACF documentation.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Determine who has access to the Cleanup APF loadlib data sets and review the output:
LD DATASET(‘AP loadlib data set name’)

2. If update or greater access to the APF loadlib is limited only to responsible z/OS system programmers and based
upon documented, assigned roles, and update or greater access is logged, your organization does not have an audit
finding.

3. If any user ID is found with greater than read access to Cleanup APF loadlib data sets, your organization has an audit
finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

4. If the IBM RACF data set rules for APF libraries do not specify logging for any update or greater access, your
organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Limit all access greater than read to time frames of approved changes and reduce to read only outside of approved
change windows, including for system programmers.

1. Change global permissions to NONE, ensuring only users with a valid requirement to use Cleanup have access to the
APF loadlib data sets.
ALTDSD ‘AP loadlib data set name’ UACC(NONE)

SETROPTS REFRESH GENERIC(DATASET)

UACC is the default access authority that IBM RACF gives to users and groups that are not defined in the profile's
access list. UACC set to NONE ensures all users are denied access to the APF loadlib data set.

2. Change individual access permissions to READ, ensuring only users identified in step 1 of Identify Audit Finding, with
a valid requirement to use Cleanup, have access to the APF loadlib data sets:
PERMIT ‘AP loadlib data set’ ID(user ID|groupname) ACCESS(READ)

user ID|groupname
Specifies the user ID or profile given access. The product confirms your change.

3. Grant the appropriate access to the system programmer responsible for approved change of installing or upgrading
product software:
PERMIT ‘AP loadlib data set’ ID(user ID|groupname) ACCESS(ALTER)

4. Ensure that logging occurs for update or greater access granted to the API loadlib data sets:
ALTDSD 'APF Loadlib data set name' AUDIT(FAILURES(READ) SUCCESS(UPDATE))

SETROPTS REFRESH GENERIC(DATASET)
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APF Loadlib data set name
Specifies the name of the Cleanup loadlib as installed.

5. Review output to ensure appropriate access is in place:
LD DATASET(‘AP loadlib data set name’)

Ensuring APF loadlib data sets are properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization, ensuring the
mainframe is not compromised by exploitation of APF.

Control Correlation Identifier (CCI)

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. For more information, see the National Institute of Standards and
Technology website. The following CCIs are related to this STIG.

CCIs: CCI-000213, CCI-002234

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

Type: technical

References: NIST SP 800-53: AC-3
NIST SP 800-53A: AC-3.1
NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4: AC-3

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged functions.

Type: technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4: AC-6(9)

STIG ID - BCLNR002: Protect Cleanup Installation Data Sets
Use Cleanup STIG article BCLNR002 to protect Cleanup installation data sets through the remediation of audit findings.

Cleanup installation data sets can use privileged functions and have access to sensitive data. Failure to properly restrict
access to these data sets could result in violating the integrity of the base product, which could result in compromising the
operating system or sensitive data.

Your organization must ensure that the system programmer responsible for the product must complete the following:

• Identify and document the product data sets, categorizes them according to who requires update or greater access,
and if required, log all update or greater access.

• Identify if any additional users or groups require update or alter access for specific data sets.
• Once documented, work with the mainframe LPAR level cybersecurity team to ensure that the resources are properly

restricted within the External Security Manager (ESM) active on the system.

This STIG article shows how to identify your installation data sets that are not properly protected and how to remove
inappropriate access to unauthorized users.
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Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation.

1. Determine who has access to the Cleanup installation data sets:
LD DATASET(resource_name)

resource_name
Specifies the name of the Cleanup installation data set.

2. Verify that access to the Cleanup installation data sets are properly restricted. If any of the following guidance is not
true, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
– The IBM RACF data set access authorizations restrict read access to auditors and Cleanup STC or the Cleanup

batch user that runs the scheduled job to update the database.
– The IBM RACF data set access authorization restricts read access to authorized Cleanup users to the following

data set names:
• data_set_name.ADY1EXEC
• data_set_name.ADY1JCL0
• data_set_name.ADY1MOD0
• data_set_name.ADY1PROC
• data_set_name.CDY1LINK

– The IBM RACF data set access authorizations restrict update or greater access to the responsible product systems
programming personnel and such access is logged.

Remediate Audit Finding

Limit all access to change control options to time frames of approved changes and reduce to read only outside of
approved change windows, including for system programmers.

1. After reviewing the output and evaluating the impact of removing access from unauthorized user IDs, remove the
Cleanup installation data set access for each user ID that should not have access to Cleanup installation data sets:
PERMIT ‘resource-name’ ID(user ID|groupname) ACCESS(READ) DELETE

resource_name
Specifies the name of the Cleanup installation data set.

User ID
Specifies the user ID group from which is being revoked.

The product confirms your change.
2. Rerun this command to verify that the Cleanup installation data set access no longer exists for unauthorized user IDs:

LD DATASET(resource_name)

resource_name
Specifies the name of the Cleanup installation data set.

Output should confirm that Cleanup installation data set access no longer exists for user IDs.

Ensuring product installation data sets are properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier (CCI)

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. For more information, see the National Institute of Standards and
Technology website. The following are the CCIs related to this STIG.
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CCIs: CCI-000213, CCI-002234

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

Type: technical

References: NIST SP 800-53: AC-3
NIST SP 800-53A: AC-3.1
NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4: AC-3

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged functions.

Type: technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4: AC-6(9)

STIG ID - BCLNR003: Protect the Cleanup Database Data Set
Use Cleanup STIG article BCLNR003 to protect the Cleanup database data set through the remediation of audit findings.

The Cleanup database data set contains security sensitive data. Failure to restrict access to these data sets properly
could result in hackers attempting to spear, phish, or exploit privileged access users, which could result in compromising
the operating system or sensitive data. The Cleanup database contains all the system security controls and rules, but it
does not include passwords.

The mainframe LPAR level cybersecurity team must ensure that write or greater access to the Cleanup database data
sets is limited to specific system programmers installing and upgrading only when access is required. Update access can
be granted to Cleanup STC and limited LPAR Level Security team members who may run the batch Cleanup database
load job (PGM=AT8#DBU) as needed. Read access can be granted to auditors or security users who run Cleanup
reports.

Your organization must ensure that the system programmer identifies and documents the product data sets and
categorizes them according to who requires update or greater access, and if required, that all update or greater access is
logged. The system programmer must identify if any additional groups have update or alter access for specific data sets.
Once documented, the system programmer must work with the Information System Security Officer (ISSO) to see that
they are properly restricted to the External Security Manager (ESM) active on the system.

This STIG article shows how to identify your database data sets that are not protected properly and how to remove access
from unauthorized user IDs.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation.

1. Determine who has access to the Cleanup database data sets:
LD DATASET('resource_name')

resource_name
Specifies the Cleanup database data set.

2. Review the output from step 1 to determine who has access. If any of the following guidance is not true, your
organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
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– The IBM RACF data set access authorizations restrict read access to auditors and Cleanup users when access is
required and with program pathing included in the security permissions.

– The IBM RACF data set access authorizations restrict update access to security batch job user ID or z/OS LPAR
level security team member who runs the Cleanup Load/Reload job. Additionally, access is granted with Program
pathing.

– The IBM RACF data set access authorizations restrict update or greater access to the responsible systems
programming personnel for approved installation or upgrade of software when required and with logging. After
approved installation or upgrade of Cleanup software, access must be removed.

– The IBM RACF set access authorizations restrict update access to the Cleanup STC.

Remediate Audit Finding

Limit all access to change control options to time frames of approved changes and reduce to read only outside of
approved change windows including system programmers. If user including system programmers are not authorized to
use Cleanup, no access should be granted.

1. After reviewing the output and evaluating the impact of removing access from unauthorized user IDs, remove the
Cleanup database data set attribute for each user ID that should not have access to Cleanup database data sets:
PERMIT ‘resource_name’ID(user ID|groupname) ACCESS(READ) DELETE

resource_name
Specifies the Cleanup database data set.

User ID|group_name
Specifies the user ID or group of the user or job from which access is being adjusted.

The product confirms your change.
2. Rerun this command to verify that the Cleanup database data set access no longer exists for unauthorized user IDs:

LD DATASET(‘resource_name’)

resource_name
Specifies the Cleanup database data set.
Output should confirm that Cleanup database data set access no longer exists for user IDs.

Ensuring Cleanup database is properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier (CCI)

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. For more information, see the National Institute of Standards and
Technology website. The following is the CCI related to this STIG.

CCIs: CCI-001499

CCI: CCI-001499

Published Date: 2009-09-29

Definition: The organization limits privileges to change software resident within software libraries.

Type: technical

References: NIST SP 800-54: CM-5 (6)
NIST SP 800-53A: CM-5 (6).1
NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4: CM-5 (6)

STIG ID - BCLNR004: Define the Cleanup Started Task Name
Use Cleanup STIG article BCLNR004 to define the Cleanup started task name through the remediation of audit findings.
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Cleanup requires a started task to be defined with specific resource access. By defining the started task as a user ID to
the system External Security Manager (ESM), Cleanup allows the ESM to control the access. Failure to properly control
these capabilities could compromise the operating system environment, ESM, and customer data.

Your organization must ensure Cleanup allows the ESM to control access.

This STIG article shows how to identify your started tasks (STC) that are not protected properly and how to remove
access from unauthorized user IDs.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation.

In the following examples, AT8 is the STC name. Replace AT8 with your Cleanup STC name.

1. Run the following z/OS operator command to display the active STCs and locate the Cleanup STC in the list to get the
assigned userid.
DISPLAY A,AT8

CNZ4106I 16.34.13 DISPLAY ACTIVITY 222                                

JOBS    M/S    TS USERS  SYSAS   INITS    ACTIVE/MAX  VTAM   OAS

00022   00144  00108     00076   00127    00106/00400 00179AT8     AT8    NSW  S    A=00AF  PER=NO  

 SMC=000    

                                 PGN=N/A  DMN=N/A  AFF=NONE   

                                 CT=004.847S  ET=00116.01     

                                 WUID=STC00240 USERID=AT8 

                                 WKL=STC      SCL=STCPROD  P=1

                                 RGP=N/A      SRVR=NO  QSC=NO

2. Determine if AT8 is defined in the output of the listing as a STC. The associated user ID should be your STC name.
For example, if the Cleanup STC user ID is AT8, run the following report to display the AT8:
LISTUSER(AT8)

3. Review the STC listing and verify the following guidance. If any of the following guidance is not true, your organization
has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
– Defined with a random complex password or the PROTECTED attribute.
– Is granted update access to the Cleanup database data set. This access is not required to be logged because it is

required access, and logging generates records that have no review purpose.

Remediate Audit Finding

The Information System Security Officer (ISSO) and the system programmer for Cleanup must ensure that a product's
STC is properly defined.

1. Ensure that a product's STC is defined to the ESM. Most product installation documentation indicates how the STC
is identified and notes any additional attributes that you must specify. The following example shows the additional
attributes that should be specified for a task:
ADDUSER AT8 -

NAME('*STC* for CA CLEANUP') -

DFLTGROUP(gggggg) –

OWNER(gggggg) – 

PASSWORD(xxxxxxxx)

Or use the PROTECTED attributed:
ADDUSER AT8 -

NAME('*STC* for CA CLEANUP') -

DFLTGROUP(gggggg) –

OWNER(gggggg) – 
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NOPASSWORD

In this example, AT8 is the STC name. Replace AT8 with your Cleanup STC name.
TIP
For both options, use a complex password. Do not write the password down.

2. Add AT8 to the RACF started procedures table:
RDEF STARTED AT8.* STDATA(USER(AT8) OWNER(gggggg)

SETR RACLIST(STARTED) REFRESH

3. Run the following report to verify the AT8 is listed as a STC:
RACLIST STARTED AT8.*

Ensuring Cleanup STC is defined reduces risk and exposure to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier (CCI)

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. For more information, see the National Institute of Standards and
Technology website. The following is the CCI related to this STIG.

CCIs: CCI-000764

CCI: CCI-000764

Published Date: 2009-09-17

Definition: The information system uniquely identifies and authenticates organizational users (or processes
acting on behalf of organizational users).

Type: technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 :: CM-5 (6)
NIST SP 800-53A :: CM-5 (6).1
NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: CM-5 (6)
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Using Cleanup for ACF2
This section describes how administrators use Cleanup for ACF2:

• Set up reports for tracking and comparison purposes
• Perform a phased cleanup of your security file
• Use the load utility
• Selectively report users and resources

Best Practices

We recommend the following best practices when using Cleanup for ACF2:

• Run Cleanup all the time. Access from before the installation is unknown.
• Start the Cleanup Started Task immediately after starting ACF2. Cleanup should be first on the IPL immediately

following ACF2.
• Initially load the Cleanup database using the #AT5DBU utility using the *ALL* parameter.
• Schedule regular updates of the Cleanup database to keep the synchronization with the ACF2 security file.

This practice can be daily or weekly depending on the security system changes.
• Perform the scheduled updates with the AT5#DBU utility *ALL* function.
• Wait several months before removing unused security records Cleanup tracks unused. ACF2 database records over

time and should run through critical processing periods such as month, quarter, and year end.
NOTE
Depending on when you started collecting data, you may be able to start selective cleanup as early as 180
days, but best practice recommends having data for all critical processing periods that could be up to 455
days.

• Run the Cleanup reports without removing the unused security records. This practice lets you familiarize yourself with
the reports and their capabilities.

• Use a phased approach to implementation. An attempt to clean up all three ACF2 databases at one time produces an
unmanageable number of obsolete security file entries. Begin with a small batch of ACF2 rule sets.

First 30 Days with Cleanup for ACF2
This section describes the actions to perform during the first 30 days that Cleanup is monitoring ACF2.

• Database Load Utility
Review the Cleanup database reload process and validate the job is running successfully on a daily basis.
See Manage the Database Load Utility for Cleanup for ACF2.

• Setup Basic Reporting JCL
Submit the reporting JCL with different PARM=, //INCLUDE, and //EXCLUDE statements.
See Use Reports with Cleanup.

• SYSIN Options for Cleanup for ACF2
Report options are specified in the SYSIN file.
See SYSIN Options for Cleanup for ACF2.

• INCLUDE and EXCLUDE Options for Cleanup for ACF2
Use these files to report users, profiles, and resources selectively.
See INCLUDE and EXCLUDE Options for Cleanup for ACF2.

• Example Tracking Database for ACF2
See an example that shows a tracking database for ACF2.
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See Example Tracking Database for ACF2.
• Report on ACF2 Remotely Synchronized Environments

ACF2 supports environments where multiple remote security databases exist and are kept synchronized using
technologies such as the Command Propagation Facility (CPF) in ACF2.
See Clean ACF2 Remotely Synchronized Environments.

• Tracking File in a Multi-LPAR Environment for Cleanup for ACF2
Ensure optimal tracking file functionality in a multiple LPAR environment.
See Tracking File in a Multi-LPAR Environment for Cleanup for ACF2.

• Clone ACIDs
Use Cleanup to clone ACIDs as needed.
See Clone User IDs and Rule Sets with ACF2.

Best Practices

We recommend the following best practices when using Cleanup for ACF2.

Generate and save a report that includes //Summary DD after 30 days. Setup and generate the //SUMMARY report and
save the report with a “date” as part of the data set name.

Run the basic AT5DBR Cleanup report JCL with all DD Names including //SUMMARY. Save the first Summary showing
ALL security records that are unused and used. Save this report to compare to future reports. Capture and save the
Summary before you perform the first “cleanup” process.

Example:

//SUMMARY   DD DSN=hlq.CLEANUP.ACF2.SUMMARY.D&YYMMDD,

//             DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//             RECFM=FB,LRECL=133

First 120 Days with Cleanup for ACF2
This section describes the actions to perform during the first 120 days that Cleanup is monitoring ACF2.

• Database Load Utility
Review the Cleanup database reload process and validate the job is running successfully on a daily basis.
See Manage the Database Load Utility for Cleanup for ACF2.

• Setup Basic Reporting JCL
Submit the reporting JCL with different PARM=, //INCLUDE, and //EXCLUDE statements.
See Use Reports with Cleanup.

• SYSIN Options for Cleanup for ACF2
Report options are specified in the SYSIN file.
See SYSIN Options for Cleanup for ACF2.

• INCLUDE and EXCLUDE Options for Cleanup for ACF2
Use these files to report users, profiles, and resources selectively.
See INCLUDE and EXCLUDE Options for Cleanup for ACF2.

• Example Tracking Database for ACF2
See an example that shows a tracking database for ACF2.
See Example Tracking Database for ACF2.

• Report on ACF2 Remotely Synchronized Environments
ACF2 supports environments where multiple remote security databases exist and are kept synchronized using
technologies such as the Command Propagation Facility (CPF) in ACF2.
See Clean ACF2 Remotely Synchronized Environments.

• Tracking File in a Multi-LPAR Environment for Cleanup for ACF2
Ensure optimal tracking file functionality in a multiple LPAR environment.
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See Tracking File in a Multi-LPAR Environment for Cleanup for ACF2.
• Clone ACIDs

Use Cleanup to clone ACIDs as needed.
See Clone User IDs and Rule Sets with ACF2.

Best Practices

We recommend the following best practices when using Cleanup for ACF2.

Generate and save a report that includes //Summary DD after 120 days. Setup and generate the //SUMMARY report and
save the report with a “date” as part of the data set name. Compare the results to the //SUMMARY output from 30 days.

Run the basic AT5DBR Cleanup report JCL with all DD Names including //SUMMARY. Save the first Summary showing
ALL security records that are unused and used. Save this report to compare to the timeframe of 30 days. Capture and
save the Summary before you perform the first “cleanup” process.

Example:

//SUMMARY   DD DSN=hlq.CLEANUP.ACF2.SUMMARY.D&YYMMDD,

//             DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//             RECFM=FB,LRECL=133

First 360 Days with Cleanup for ACF2
This section describes the actions to perform during the first 360 days that Cleanup is monitoring ACF2.

• Database Load Utility
Review the Cleanup database reload process and validate the job is running successfully on a daily basis.
See Manage the Database Load Utility for Cleanup for ACF2.

• Setup Basic Reporting JCL
Submit the reporting JCL with different PARM=, //INCLUDE, and //EXCLUDE statements.
See Use Reports with Cleanup.

• SYSIN Options for Cleanup for ACF2
Report options are specified in the SYSIN file.
See SYSIN Options for Cleanup for ACF2.

• INCLUDE and EXCLUDE Options for Cleanup for ACF2
Use these files to report users, profiles, and resources selectively.
See INCLUDE and EXCLUDE Options for Cleanup for ACF2.

• Example Tracking Database for ACF2
See an example that shows a tracking database for ACF2.
See Example Tracking Database for ACF2.

• Report on ACF2 Remotely Synchronized Environments
ACF2 supports environments where multiple remote security databases exist and are kept synchronized using
technologies such as the Command Propagation Facility (CPF) in ACF2.
See Clean ACF2 Remotely Synchronized Environments.

• Tracking File in a Multi-LPAR Environment for Cleanup for ACF2
Ensure optimal tracking file functionality in a multiple LPAR environment.
See Tracking File in a Multi-LPAR Environment for Cleanup for ACF2.

• Clone ACIDs
Use Cleanup to clone ACIDs as needed.
See Clone User IDs and Rule Sets with ACF2.
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Best Practices

We recommend the following best practices when using Cleanup for ACF2.

Generate and save a report that includes //Summary DD after 360 days. Setup and generate the //SUMMARY report and
save the report with a “date” as part of the data set name. Compare the results to the //SUMMARY output from 30 and
120 days.

Run the basic AT5DBR Cleanup report JCL with all DD Names including //SUMMARY. Save the first Summary showing
ALL security records that are unused and used. Save this report to compare to the timeframe of 30 days and 120 days.
Capture and save the Summary before you perform the first “cleanup” process.

Example:

//SUMMARY   DD DSN=hlq.CLEANUP.ACF2.SUMMARY.D&YYMMDD,

//             DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//             RECFM=FB,LRECL=133

First 455 Days with Cleanup for ACF2
This section describes the actions to perform during the first 455 days that Cleanup is monitoring ACF2.

• Database Load Utility
Review the Cleanup database reload process and validate the job is running successfully on a daily basis.
See Manage the Database Load Utility for Cleanup for ACF2.

• Setup Basic Reporting JCL
Submit the reporting JCL with different PARM=, //INCLUDE, and //EXCLUDE statements.
See Use Reports with Cleanup.

• SYSIN Options for Cleanup for ACF2
Report options are specified in the SYSIN file.
See SYSIN Options for Cleanup for ACF2.

• INCLUDE and EXCLUDE Options for Cleanup for ACF2
Use these files to report users, profiles, and resources selectively.
See INCLUDE and EXCLUDE Options for Cleanup for ACF2.

• Example Tracking Database for ACF2
See an example that shows a tracking database for ACF2.
See Example Tracking Database for ACF2.

• Report on ACF2 Remotely Synchronized Environments
ACF2 supports environments where multiple remote security databases exist and are kept synchronized using
technologies such as the Command Propagation Facility (CPF) in ACF2.
See Clean ACF2 Remotely Synchronized Environments.

• Tracking File in a Multi-LPAR Environment for Cleanup for ACF2
Ensure optimal tracking file functionality in a multiple LPAR environment.
See Tracking File in a Multi-LPAR Environment for Cleanup for ACF2.

• Clone ACIDs
Use Cleanup to clone ACIDs as needed.
See Clone User IDs and Rule Sets with ACF2.

Best Practices

We recommend the following best practices when using Cleanup for ACF2.

Generate and save a report that includes //Summary DD after 455 days. Setup and generate the //SUMMARY report and
save the report with a “date” as part of the data set name. Compare the results to the //SUMMARY output from 30 days,
120 days, and 360 days.
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Run the basic AT5DBR Cleanup report JCL with all DD Names including //SUMMARY. Save the first Summary showing
ALL security records that are unused and used. Save this report to compare to the timeframe of 30 days, 120 days, and
360 days. Capture and save the Summary before you perform the first “cleanup” process.

Example:

//SUMMARY   DD DSN=hlq.CLEANUP.ACF2.SUMMARY.D&YYMMDD,

//             DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//             RECFM=FB,LRECL=133

After 455 Days with Cleanup for ACF2
This section describes the actions to perform after Cleanup has monitored ACF2 for over 455 days.

• Verify Cleanup is running properly
We recommend that you run these reports on a periodic basis for tracking and comparison purposes. Comparing lets
you verify that Cleanup is working.
See Verify Cleanup for ACF2.

• Database Load Utility
Review the Cleanup database reload process and validate the job is running successfully on a daily basis.
See Manage the Database Load Utility for Cleanup for ACF2.

• Create a Security Backup for Cleanup for ACF2
Use the Cleanup report and command generator to create a general security backup, in command format, covering
active users, profiles, and access.
See Create a Security Backup for Cleanup for ACF2.

• Start the Cleanup Process
Use the reports and start the process to clean up the ACF2 security file.
See Start the Cleanup Process for ACF2.

• Clean Rules with AT5NRUL for Cleanup for ACF2
Use the AT5NRUL executable REXX script to perform rule cleanup. AT5NRUL strengthens AT5NRULE.
See Clean Rules with AT5NRUL for Cleanup for ACF2.

• Manage User Groups with Cleanup for ACF2
Use the advanced optional User Group Support feature to group and segregate user IDs to determine which users and
groups of users are using the active permissions.
See Manage User Groups with Cleanup for ACF2.

• Role-Based Reorganization and Restructure for Cleanup for ACF2
Use Cleanup to restructure and reorganize your security file.
See Role-Based Reorganization and Restructure Cleanup for ACF2.

• Undo Changes from Cleanup for ACF2
You can use the AT5#RPT report utility to undo changes made by Cleanup.
See Undo Changes from Cleanup for ACF2.

Best Practices

We recommend the following best practices when using Cleanup for ACF2.

Generate and save a report that includes //Summary DD after 455 days. Setup and generate the //SUMMARY report and
save the report with a “date” as part of the data set name. Compare the results to the //SUMMARY output from 30 days,
120 days, and 360 days.

Run the basic AT5DBR Cleanup report JCL with all DD Names including //SUMMARY. Save the first Summary showing
ALL security records that are unused and used. Save this report to compare to the timeframe of 30 days, 120 days, and
360 days. Capture and save the Summary before you perform the first “cleanup” process.

Example:
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//SUMMARY   DD DSN=hlq.CLEANUP.ACF2.SUMMARY.D&YYMMDD,

//             DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//             RECFM=FB,LRECL=133

Main Task Sample JCL for Cleanup for ACF2
Use the following sample JCL for the main task with ACF2:

//AT5     PROC DB=

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------

//* This Started-task is used to perform ongoing security file cleanup

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------

//AT5     EXEC PGM=AT5#MON,REGION=2M,TIME=1440

//DBASE    DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.AT5.DB&DB

//PARMS    DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CAIPROC(AT5PARM),FREE=CLOSE

Startup Parameter Requirements

The requirements for the startup parameters that are specified in the PARMS file are:

• All keywords must begin in column one

• A line with an asterisk in column one is treated as a comment

AT5PARM Parameters

The AT5PARM parameters are as follows:

• Recommended:
NOTESTREF

Specifies that reference information is not updated for users and resources that are specified in the ACF TEST
command. This option is effective only when running ACF2.

MARKINIT
Determines whether to collect the user IDs of all active address spaces in the system during startup and mark
them as referenced. This process lets the product more easily track as much activity as possible.

• Not recommended:
TESTREF

Specifies that reference information is updated for users and resources that are specified in the ACF TEST
command. This parameter is the default and is not typically specified as a parameter.

NOUPDATE
Disables the automatic thirty-minute interval for tracking file updates. When used, the tracking file is updated only
in response to operator commands or during the nightly reload. This parameter can be used with an automated
operator command product to provide greater control over when tracking file updates occur.

NOMARKINIT
Determines whether to collect the user IDs of all active address spaces in the system during startup and mark
them as referenced. This process lets the product more easily track as much activity as possible.

Operator Commands

The following operator commands control the Cleanup main task:

To start the main task and security monitoring, enter:

S AT5,SUB=MSTR
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SUB=MSTR
Starts the main task under the master subsystem. The main task does not require any JES2 services (such as
SYSIN or SYSOUT processing). Starting with SUB=MSTR allows the main task to start collecting data as early as
possible, without waiting for JES2 to start.

To restart the main task after software maintenance to the AT5#GBL module, enter:

S AT5,SUB=MSTR,PARM=REINIT

If the REINIT PARM is omitted, the main task detects new maintenance levels at startup and the main task automatically
performs the REINIT process.

To request updating of the database on disk using the current in memory copy of the database, enter:

F AT5,UPDATE

To stop security monitoring and the main task, enter:

P AT5

NOTE
You can stop and restart the main task at any time. Security monitoring and updating of the database do not
occur.

Cleanup for ACF2 Tasks
The following sections include the procedures that are performed at the various phases of the Cleanup for ACF2 process.
To determine which task you need to perform during the cleanup process, see the applicable topic:

• First 30 Days with Cleanup for ACF2
• First 120 Days with Cleanup for ACF2
• First 360 Days with Cleanup for ACF2
• First 455 Days with Cleanup for ACF2
• After 455 Days with Cleanup for ACF2

Clean ACF2 Remotely Synchronized Environments
ACF2 supports environments where multiple remote security databases exist and are kept synchronized using
technologies such as the Command Propagation Facility (CPF) and Distributed Database (DDB). Cleanup decisions must
consider usage across all security databases. For example, a user ID or permission used daily within location one, might
appear unused within the security database at location two. Because the databases are synchronized, it would be an error
to clean up the item in location two, despite its appearance as being unused.

The Cleanup report supports the processing of multiple Cleanup databases as input. The report produces a collective
composite report that is based on the usage across all databases. A user ID or permission that is used in one location
does not appear on the cleanup report unless it is unused across all locations.

To provide multiple databases to the report, add a JCL statement naming each remote database (or a locally available
copy of it). Each remote file must have a file name that begins with //DBASEn, where n is a numeric suffix from 1 to 9. For
example:

//DBRPT JOB ACCT,REPORT,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X

//*---------------------------------------------

//* REPORT UNREFERENCED ENTRIES OVER 30 DAYS

//*---------------------------------------------

//S1      EXEC PGM=AT5#RPT,REGION=4M,PARM='UNREF=030'

//DBASE     DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.AT5.DB.CHICAGO  <- Chicago database

//DBASE1    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.AT5.DB.NY       <- New York database
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//DBASE2    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.AT5.DB.UK       <- UK database  

Clean Rules with AT5NRUL for Cleanup for ACF2
You can use the AT5NRUL executable REXX script to perform rule cleanup. AT5NRUL strengthens AT5NRULE.
AT5NRUL removes rules by changing them into a comment and precedes each removal with:

* The following rule line removed by cleanup on mm/dd/yy

You can also customize AT5NRUL to perform more rule cleanup; for example, to clean up and compile rules within a PDS
library.

Clone User IDs and Rule Sets with ACF2
To clone user IDs and rule sets uniquely without copying unused and excessive accesses:

• Using the AT5DBR03 job, run, run a selective report of the item being cloned showing accesses recently used. For
example, specify access that is used within 60 days.
PARM='REF=60'

• Use the commands that are generated by this report to create the item. Because these commands only reflect
accesses, recently used, unused, and excessive accesses are not conveyed.

Create a Security Backup for Cleanup for ACF2
You can use the Cleanup report and command generator to create a general security backup, in command format,
covering active users and access. Run a report of all active access by specifying the following report parameter:

PARM='REF=999'

The commands that are generated by this report represent a general backup, in command format, of active or all users
and access. Items that are not referenced within 999 days are not included. These commands intend to complement,
never replace, or offset existing security backup procedures.

To generate commands for all items including those commands not referenced within 999 days, run a report specifying the
following report parameter:

PARM='REF=ALL'

Example Tracking Database for ACF2
The Cleanup tracking database depicts the security file user IDs and access rights being tracked.

The following example shows a tracking database for ACF2:

=Built: 2022/05/04 02:15  SYSID:XE61        

=INCLUDE input data:                        

=*ALL*                                      

=-End of input data-                        

=         

REFDATE  CLASS   KEY

---------------------------------------------------------

 21.031  DSN     SYS1                         *LOADED=20.018

 21.031          PARMLIB UID(systems) R(A) W(A) A(A) E(A)

 21.031          PARMLIB UID(*) R(A)

                 ZZ.OLD.PARMLIB
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 22.120  DTBL    DSN7QATBL                    *LOADED=22.200 

 22.120           - UID(*) SERVICE(SELECT) PREVENT

 21.031  RFAC    BPX.SUPERUSER                *LOADED=20.018

 21.031          UID(*) PREVENT

 21.031  RFAC    BPX                          *LOADED=20.018

                 SUPERUSER UID(*) PREVENT

 21.031          - UID(stc) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

 21.031          - UID(*) PREVENT

         USER   ASTRO3  SUSAN SMITH           *LOADED=20.246

 21.012  USER   CICSID  PPODAOR REGION        *LOADED=20.010

Built Specifies the build date, time, and SYSID. Indicates the last time the ATX#DBU job ran and updated the
tracking database.

*ALL*, INCLUDE,
EXCLUDE

Echos of the input to the ATX#DBU program that contains how the database was loaded.

REFDATE Indicates the reference/use date of the depicted entry, if any.
CLASS Indicates the type of entry. Valid values are:

USER
Indicates a logonid being monitored.

DSN
Indicates the start of a data set rule set.

Rxxx
Indicates the start of a resource rule set, where xxx identifies the type code.

Dxxx
Indicates the start of a DB2 resource rule set, where xxx identifies the resource type. DB2
resource rules are loaded only when running ACF2 Version 12 or higher.

KEY Indicates the name of the logonid, rule set, or rule being monitored.
LOADED Indicates the Julian date when the ID or rule set was first loaded into the database.

INCLUDE and EXCLUDE Options for Cleanup for ACF2
In Cleanup for ACF2, specify report options in the INCLUDE and EXCLUDE files to selectively include or exclude users
and resources in reports.

You can use the INCLUDE and EXCLUDE files to report users and resources selectively.

• These files replace use of the SYSIN file for selection criteria. The SYSIN file still accepts input in the old format, but a
future release may drop the support for use of selection criteria in the SYSIN file.

• If the INCLUDE file is specified, selection criteria in the SYSIN file is ignored.
• The files must be fixed-blocked with a record length of 80.
• All inputs must begin in column 1 and end before column 72.

INCLUDE and EXCLUDE accept specific eight-character user IDs and specific $KEY values for dataset and resource rule
sets. DB2 rule sets must be specified using the CLASS NAME method.

INCLUDE and EXCLUDE also accept resource class names and an optional resource name prefix:
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• The CLASS value can be from 1 to 4 characters and matches the CLASS name in the tracking database.
• The NAME value can be from 1 to 40 characters and matches the KEY name in the tracking database.
• When specified alone, CLASS selects all resources within that class.
• When specified with CLASS, NAME selects all resources within the class that match the NAME prefix.
• A blank within NAME is significant. NAME(ABC) selects all resources that begin with ABC; NAME(ABC ) with a trailing

blank selects only resource ABC.
• The "(" and ")" characters cannot be within the CLASS or NAME value.

NOTE
Any character string value that follows a valid input parameter is treated as a comment.

Examples: INCLUDE and EXCLUDE Processing

This example excludes one user from reporting:

//EXCLUDE  DD *

USERA

This example excludes two resource classes from a full report:

//EXCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(class1)

CLASS(class2)

This example reports all items for one user:

//INCLUDE  DD *

USERB

This example reports everything for one user except for one class:

//EXCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(class1)

//INCLUDE  DD *

USERC

This example reports OTRAN usage for all ID’S:

//INCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(OTRAN)

This example reports everything for user ID’S starting with ABC:

//INCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(USER) NAME(ABC)

This example excludes user ID’S starting with XYZ from the report:

//EXCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(USER) NAME(XYZ)

This example reports everything for all USERIDs:

//INCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(USER) NAME(*)

This example reports only the USERID line:

//INCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(USER)
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This example reports usage of datasets beginning with SYS2 and SYS3:

//INCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(DATASET) NAME(SYS2.)

CLASS(DATASET) NAME(SYS3.)

Manage the Database Load Utility for Cleanup for ACF2
You can execute the database load utility anytime against an existing and active tracking file to add, reload, or delete
items as follows:

• When updating an existing tracking database, add statements like the following example to the JCL used for the
database load utility:
//DBASE    DD DSN=CAI.AT5.DB,DISP=SHR

//DBBACKUP DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(20,20))

//DBASE DD
Specifies the Cleanup database file.

//DBBACKUP DD
Automatically restores the DBASE file if an error or failure during the database load or update processing occurs.

• Newly added items begin tracking at the midnight nightly reload or whenever the main task is restarted (see the main
task). These items are flagged with an asterisk (*) to denote them as newly added. The asterisk flag clears upon the
first use.

• Reloading resynchronizes the tracking and security database. Reloading an item does not affect its original load date
or lose the existing tracking information. Once a Cleanup tracking database has been established, we recommend that
you schedule a weekly or monthly reload using *ALL* or *RELOAD*.

• By default, an unscoped security administrator must run the database load utility. A SYSIN option allows a scoped
security administrator to run the utility.

WARNING
Any items in the tracking database that are outside the scope may be removed from the tracking database.
Add the following statements to specify the option:

//SYSIN  DD  *

OPTION(ALLOWSCOPE)

/*

OPTION(ALLOWSCOPE)
The Cleanup database is updated using information that is obtained from ACF2. The user ID associated with the
Database Update job must have access to that information. If that access is restricted, destruction of an existing
database, creation of a null or abbreviated database, or both may occur. For this reason, by default, the Database
Update utility requires use of an unscoped security ACID. The OPTION(ALLOWSCOPE) parameter overrides that
default requirement, allowing scoped control ACIDs to use the program.

• The WEBADM user is automatically excluded from the tracking database. This name is a default that is used for
HTTP Server administration but often shows no usage. If HTTP Server is configured to use a different name, it is
recommended to exclude that name from the tracking database.

You can share the Cleanup database across systems. Sharing should match that of the security database itself.

Sample JCL

Job DBINIT within the supplied SAMPJCL library provides sample JCL for this utility:

//JOBCARD

//S1      EXEC PGM=AT5#DBU,REGION=4M                           

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*                                        
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//SYSOUT    DD DUMMY                                           

//SORTWK01  DD UNIT=3390,SPACE=(CYL,(15,15),RLSE)                        

//SORTWK02  DD UNIT=3390,SPACE=(CYL,(15,15),RLSE)                        

//*                                                            

//*DBASE    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CLEANUP.DATABASE.DATASET.NAME   

//DBASE    DD DSN=CAI.CLEANUP.DATABASE.DATASET.NAME           

//            DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),SPACE=(CYL,(10,15),RLSE),  

//            RECFM=VB,LRECL=584,BLKSIZE=0,             

//            UNIT=SYSDA,VOL=SER=??????                       

//DBBACKUP  DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(50,50),RLSE)             

//INCLUDE   DD *                                               

*ALL*                                                                                            

//EXCLUDE   DD *                                               

//SYSIN DD *

//

Input Parameters

Columns one through eight of each input statement specify the name of each user ID and rule set to be loaded (or
reloaded) within the tracking database. Specific rule sets can be specified using $KEY or CLASS and NAME. DB2
resource rule sets can only be specified using CLASS and NAME. An asterisk in column one designates a comment
except for *ALL* and *RELOAD*.

The typical input parameters are.

*ALL*
Loads (or reloads) the tracking database with everything that is defined to security. Existing items, if any, are
reloaded or removed if no longer defined to security.

*RELOAD*
Reloads only the items currently being tracked. Existing Cleanup database entries are updated. New users and
rule sets are not added to the Cleanup database.

NOTE
The following parameters are used when specific information is required to be included or excluded:

//SYSPRINT DD
Specifies the output report DD.

//SORTWK01 DD
Specifies needed sort work space for the load utility.

//SORTWK02 DD
Specifies needed sort work space for the load utility.

xxxxxxxx
Specifies a specific user ID.
Range: 1 to 8 characters

$KEY
Specifies a specific dataset rule.

$KEY(xxx) TYPE(xxx)
Specifies a specific resource rule and type.

CLASS (xxxx) NAME(xxx)
Specifies the name and class type of a tracking database item.
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CLASS
The type or category of an entity you want to track, for example, CLASS(USER) or CLASS(DSN). The
value can be found in the tracking database under the CLASS column.
Range: 1 to 4 characters

NAME
The specific entity within the CLASS you want to track. The value can be found in the tracking database
under the KEY column.
Range: 1 to 40 characters

OPTION(ALLOWSCOPE)
The Cleanup database is updated using information that is obtained from ACF2. The user ID associated with the
Database Update job must have access to that information. If that access is restricted, destruction of an existing
database, creation of a null or abbreviated database, or both may occur. For this reason, by default, the Database
Update utility requires use of an unscoped security ACID. The OPTION(ALLOWSCOPE) parameter overrides that
default requirement, allowing scoped control ACIDs to use the program.

NOTE

Any character string that follows a valid input parameter is treated as a comment.

INCLUDE and EXCLUDE with Database Load

The INCLUDE and EXCLUDE files control how the database is loaded:

• These files replace use of the SYSIN file. (The SYSIN file still accepts input in the old format but future releases may
drop support.)

• If the INCLUDE file is specified, the SYSIN file is ignored.
• The files must be fixed-blocked with a record length of 80.
• All inputs must begin in column 1 and end before column 72.
• INCLUDE accepts specific eight-character user and profile IDs. The IDs must be padded with blanks unless using

optional user-group.
• EXCLUDE accepts specific eight-character blank-padded user and profile IDs. User-grouping is not used for

EXCLUDE processing.
• When specified alone, CLASS matches all resources within that class.
• When specified with CLASS, NAME matches all resources within the class that match the NAME prefix.
• A blank within NAME is significant. NAME(ABC) matches all resources that begin with ABC. NAME(ABC ) with a

trailing blank matches only resource ABC.
• The “(“ and “)” characters cannot be within the CLASS or NAME value.
• CLASS values of USERID and PROFILE are ignored.
• The CLASS value can be from 1 to 8 characters.
• The NAME value can be from 1 to 40 characters.

NOTE
CLASS requires that the INCLUDE file contain one or more user IDs, *RELOAD*, or *ALL*.

Usage of Includes and Excludes within the appropriate //INCLUDE DD and //EXCLUDE DD statements:

• Recommendations for //INCLUDE DD:
*ALL*

• Recommendations for //EXCLUDE DD:
Currently not recommended to use this for the database load.

Examples
This example loads or synchronizes your Cleanup database with your security file:
//INCLUDE  DD *
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*ALL*

This example deletes USERA from the Cleanup database:
//EXCLUDE  DD *

USERA

This example refreshes the SYS2 dataset rule set (re-synchronizes the SYS2 rule set with the security file),
retaining tracking history, while leaving all other items unchanged:
//INCLUDE  DD *

$KEY(SYS2)

This example removes and reloads the SYS2 rule set, resetting tracking history for SYS2, leaving all other
items unchanged:
//EXCLUDE  DD *

$KEY(SYS2)

//INCLUDE  DD *

$KEY(SYS2)

This example refreshes an existing tracking database without adding new users or rule sets:
//INCLUDE  DD *

*RELOAD*

This example loads or refreshes a tracking file but excludes FACILITY resource rules:
//EXCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(RFAC)

//INCLUDE  DD *

*ALL*

This example loads or refreshes a tracking file but excludes user IDs beginning with OPR:
//EXCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(USER) NAME(OPR)

//INCLUDE  DD *

*ALL*

This example loads or refreshes a tracking file without tracking users:
//EXCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(USER)

//INCLUDE  DD *

*ALL*

This example eliminates all dataset permissions that begin with SYS3 from the Cleanup database:
//EXCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(DSN) NAME(SYS3)

//INCLUDE  DD *

*RELOAD*

Manage User Groups with Cleanup for ACF2
Use the User Group Support feature to group and segregate user IDs so that you can determine which users and groups
of users are using the active permissions. This feature lets you:

• Breakdown and better identify the users of any existing permission.
• Group users into user groups to identify the exact access that the user group requires.

Use the database load utility to assign an optional user group number to one or more user IDs to group and segregate
those user IDs from all others. To do this, append a number from 1 to 7 when loading or reloading any user ID.

To remove a user group number from an individual user reload the user with user group zero.

//S1 EXEC PGM=AT5#DBU

//INCLUDE DD *
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TECHA,0

To remove a user group number from all users and resources, specify the RESETGRP option. This option is specified
with the *RELOAD* option. One or more group numbers can be specified to be removed. The group numbers must be
specified within parentheses.

Examples
The following example illustrates several user IDs are assigned to user group number one, while others are
assigned to user group two.
//S1 EXEC PGM=AT5#DBU

//INCLUDE DD *

CLERKA,1

CLERKB,1

TECHA,2

TECHB,2

The Cleanup database reflects these assignments as follows:
REFDATE CLASS     KEY

--------------------------------------------------

        USERID    CLERKA                    USERGRP=1

        USERID    CLERKB                    USERGRP=1

        USERID    TECHA                     USERGRP=2

        USERID    TECHB                     USERGRP=2

The Cleanup report shows any user groups that have referenced each of the active permissions.
yyyy/mm/dd (05.272) 23:22                Referenced within 030 Days

Date     Date     Days  Item    Item

Loaded Referenced Unused Class   Name

----------------------------------------------------------

05.250   05.272     000  DSN     $KEY(SYS2) Ref'd by Groups=1,2

05.250   05.269     003  DSN     $KEY(SYS3) Ref'd by Groups=1

End of Job.

The following example removes group numbers 2 and 6:
//S1 EXEC PGM=AT5#DBU

//INCLUDE DD *

*RELOAD*,RESETGRP=(2,6)

Role-Based Reorganization and Restructure Cleanup for ACF2
You can use Cleanup to restructure and reorganize your security file. For example, use Cleanup to identify active access
rights you can move to newer, smaller, and reorganized rule sets. To do so, use the Cleanup report with the REF (versus
UNREF) option to identify active versus inactive items.

Start the Cleanup Process for ACF2
These sample reports can you help start the process to clean up of the ACF2 security file.

Review the optional SUMMARY DD in the reports for a leveling off. At this point, you can start some actual cleanup. In this
example, week 15 is a good time to start the cleanup process.
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• Week 2, the summary report shows 82% unused
• Week 3 shows 79% unused
• Week 4 shows 72% unused
• Week 5 shows 70% unused
• Week 6 shows 69% unused
• Week 7 shows 68% unused
• Week 8 shows 68% unused
• Week 9 shows 67% unused
• Week 10 shows 67% unused
• Week 11 shows 67% unused
• Week 12 shows 66% unused
• Week 13 shows 66% unused
• Week 14 shows 66% unused
• Week 15 shows 66% unused

SYSIN Options for Cleanup for ACF2
In Cleanup for ACF2, the SYSIN file is optional and provides options for both reporting output and CDMS output.

You specify report options in the SYSIN file. Options must begin in column 1 and must be in uppercase. For example:

//SYSIN DD *

OPTION(XXXX)

/*

Supported Options

The following options are available:

OPTION(ALL
OWSCOPE)

Allows a scoped security administrator to run the report utility. By default, an unscoped security
administrator must run the report utility when commands are generated.

WARNING
Commands are generated for items within the user’s scope only.

OPTION(CAN
CELUSERS)

Generates CANCEL commands instead of DELETE commands for users eligible for cleanup. This option
allows the user to be canceled.

OPTION(COMMEN
TACCESSNONE)

Causes all ACCESS NONE permissions to appear as commented commands. Sometimes, ACCESS
NONE permissions should be retained even when not used. These options may be “stopper” permissions
to prevent access or to direct access to a different permission. Commands that are generated with this
option can be run and ACCESS NONE permissions are not removed. These permissions should be
reviewed and uncommented when appropriate.
OPTION(COMMENTACCESSNONE) causes rule entries with ACCESS NONE permission(PREVENT)
to appear as commented commands. However, if the entire rule set unreferenced date meets the report's
UNREF days, the command that is generated in the CMDS DD deletes the entire rule even if rule entries
have ACCESS NONE permission(PREVENT). If the user and group that is associated with the Rule is
deleted, the Rule is deleted also regardless of this option.

OPTION(DELETEUSERS) (Default) Generates DELETE commands for users eligible for cleanup. This option allows the user to be
deleted. This option allows the user to be deleted.

OPTION(LINECTL) (Default) Generates normal detail-line spacing.
OPTION(MARKINIT|

NOMARKINIT)
Allows the product to collect the user IDs of all active address spaces in the system during startup and
mark them as referenced.

OPTION(NOLINECTL) Generates no detail-line spacing.
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OPTION(NOPAGEHDR) Generates no report header.
OPTION(ON
EPAGEHDR)

Generates one report header.

OPTION(PAGEHDR) (Default) Generates normal report headers.
OPTION(RE
TIREUSERS)

Generates RETIRE commands instead of DELETE or SUSPEND commands for users eligible for cleanup.

OPTION(SUS
PENDUSERS)

Generates SUSPEND commands instead of DELETE commands for users eligible for cleanup. This option
allows the user to be unsuspended to regain full access. After time, you can run the report again without the
option to completely clean up the user and their related connections and permissions.

Keywords
The Cleanup for ACF2 report program (AT5#RPT) optionally generates SET TARGET commands for deleting and
restoring rule sets and logonids. The 70 bytes immediately following a keyword is used as data on the generated SET
TARGET command, allowing the user to customize the CPF target nodes the generated commands are intended for. The
data must be the correct syntax for the ACF2 SET TARGET subcommand or the command may fail when executed. The
following keywords may be supplied with SYSIN:

PSWDTEXT= Defines the value to be used in the PASSWORD(..) parameter for the recreation of a logonid record if the
GSO PSWD record PSWDREQ field specifies that a password is required for all logonids.

TARGETALL Generates the SET TARGET statements for rules and logonids. TARGETALL may only be specified when
neither TARGETLID nor TARGETRUL is specified. Duplicate specifications use the last one read.
Example: TARGETALL() generates SET TARGET() for all ACF commands.

TARGETLID Generates SET TARGET statements for logonids.
Example: TARGETLID generates SET TARGET for logonid related ACF commands.

TARGETRUL Generates SET TARGET statements for rules.
Example: TARGETRUL(SYSB) generates SET TARGET(SYSB) for ruleset-related commands.

Tracking File in a Multi-LPAR Environment for Cleanup for ACF2
To ensure optimal tracking file functionality in a multiple LPAR environment, consider the following recommendations
based on security database sharing and Command Propagation Facility (CPF) enablement:
Two systems share one security database and CPF is not enabled

We recommend using one shared tracking file.
The use of two tracking files is supported but not common because of the additional overhead. Two tracking files
may be used when IBM's Global Resource Serialization (GRS) or MIM cannot be used to propagate enqueues. If
you are using two tracking files, always use both as input for reports.

Two systems have separate security databases and CPF is enabled
We recommend using both tracking files.
Report using both tracking files as input because this is one logical security system. Run the report on the
"master"system.

Two systems have separate security databases and CPF not enabled
We recommend using both tracking files. The only way to track referenced or unreferenced items accurately is to
have one tracking file per security database. Report separately because these are two distinct security systems.

Undo Changes from Cleanup for ACF2
You can use the AT5#RPT report utility to undo changes. This utility can generate ACF2 commands to:

• Remove unused LOGONID records and RULES
• Back out the changes
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When you set up your Cleanup JCL to remove unused records, the BACKOUT DD and CMDS DD statements are
required.

The CMDS DD contains the commands to clean up unused LOGONIDS and RULES. The BACKOUT DD contains the
commands to undo the cleanup of unused records.

NOTE
The UNREF= parameter must be specified for commands to be generated.

Sample JCL
//DBRPT JOB ACCT,REPORT,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X

//*---------------------------------------------

//* REPORT UNREFERENCED ENTRIES OVER 30 DAYS

//*---------------------------------------------

//S1 EXEC PGM=AT5#RPT,REGION=4M,PARM='UNREF=030'

//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CAILIB

//DBASE DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.AT5.DB

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SUMMARY DD SYSOUT=* Optional output file

//UNLOAD DD SYSOUT=* Optional output file

//* OTHER OPTIONAL FILES FOLLOW

//*

//CMDS DD SYSOUT=*,DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=0)

//BACKOUT DD SYSOUT=*,DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=0)

//*

//SORTWK01 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,5)

//

Example Undoing Logonid Deletions
In this example, a LOGONID is to be deleted. The command in the BACKOUT DD is an ACF INSERT
command. The CMDS DD is:
ACF                  

SET LID              

DELETE ACFUSER  NORULE

END                  

The BACKOUT DD is:
ACF                          

SET LID                      

INSERT ACFUSER  -            

 ACCOUNT  -                  

 ACCTPRIV -                  

 ALLCMDS  -                  

 CONSOLE  -                  

 DFT-SOUT(X)-                

 DFT-SUBC(C)-                

 INTERCOM -                  

 JCL      -                  

 JOB      -                  

 KERB-VIO(0)-                

 LGN-ACCT -                  

 LGN-MSG  -                  

 LGN-PERF -                  

 LGN-PROC -                  
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 LGN-RCVR -                  

 LGN-SIZE -                  

 LGN-TIME -                  

 LGN-UNIT -                  

 MAIL     -                  

 MOUNT    -                  

 NAME(CA TECHNOLOGIES )- 

 NOTICES  -                  

 OPERATOR -                  

 PHONE(708-505-6750)-        

 PREFIX(ACFUSER)-            

 PROMPT   -                  

 PSWD-INV(0)-                

 PSWD-VIO(0)-                

 REFRESH  -                  

 SEC-VIO(0)-                 

 SECURITY -                  

 TSO      -      

 TSOPROC(PROCZ15)-

 TSORGN(4000)-   

 TSOSIZE(4000)-  

 WTP      -  

In this example, an access rule or a resource rule is to be deleted. The command in the BACKOUT DD is an
ACF COMPILE command. The CMDS DD is:
ACF       

SET RULE  

DELETE  ABC

END       

The BACKOUT DD is:
ACF      

SET RULE        

COMPILE * STORE NOLIST NOFORCE        

$KEY(ABC)      

XYZ UID(USER01 DEFAULT A)    

ZYX UID(USER01 DEFAULT BB) READ(A) EXEC(A)

In this example, a rule line entry is to be deleted only. Instead of deleting the full rule, the CMDS DD is:
AT5NRUL KEY(BPX) TYPE(FAC) - 

DEL(SUPERUSER UID(*) NEXTKEY(BPXSUPER) PREVENT) NOLIST NOVERIFY 

The BACKOUT DD is:
AT5NRUL KEY(BPX) TYPE(FAC) -

ADD(SUPERUSER UID(*) NEXTKEY(BPXSUPER) PREVENT) NOLIST NOVERIFY

Recover Logon IDs

Review the following points when LOGONIDS have been removed and you must recover them:

• Passwords are not specified on the recovery commands. If you have PSWDREQ specified in the CONTROL(GSO)
PSWD record, they are added manually to the command in the BACKOUT DD.

• Normal password content controls are in force. The password that you add must conform to site standards.
• If a field in the LOGONID record is defined in the ACFFDR @CFDE macro with FLAGS=NONE, the field is not

displayed for a formatted list of the logonid record. When Cleanup creates the insert command for a logonid record,
it issues an ACF LIST command. Fields with FLAGS=NONE are not included in the insert command and are added
manually to the command.
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Use Reports with Cleanup
Use this section to review the reports that are available for Cleanup for ACF2.

UNLOAD Report Format

The AT5#RPT UNLOAD file is a variable-blocked file containing multiple record types. Each record type describes a user,
group, resource profile, or permission. All fields contain character data. Fields are separated by blanks.

Date fields are formatted as YYYY.DDD.

DDD is the day number of the year (Julian date). Date fields contain blanks when the DATEOK field contains ‘N’.

Numeric fields, such as “number of days”, are right-justified and padded on the left with zeros. The numbers are in
character format.

Indicator fields contain a ‘Y’ or ‘N’ character.

Record Description

The following table describes the user ID record:

Name Position Length Description

RECID 0001 0004 Record ID'0100'

LDATE 0006 0008 Load date

RDATE 0015 0008 Reference date

LDAYS 0024 0004 Number of days since last
referenced

DATEOK 0029 0001 'Y' if the dates are valid. 'N' if the
dates are invalid and LDAYS
could not be calculated.

CLASS 0031 0004 Contains value 'USER'

ID 0036 0008 User ID

NAME 0045 0020 User name

UGRPID 0066 0004 User ID tracking group number

The following table describes DATASET rule set:

Name Position Length Description

RECID 0001 0004 Record ID '0200'

LDATE 0006 0008 Load date

RDATE 0015 0008 Reference date

LDAYS 0024 0004 Number of days since last
referenced

DATEOK 0029 0001 'Y' if the dates are valid. 'N' if the
dates are invalid and LDAYS
could not be calculated.

CLASS 0031 0004 Contains value 'DSN'

DKEY 0036 0008 DATASET key
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D$REF01 0045 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 1

D$REF02 0047 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 2

D$REF03 0049 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 3

D$REF04 0051 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 4

D$REF05 0053 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 5

D$REF06 0055 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 6

D$REF07 0057 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 7

The following table describes the DATASET rule line:

Name Position Length Description

RECID 0001 0004 Record ID '0201'

LDATE 0006 0008 Load date

RDATE 0015 0008 Reference date

LDAYS 0024 0004 Number of days since last
referenced

DATEOK 0029 0001 'Y' if the dates are valid. 'N' if the
dates are invalid and LDAYS
could not be calculated.

CLASS 0031 0004 Contains value 'DSN'

DKEY 0036 0008 DATASET key

DLINE 0045 0640 DATASET rule line

D$REF01 0686 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 1

D$REF02 0688 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 2

D$REF03 0690 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 3

D$REF04 0692 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 4

D$REF05 0694 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 5

D$REF06 0696 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 6

D$REF07 0698 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 7
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The following table describes the resource rule set:

Name Position Length Description

RECID 0001 0004 Record ID '0300'

LDATE 0006 0008 Load date

RDATE 0015 0008 Reference date

LDAYS 0024 0004 Number of days since last
referenced

DATEOK 0029 0001 'Y' if the dates are valid. 'N' if the
dates are invalid and LDAYS
could not be calculated.

CLASS 0031 0004 Resource class name (Rxxx)

RKEY 0036 0040 Resource key

R$REF01 0077 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 1

R$REF02 0079 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 2

R$REF03 0081 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 3

R$REF04 0083 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 4

R$REF05 0085 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 5

R$REF06 0087 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 6

R$REF07 0089 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 7

The following table describes the resource rule line:

Name Position Length Description

RECID 0001 0004 Record ID '0301'

LDATE 0006 0008 Load date

RDATE 0015 0008 Reference date

LDAYS 0024 0004 Number of days since last
referenced

DATEOK 0029 0001 'Y' if the dates are valid. 'N' if the
dates are invalid and LDAYS
could not be calculated.

CALSS 0031 0004 Resource class name (Rxxx)

RKEY 0036 0040 Resource key

RLINE 0077 0640 Resource rule line

R$REF01 0718 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 1
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R$REF02 0720 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 2

R$REF03 0722 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 3

R$REF04 0724 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 4

R$REF05 0726 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 5

R$REF06 0728 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 6

R$REF07 0730 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 7

The following table describes the DB2 resource rule set:

Name Position Length Description

RECID 0001 0004 Record ID '0400'

LDATE 0006 0008 Load date

RDATE 0015 0008 Reference date

LDAYS 0024 0004 Number of days since last
referenced

DATEOK 0029 0001 'Y' if the dates are valid. 'N' if the
dates are invalid and LDAYS
could not be calculated.

CLASS 0031 0004 Resource class name (Dxxx)

DB2KEY 0036 0252 Resource key

DB2SYSID 0289 0004 DB2 subsystem ID

B$REF01 0294 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 1

B$REF02 0296 0001 'Y' if reference by tracking group
2

B$REF03 0298 0001 'Y' if reference by tracking group
3

B$REF04 0300 0001 'Y' if reference by tracking group
4

B$REF05 0302 0001 'Y' if reference by tracking group
5

B$REF06 0304 0001 'Y' if reference by tracking group
6

B$REF07 0306 0001 'Y' if reference by tracking group
7
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The following table describes the DB2 resource rule line:

Name Position Length Description

RECID 0001 0004 Record ID '0401'

LDATE 0006 0008 Load date

RDATE 0015 0008 Reference date

LDAYS 0024 0004 Number of days since last
referenced

DATEOK 0029 0001 'Y' if the dates are valid. 'N' if the
dates are invalid and LDAYS
could not be calculated.

CLASS 0031 004 Resource class name (Dxxx)

DB2KEY 0036 0252 Resource key

DB2SYSID 0289 0004 DB2 subsystem ID

DB2LINE 0294 0640 Resource rule line

B$REF01 0935 0001 'Y' if reference by tracking group
1

B$REF02 0937 0001 'Y' if reference by tracking group
2

B$REF03 0939 0001 'Y' if reference by tracking group
3

B$REF04 0941 0001 'Y' if reference by tracking group
4

B$REF05 0943 0001 'Y' if reference by tracking group
5

B$REF06 0945 0001 'Y' if reference by tracking group
6

B$REF07 0947 0001 'Y' if reference by tracking group
7

Sample Reports for Cleanup for ACF2
The SAMPJCL library contains sample JCL to run reports. Modify these samples to your site standards.

To create a custom report:

• Add an //UNLOAD DD statement to your JCL
• Feed the generated file into a report product, such as Easytrieve to customize. The DCB information is not needed for

the file creation.

Examples of Includes and Excludes usage within the appropriate //INCLUDE DD and //EXCLUDE DD statements.

The following example can be used with //INCLUDE or //EXCLUDE. You can mix and match as well within //INCLUDE or //
EXCLUDE DD statements any of the following examples:

XXXXXXXX        Specifies a specific user ID.  Range: 1 to 8 characters

$KEY                        Specifies a specific dataset rule.

$KEY(xxx) TYPE(xxx)         Specifies a specific resource rule and type.

CLASS (xxxx) NAME(xxx)      Specifies the name and class type of a tracking database item.
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               CLASS        The type or category of an entity you wish to track, for example, CLASS(USER) or

 CLASS(DSN). 

                            The value can be found in the tracking database under the CLASS column. Range: 1

 to 4 characters

               NAME         The specific entity within the CLASS you wish to track. The value can be found in

 the tracking 

                            database under the KEY column.  Range: 1 to 40 character

This example uses an INCLUDE statement to specify data set rules that start with SYS*:

//INCLUDE DD *

CLASS(DSN)NAME(SYS)

This example uses an EXCLUDE statement to report on data set rules that start with SYS* but we do not want to include
data set rules for SYS3* data set names:

//INCLUDE DD *

CLASS(DSN)NAME(SYS)

//EXCLUDE DD *

CLASS(DSN)NAME(SYS3>)

AT5DBR Job - Report on Database

Use this sample report to report on the Cleanup database.

To use this report:

• Change CAI.AT5.DB to specify the data set name of your Cleanup tracking database
• Update the parm= statement to specify:

– The threshold number of days
– Either referenced or unreferenced items
For example:
– PARM=REF=5 report items that are referenced within the past five days
– PARM=UNREF=30 reports items unreferenced over 30 days
– PARM=BOTH reports the entire tracking file, both referenced and unreferenced items

AT5DBRC Job - Report and Build Command Files

Use this sample report to report on the Cleanup database and build command files to remove unused security file entries.
The first step refreshes the Cleanup database so that obsolete entries are removed before command generation. Use
SAMPJCL(DBRPTCMD) to process the generated AT5NRUL commands.

To use this report:

• Change CAI.AT5.DB to specify the data set name of your Cleanup tracking database
• Change all occurrences of ?????? to name an appropriate volume for output datasets
• Update the PARM= statement to specify:

– Your threshold number of days
– Either referenced or unreferenced items

DBRPTCMD Job Process AT5 RPT Commands

Use this sample report to process the command files that are generated by the AT5#RPT utility.

To use this report, change all occurrences of CAI and CAI.AT5 to appropriate names.
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AT5DBR01 Job - Report on User

Use this sample report on a user and all rules that specifically match that user.

Logonids and rules are selected by executing one or more ACF set and list commands that are read from ACFCMD.

Sample ACFCMD input:

SET LID

LIST IF(TSO)

LIST LIKE(ZZ-)

SET RULE

LIST LIKE(SYS-)

SET R(CKC)

LIST LIKE(-)

The output of the commands is processed to extract each logonid or rule key listed. Each entry is compared against a list
of entries to be excluded from processing. All eligible entries are output.

Sample EXCLUDE input:

LOGONID1

$KEY(SYS1)

$KEY(CEMT) T(CKC)

To use this report:

• Change all occurrences of CAI and CAI.AT5 to name appropriate dataset names
• Add selection and exclude criteria in ACFMCD and exclude
• Change the UNREF= parameter to an appropriate threshold

Job Generate Input for AT5#RPT

Use this sample report to generate a list of logonids, rules that can be read by AT5#RPT as input, or both.

To use this report:

• Set LID=xxxx
xxxx

Specifies the requested logonid.
• Set UNREF=xx
xx

Specifies the reporting threshold in days (specify UNREF=ALL to perform a complete report).
• Change all occurrences of CAI and CAI.AT5 to appropriate dataset names
• Add edit REXX exec AT5#X02 to specify the logonid position and length within the uidstring
• Change the UNREF= parameter to an appropriate threshold

AT5DBR03 Job - Clone A User

Use this sample report to clone a user based on the referenced resources of another user.

To use this report:

• Specify:
textSET OLDLID=XXXX SET NEWLID=XXXX  
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xxxx
The requested logonids.

• (Optional) Specify:
SET NOPROF=

Specify NOPROF=NOPROF to suppress the cloning of user profile records:
• SET REF=XX
xx

Specifies the reporting threshold in days or specify REF=ALL to perform a complete cloning of both referenced
and unreferenced resources.

• Change all occurrences of CAI and CAI.AT5 to appropriate dataset names
• Edit REXX exec AT5#X02 and AT5#X03 to specify the logonid position and length within the uidstring

Sample Report and Command Files for Cleanup for ACF2
Sample Report and Command Files for Cleanup for ACF2

Sample report:

2005/12/31 (05.152) 15:30        Entries Unreferenced Over 180 Days

Date       Date     Days  Item  Item

Loaded  Referenced Unused Class Name

------  ---------- ------ ----- -----------------------------------

                          DSN   $KEY(SYS1)

04.110      .       408         OEM.PARMLIB UID(SYS) R(A) W(A) A(A)

04.110    04.336    181         OEM.PROCLIB UID(*) R(A)

04.110    04.300    218   DSN   $KEY(SYS9)

                          RFAC  $KEY(BPX.SUPERUSER) TYPE(FAC)

04.110      .       408         UID(FTPX) PREVENT

04.100    04.150    368   USER  ASTRO3  NAME

    

12.156    .         n/a   DCOL  $KEY(C_HPS*************) SYSID(****) 

12.156    19.193    2559  DCOL  $KEY(C_NONHPS) SYSID(****)

In this example, where Days Unused is n/a, the resources reported have not been used in ten or more years.

Sample command file output:

AT5NRUL KEY(PROD) - 

      DEL(UID(****USER6) READ(ALLOW) )  NOLIST NOVERIFY

      AT5NRUL KEY(BPX.SUPERUSER) TYPE(FAC) -

      DEL( UID(**OMG) ALLOW )  NOLIST NOVERIFY

ACF

      SET R(CKC)

 DELETE INQ4

 END

ACF

 SET LID

 DELETE U015071

 END
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      AT5NRUL KEY(PROD) - 

      ADD( UID(****USER6) READ(ALLOW) )  NOLIST NOVERIFY

      AT5NRUL KEY(BPX.SUPERUSER) TYPE(FAC) -

      ADD( UID(**OMG) ALLOW )  NOLIST NOVERIFY

ACF

      SET R(CKC)

 COMPILE * STORE NOLIST

      $KEY(INQ4) TYPE(CKC)

      UID(******A100) ALLOW

      UID(**OPS) ALLOW

 END

ACF

 SET LID

      INSERT U015071   NAME(DENNIS SMITH) - 

      TSOPROC($ISPF)  TSO  NOCICS - 

      MAXDAYS(60)  MINDAYS(1) EXPIRE(08/31/05)  DEPT(SUPPT)

Report Utility JCL for Cleanup for ACF2
This topic includes sample JCL for the report utility, including the recommended OPTIONS and output files specified. You
must adjust the file names and must adjust the UNREF=300 to fit the client standard. The best practice is to use 455
when data has been collected that long.

//JOBCARD

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------

//*  JOB TO BE USED TO REPORT ON THE CLEANUP DATABASE

//*  THIS JOB CAN BE RUN WITH UNREF OR REF PARAMETERS

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------

//S1      EXEC PGM=AT5#RPT,REGION=4M,PARM='UNREF=455'

//DBASE     DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CLEANUP.DATABASE.DATAET.NAME

//SYSIN     DD *

OPTION(COMMENTACCESSNONE)

OPTION(ONEPAGEHDR)

OPTION(NOLINECTL)

OPTION(SUSPENDUSER)

/*

//INCLUDE DD *

//EXCLUDE DD *

//SYSPRINT  DD DSN=hlq.CLEANUP.ACF2.REPORT(+1),

//             DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//             RECFM=FB,LRECL=133

//SUMMARY   DD DSN=hlq.CLEANUP.ACF2.SUMMARY(+1),

//             DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//             RECFM=FB,LRECL=133

//UNLOAD    DD DSN=hlq.CLEANUP.ACF2.UNLOAD(+1),

//             DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//             RECFM=FB,LRECL=133

//SYSOUT    DD DUMMY

//CMDS      DD DSN=hlq.CLEANUP.ACF2.CMDS(+1),

//             DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//             RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133

//BACKOUT   DD DSN=hlq.CLEANUP.ACF2.BACKOUT(+1),

//             DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),
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//             RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133

In this sample:
PARM=

When the report is executed, a PARM value specifies criteria for the report. In this example, PARM='UNREF=30'
indicates that security file entries that are unreferenced for more than 30 days should be reported upon.

//DBASE DD
DBASE points to the Cleanup database file.

//SYSPRINT DD
Provides the Cleanup report as a formatted report with headers.

//SUMARY DD
The SUMMARY file is optional and allows the summary report to be produced separately from the report output.
This behavior allows the summary information to be more easily accessed and retained. When not specified, the
summary report appears at the end of the SYSPRINT report.

//UNLOAD DD
The UNLOAD file is optional and produces the report in an unloaded format. The format is a blank-delimited fixed-
column format that allows the creation of customized reports or to otherwise use the cleanup information. Fields
that are truncated due to the limitations of the printed report appear in their entirety in the UNLOAD file.

//INCLUDE DD
The INCLUDE file is optional and allows selective reporting. While the default is to report all items, you can use
the INCLUDE files to report items selectively.

//EXCLUDE DD
The EXCLUDE file is optional and allows selective reporting. While the default is to report all items, you can use
the EXCLUDE files to exclude items from the report and CMDS output file that you may not want to include or to
avoid making any changes to.

//SYSIN DD
The SYSIN file is optional and provides options for both reporting output and CDMS output.
Recommended options for //SYSIN DD:

• OPTION(COMMENTACCESSNONE)
• OPTION(ONEPAGEHDR)
• OPTION(NOLINECTL)
• OPTION(SUSPENDUSER)

//CDMS DD
CDMS statements are optional and are needed only when producing command output. CDMS provides all Top
Secret commands to take actions as desired. If these files are not present, a report is produced without the
command file output.

//BACKOUT DD
BACKOUT statements are optional and are needed only when producing command output. BACKOUT
statements provide the reverse of the Top Secret commands in the //CMDS DD file. BACKOUT allows you to
quickly change back the changes if or when needed.

//CFILE DD
CFILE statements are optional and are needed only when producing command output. The CFILE DD points
to an input file containing an unloaded version of the security file. You can create this file using the Top Secret
TSSCFILE utility. Ensure that the contents of the CFILE are current. Ensure that the CFILE contains all users and
profiles that are included in the current cleanup report request. If these files are not present, a report is produced
without the command file output.
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NOTE
CFILE, CMDS, and BACKOUT must be present to generate commands. Excluding any causes the report to run
faster and produces only the SYSPRINT, SUMMARY, and UNLOAD.

• The generation of command files is optional, but when selected for an UNREF report, two files always generate. One
contains cleanup commands and the other contingency commands that are used to restore the cleanup. For example,
if the cleanup file contains commands to delete a user ID, the contingency file contains the commands to recreate the
user ID.

• Internally, the report utility invokes the system SORT utility. SORTWORK statements are often unneeded and
dependent upon the volume of data being processed.

• Command output is formatted as fixed-length command lines that are continued if necessary. If one-line command
output in a variable-length format is needed, use the SAMPJCL sample job FB2VB. This utility converts the fixed-
length commands into one-line commands without continuations.

Input Parameters

The PARM value is used to specify criteria for the report. The PARM value indicates the number of days for reporting
items as referenced or unreferenced. The PARM value must be enclosed in single quotes. The PARM values are:

UNREF=nnnn
Specifies the number of days that an item must be unreferenced for selection.

UNREF=ALL
Specifies that all items should be selected. This parameter can be used to generate commands to clean up
everything including those items that are referenced and still in use. Because all items are being requested as
unreferenced, the summary report shows 100 percent unreferenced for all items.

REF=nnnn
Specifies that items that are referenced within that number of days are selected.

REF=ALL
Specifies that all items should be selected. This parameter can be used to generate commands to completely
“clone” a user or group including those items that have not been referenced.

PARM=’BOTH’
Reports the entire tracking file, both referenced and unreferenced items, without producing commands.

Verify Cleanup for ACF2
We recommend that you run these reports on a periodic basis for tracking and comparison purposes. Comparing lets you
verify that Cleanup is working.

This sample JCL generates a report on all logonids that have been unreferenced for 15 days by specifying
PARM='UNREF=15'. This sample does not remove any unused security records:

//S1      EXEC PGM=AT5#RPT,REGION=4M,PARM='UNREF=15' 

//DBASE     DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.AT5.DB   

//*         

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*  

//SORTWK01  DD UNIT=3390,SPACE=(CYL,15)        

//SORTWK02  DD UNIT=3390,SPACE=(CYL,15)        

//INCLUDE DD *                  

CLASS(USER)

/* 

This sample JCL reports all datasets whose dataset name begins with SYS1 and that have been unreferenced for 15
days. This sample does not remove any unused security records:
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//S1      EXEC PGM=AT5#RPT,REGION=4M,PARM='UNREF=15'    

//DBASE     DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.AT5.DB                  

//*                                                       

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*                                  

//SORTWK01  DD UNIT=3390,SPACE=(CYL,15)        

//SORTWK02  DD UNIT=3390,SPACE=(CYL,15)        

//INCLUDE DD *                  

CLASS(DSN) NAME(SYS1) 

Each report may be a considerable size. We recommend grouping the Logonids and Resources into smaller groups using
the CLASS control card sub-parameter NAME.
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Using Cleanup for Top Secret
This section describes how administrators use Cleanup for Top Secret:

• Set up reports for tracking and comparison purposes
• Perform a phased cleanup of a security file
• Use the load utility
• Selectively report users and resources

Best Practices

We recommend the following best practices when using Cleanup for Top Secret.

• Run Cleanup all the time. Access from before the installation is unknown.
• Start the Cleanup Started Task immediately after starting Top Secret. Cleanup should be first on the IPL immediately

following Top Secret.
• Initially load the Cleanup database using the #AT6DBU utility using the *ALL* parameter.
• Schedule regular updates of the Cleanup database to keep the synchronization with the Top Secret security file.

This practice can be daily or weekly depending on the security system changes.
• Perform the scheduled updates with the AT6#DBU utility *ALL* function.
• Wait several months before removing unused security records. Cleanup tracks unused Top Secret security records

over time and should run through critical processing periods such as month, quarter, and year end.
NOTE
Depending on when you started collecting data, you may be able to start selective cleanup as early as 180
days, but best practice recommends having data for all critical processing periods that could be up to 455
days.

• Run the Cleanup reports without removing the unused security records. This practice lets you familiarize yourself with
the reports and their capabilities.

• Use a phased approach to implementation. An attempt to clean up the entire Cleanup Top Secret security file at one
time produces an unmanageable number of obsolete security file entries. Begin with a small batch of Top Secret
profiles. Clean up this batch first, then systematically expand your cleanup to encompass the entire security file
eventually.

Security file entries are marked referenced only when they are used by the security system. Investigate early cases where
“obviously needed” security file entries are not being marked referenced as expected. Consider using a tool to simulate
such accesses. While investigation may reveal that Cleanup is not as active as expected, it will likely uncover that some
privilege or other access is causing the entries to become undermined and bypassed. Investigation of early Cleanup
findings has often uncovered existing security exposures.

Clean Up the Security File for Cleanup for Top Secret

The following list details the process to perform the security file cleanup for Cleanup for Top Secret:

• Load information describing portions of your security files into the Cleanup database.
• Start Cleanup on the systems where security activity occurs related to the loaded information. Tracking of information

begins to identify what is being used as opposed to unused.
• Review the activity being collected within the Cleanup database to verify that reference statistics are advancing as

expected.
• Select a threshold for the unreferenced information. Use the Cleanup report utility to identify security file entries to be

removed and to create commands to perform the cleanup.
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First 30 Days with Cleanup for Top Secret
This section describes the actions to perform during the first 30 days that Cleanup is monitoring Top Secret.

• Database Load Utility
Review the Cleanup database reload process and validate the job is running successfully on a daily basis.
See Manage Database Load Utility for Cleanup for Top Secret.

• Setup Basic Reporting JCL
Submit the reporting JCL with different PARM=, //INCLUDE, and //EXCLUDE statements.
See Use Reports with Cleanup for Top Secret.

• SYSIN Options for Cleanup for Top Secret
Report options are specified in the SYSIN file.
See SYSIN Options for Cleanup for Top Secret.

• INCLUDE and EXCLUDE Options for Cleanup for Top Secret
Use these files to report users, profiles, and resources selectively.
See INCLUDE and EXCLUDE Options for Cleanup for Top Secret.

• Monitor FACILITY and IBMGROUP Access for Cleanup for Top Secret
Monitor the use of FACILITY and IBMGROUP permissions at the user, profile, or ALL record levels.
See Monitor FACILITY and IBMGROUP Access for Cleanup for Top Secret.

• Example Tracking Database for Top Secret
See an example that shows a tracking database for Top Secret.
See Example Tracking Database for Top Secret.

• Report on Top Secret Remotely Synchronized Environments
Top Secret supports environments where multiple remote security databases exist and are kept synchronized using
technologies such as the Command Propagation Facility (CPF) in Top Secret.
See Clean Top Secret Remotely Synchronized Environments.

• Tracking File in a Multi-LPAR Environment for Cleanup for Top Secret
Ensure optimal tracking file functionality in a multiple LPAR environment.
See Tracking File in a Multi-LPAR Environment for Cleanup for Top Secret.

• Review Access Used by ACIDs
Use in conjunction with TSSUTIL command. Run TSSUTIL to determine full resource name and access levels to clean
up generically granted resource and allow more appropriate access to proper locations to be granted.

• Clone ACIDs
Use Cleanup to clone ACIDs as needed.
See Clone User IDs and Rule Sets with Top Secret.

Best Practices

We recommend the following best practices when using Cleanup for Top Secret.

Generate and save a report that includes //Summary DD after 30 days. Setup and generate the //SUMMARY report and
save the report with a “date” as part of the data set name.

Run the basic AT6DBR Cleanup report JCL with all DD Names including //SUMMARY. Save the first Summary showing
ALL security records that are unused and used. Save this report to compare to future reports. Capture and save the
Summary before you perform the first “cleanup” process.

Example:

//SUMMARY   DD DSN=hlq.CLEANUP.TSS.SUMMARY.D&YYMMDD,

//             DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//             RECFM=FB,LRECL=133
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First 120 Days with Cleanup for Top Secret
This section describes the actions to perform during the first 120 days that Cleanup is monitoring Top Secret.

• Database Load Utility
Review the Cleanup database reload process and validate the job is running successfully on a daily basis.
See Manage Database Load Utility for Cleanup for Top Secret.

• Setup Basic Reporting JCL
Submit the reporting JCL with different PARM=, //INCLUDE, and //EXCLUDE statements.
See Use Reports with Cleanup for Top Secret.

• SYSIN Options for Cleanup for Top Secret
Report options are specified in the SYSIN file.
See SYSIN Options for Cleanup for Top Secret.

• INCLUDE and EXCLUDE Options for Cleanup for Top Secret
Use these files to report users, profiles, and resources selectively.
See INCLUDE and EXCLUDE Options for Cleanup for Top Secret.

• Monitor FACILITY and IBMGROUP Access for Cleanup for Top Secret
Monitor the use of FACILITY and IBMGROUP permissions at the user, profile, or ALL record levels.
See Monitor FACILITY and IBMGROUP Access for Cleanup for Top Secret.

• Example Tracking Database for Top Secret
See an example that shows a tracking database for Top Secret.
See Example Tracking Database for Top Secret.

• Report on Top Secret Remotely Synchronized Environments
Top Secret supports environments where multiple remote security databases exist and are kept synchronized using
technologies such as the Command Propagation Facility (CPF) in Top Secret.
See Clean Top Secret Remotely Synchronized Environments.

• Tracking File in a Multi-LPAR Environment for Cleanup for Top Secret
Ensure optimal tracking file functionality in a multiple LPAR environment.
See Tracking File in a Multi-LPAR Environment for Cleanup for Top Secret.

• Review Access Used by ACIDs
Use in conjunction with TSSUTIL command. Run TSSUTIL to determine full resource name and access levels to clean
up generically granted resource and allow more appropriate access to proper locations to be granted.

• Clone ACIDs
Use Cleanup to clone ACIDs as needed.
See Clone User IDs and Rule Sets with Top Secret.

Best Practices

We recommend the following best practices when using Cleanup for Top Secret.

Generate and save a report that includes //Summary DD after 120 days. Setup and generate the //SUMMARY report and
save the report with a “date” as part of the data set name. Compare the results to the //SUMMARY output from 30 days.

Run the basic AT6DBR Cleanup report JCL with all DD Names including //SUMMARY. Save the first Summary showing
ALL security records that are unused and used. Save this report to compare to the timeframe of 30 days. Capture and
save the Summary before you perform the first “cleanup” process.

Example:

//SUMMARY   DD DSN=hlq.CLEANUP.TSS.SUMMARY.D&YYMMDD,

//             DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//             RECFM=FB,LRECL=133
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First 360 Days with Cleanup for Top Secret
This section describes the actions to perform during the first 360 days that Cleanup is monitoring Top Secret.

• Database Load Utility
Review the Cleanup database reload process and validate the job is running successfully on a daily basis.
See Manage Database Load Utility for Cleanup for Top Secret.

• Setup Basic Reporting JCL
Submit the reporting JCL with different PARM=, //INCLUDE, and //EXCLUDE statements.
See Use Reports with Cleanup for Top Secret.

• SYSIN Options for Cleanup for Top Secret
Report options are specified in the SYSIN file.
See SYSIN Options for Cleanup for Top Secret.

• INCLUDE and EXCLUDE Options for Cleanup for Top Secret
Use these files to report users, profiles, and resources selectively.
See INCLUDE and EXCLUDE Options for Cleanup for Top Secret.

• Monitor FACILITY and IBMGROUP Access for Cleanup for Top Secret
Monitor the use of FACILITY and IBMGROUP permissions at the user, profile, or ALL record levels.
See Monitor FACILITY and IBMGROUP Access for Cleanup for Top Secret.

• Example Tracking Database for Top Secret
See an example that shows a tracking database for Top Secret.
See Example Tracking Database for Top Secret.

• Report on Top Secret Remotely Synchronized Environments
Top Secret supports environments where multiple remote security databases exist and are kept synchronized using
technologies such as the Command Propagation Facility (CPF) in Top Secret.
See Clean Top Secret Remotely Synchronized Environments.

• Tracking File in a Multi-LPAR Environment for Cleanup for Top Secret
Ensure optimal tracking file functionality in a multiple LPAR environment.
See Tracking File in a Multi-LPAR Environment for Cleanup for Top Secret.

• Review Access Used by ACIDs
Use in conjunction with TSSUTIL command. Run TSSUTIL to determine full resource name and access levels to clean
up generically granted resource and allow more appropriate access to proper locations to be granted.

• Clone ACIDs
Use Cleanup to clone ACIDs as needed.
See Clone User IDs and Rule Sets with Top Secret.

Best Practices

We recommend the following best practices when using Cleanup for Top Secret.

Generate and save a report that includes //Summary DD after 360 days. Setup and generate the //SUMMARY report and
save the report with a “date” as part of the data set name. Compare the results to the //SUMMARY output from 30 and
120 days.

Run the basic AT6DBR Cleanup report JCL with all DD Names including //SUMMARY. Save the first Summary showing
ALL security records that are unused and used. Save this report to compare to the timeframe of 30 days and 120 days.
Capture and save the Summary before you perform the first “cleanup” process.

Example:

//SUMMARY   DD DSN=hlq.CLEANUP.TSS.SUMMARY.D&YYMMDD,

//             DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//             RECFM=FB,LRECL=133
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First 455 Days with Cleanup for Top Secret
This section describes the actions to perform during the first 455 days that Cleanup is monitoring Top Secret.

• Database Load Utility
Review the Cleanup database reload process and validate the job is running successfully on a daily basis.
See Manage Database Load Utility for Cleanup for Top Secret.

• Setup Basic Reporting JCL
Submit the reporting JCL with different PARM=, //INCLUDE, and //EXCLUDE statements.
See Use Reports with Cleanup for Top Secret.

• SYSIN Options for Cleanup for Top Secret
Report options are specified in the SYSIN file.
See SYSIN Options for Cleanup for Top Secret.

• INCLUDE and EXCLUDE Options for Cleanup for Top Secret
Use these files to report users, profiles, and resources selectively.
See INCLUDE and EXCLUDE Options for Cleanup for Top Secret.

• Monitor FACILITY and IBMGROUP Access for Cleanup for Top Secret
Monitor the use of FACILITY and IBMGROUP permissions at the user, profile, or ALL record levels.
See Monitor FACILITY and IBMGROUP Access for Cleanup for Top Secret.

• Example Tracking Database for Top Secret
See an example that shows a tracking database for Top Secret.
See Example Tracking Database for Top Secret.

• Report on Top Secret Remotely Synchronized Environments
Top Secret supports environments where multiple remote security databases exist and are kept synchronized using
technologies such as the Command Propagation Facility (CPF) in Top Secret.
See Clean Top Secret Remotely Synchronized Environments.

• Tracking File in a Multi-LPAR Environment for Cleanup for Top Secret
Ensure optimal tracking file functionality in a multiple LPAR environment.
See Tracking File in a Multi-LPAR Environment for Cleanup for Top Secret.

• Review Access Used by ACIDs
Use in conjunction with TSSUTIL command. Run TSSUTIL to determine full resource name and access levels to clean
up generically granted resource and allow more appropriate access to proper locations to be granted.

• Clone ACIDs
Use Cleanup to clone ACIDs as needed.
See Clone User IDs and Rule Sets with Top Secret.

Best Practices

We recommend the following best practices when using Cleanup for Top Secret.

Generate and save a report that includes //Summary DD after 455 days. Setup and generate the //SUMMARY report and
save the report with a “date” as part of the data set name. Compare the results to the //SUMMARY output from 30 days,
120 days, and 360 days.

Run the basic AT6DBR Cleanup report JCL with all DD Names including //SUMMARY. Save the first Summary showing
ALL security records that are unused and used. Save this report to compare to the timeframe of 30 days,120 days, and
360 days. Capture and save the Summary before you perform the first “cleanup” process.

Example:

//SUMMARY   DD DSN=hlq.CLEANUP.TSS.SUMMARY.D&YYMMDD,

//             DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//             RECFM=FB,LRECL=133
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After 455 Days with Cleanup for Top Secret
This section describes the actions to perform after Cleanup has monitored Top Secret for over 455 days.

• Verify Cleanup is running properly
We recommend that you run these reports on a periodic basis for tracking and comparison purposes. Comparing lets
you verify that Cleanup is working.
See Verify Cleanup for Top Secret.

• Database Load Utility
Review the Cleanup database reload process and validate the job is running successfully on a daily basis.
See Manage Database Load Utility for Cleanup for Top Secret.

• Create a Security Backup for Cleanup for Top Secret
Use the Cleanup report and command generator to create a general security backup, in command format, covering
active users, profiles, and access.
See Create a Security Backup for Cleanup for Top Secret.

• Start the Cleanup Process
Use the reports and start the process to clean up the Top Secret security file.
See Start the Cleanup Process for Top Secret.

• Review Access Used by ACIDs
Use in conjunction with TSSUTIL command. Run TSSUTIL to determine full resource name and access levels to clean
up generically granted resource and allow more appropriate access to proper locations to be granted.

• Manage Profiles with Cleanup for Top Secret
Use Cleanup to generate Top Secret commands to remove profiles from any connected users and add the profile back
to any connected users for recovery purposes.
See Manage Profiles with Cleanup for Top Secret.

• Manage User Groups with Cleanup for Top Secret
Use the advanced optional User Group Support feature to group and segregate user IDs to determine which users and
groups of users are using the active permissions.
See Manage User Groups with Cleanup for Top Secret.

• Role-Based Reorganization and Restructure for Cleanup for Top Secret
Use Cleanup to restructure and reorganize your security file.
See Role-Based Reorganization and Restructure for Cleanup for Top Secret.

• Extensive Filtering with Top Secret
The extensive filtering option enhances the thoroughness of Cleanup processing, ensuring complete correlation
between the PERMITs in the DB Tracking and the CFILE records.
See Extensive Filtering with Top Secret.

• Undo Changes from Cleanup for Top Secret
You can use the AT6#RPT report utility to undo changes made by Cleanup.
See Undo Changes from Cleanup for Top Secret.

Best Practices

We recommend the following best practices when using Cleanup for Top Secret.

Generate and save a report that includes //Summary DD after 455 days. Setup and generate the //SUMMARY report and
save the report with a “date” as part of the data set name. Compare the results to the //SUMMARY output from 30 days,
120 days, and 360 days.

Run the basic AT6DBR Cleanup report JCL with all DD Names including //SUMMARY. Save the first Summary showing
ALL security records that are unused and used. Save this report to compare to the timeframe of 30 days,120 days, and
360 days. Capture and save the Summary before you perform the first “cleanup” process.

Example:
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//SUMMARY   DD DSN=hlq.CLEANUP.TSS.SUMMARY.D&YYMMDD,

//             DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//             RECFM=FB,LRECL=133

Main Task Sample JCL for Cleanup for Top Secret
Use the following sample JCL for the main task with Top Secret:

//AT6     PROC DB=

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------

//* This Started-task is used to perform ongoing security file cleanup

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------

//AT6     EXEC PGM=AT6#MON,REGION=2M,TIME=1440

//DBASE    DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.AT6.DB&DB

//PARMS    DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CDMFPROC(AT6PARM),FREE=CLOSE

Startup Parameter Requirements

The requirements for the startup parameters that are specified in the PARMS file are:

• All keywords must begin in column one

• A line with an asterisk in column one is treated as a comment

AT6PARM Parameters

The ETCLPARM parameters are as follows:

ALLSEV
(Default) Marks a user ID as "referenced" at any system entry validation, regardless of its success or failure.

NOALLSEV
Marks a user ID as "referenced" only upon successful system entry validation, regardless of the reason for failure.
SEV failure may include, but is not limited to:

• Invalid password
• USERID is suspended
• USERID does not have access to the FACILITY

SIMREF
(Default) Specifies that reference information is updated for users and resources that are specified in the TSSSIM
command.

NOSIMREF
Specifies that reference information is not updated for users and resources that are specified in the TSSSIM
command.

NOUPDATE
Disables the automatic thirty-minute interval for tracking file updates. The tracking file is updated only in response
to operator commands or during the nightly reload. Use this parameter with an automated operator command
product to provide greater control over when tracking file updates occur.

Operator Commands

The following operator commands control the Cleanup main task:

• To start the main task and security monitoring, enter:
S AT6,SUB=MSTR
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SUB=MSTR
Starts the main task under the master subsystem. The main task does not require any JES2 services (such as SYSIN
or SYSOUT processing). Starting with SUB=MSTR allows the main task to start collecting data as early as possible,
without waiting for JES2 to start.

• To restart the main task after software maintenance to the AT6#GBL module, enter:
S AT6,SUB=MSTR,PARM=REINIT

If the REINIT PARM is omitted, the main task detects new maintenance levels at startup, and the main task
automatically performs the REINIT process.

• To request updating of the database on disk using the current in-memory copy of the database, enter:
F AT6,UPDATE

• To stop security monitoring and the main task, enter:
P AT6

NOTE
You can stop and restart the main task at any time. Security monitoring and updating of the database does not
occur.

Cleanup for Top Secret Tasks
The following sections include the procedures that are performed at the various phases of the Cleanup for Top Secret
process. To determine which task you need to perform during the cleanup process, see the applicable topic:

• First 30 Days with Cleanup for Top Secret
• First 120 Days with Cleanup for Top Secret
• First 360 Days with Cleanup for Top Secret
• First 455 Days with Cleanup for Top Secret
• After 455 Days with Cleanup for Top Secret

Clean Top Secret Remotely Synchronized Environments
Top Secret supports environments where multiple remote security databases exist and are kept synchronized using
technologies such as the Command Propagation Facility (CPF) in Top Secret. Cleanup decisions must consider usage
across all security databases, not usage seen within one. For example, a user ID or permission used daily within location
one, might appear unused within the security database at location two. Because the databases are synchronized, it would
be an error to clean up the item in location two.

When you provide multiple databases, the report produces a composite report that is based on the usage across all
databases. A user ID or permission that is used in one location does not appear on the cleanup report unless it is unused
across all locations.

To provide multiple databases to the report, add a JCL statement naming each remote database (or a locally available
copy of it). Each remote file must have a file name that begins with //DBASEn, where n is a numeric suffix from 1 to 9. For
example:

//AT6DBR JOB ACCT,REPORT,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X

//*---------------------------------------------

//* REPORT UNREFERENCED ENTRIES OVER 30 DAYS

//*---------------------------------------------

//S1      EXEC PGM=AT6#RPT,REGION=4M,PARM='UNREF=030'

//STEPLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CDMFLINK

//DBASE     DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.AT6.DB.CHICAGO  <- Chicago database

//DBASE1    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.AT6.DB.NY       <- New York database

//DBASE2    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.AT6.DB.UK       <- UK database  
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Clone User IDs and Rule Sets with Top Secret
To clone user IDs and rule sets uniquely without copying unused and excessive accesses, use the report utility job
(AT6DBRC) and run a selective report of the item being cloned. Show the accesses recently used. For example, specify
access that is used within 60 days.

PARM='REF=60'

Create a Security Backup for Cleanup for Top Secret
Use the Cleanup report and command generator to create a general security backup, in command format, covering active
users, profiles, and access.

To generate commands for all items, excluding items that are not referenced within 999 days, specify:

PARM='REF=999'

To generate commands for all items, run a report specifying:

PARM='REF=ALL'

WARNING
These commands complement existing security backup procedures. These commands do not replace the
existing security backup procedures.

Example Tracking Database for Top Secret
The following example shows a tracking database for Top Secret:

In this example:

• Top Secret profile MARSPROF has three connected users who are named ASTR01, 2, and 3. Only ASTR02 has used
this profile to resolve an access.

• User ASTR02 has three connected Top Secret profiles that are named STARPROF, MARSPROF, and SUNPROF.
Only the MARSPROF profile has been used to resolve an access.

REFDATE  USERID     CLASS      NAME

-------- -------    -------    --------------------------------------

99321   MARSPROF   PROFILE    MARS PROFILE

        MARSPROF   USERLIST   ASTR01         ASTR02    99321  ASTR03

99321   ASTR02     USERID     ASTRONAUT 2 

        ASTR02     PROFILES   STARPROF       MARSPROF  99321  SUNPROF

REFDATE
Indicates the reference/use date of the depicted entry, if any.

USERID
Indicates the start of a user ID or profile.

CLASS
Indicates the type of entry such as USERID, DATASET permission, or VOLUME permission.
PROFILES and USERLIST show connections to the ID. For conciseness, up to 34 connections are fit on these
lines. The reference dates are shown next to each entry on the line, rather than showing one reference date at the
beginning of the line.

NAME
Indicates the user ID or resource name.
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LOADED
Indicates the Julian date when the ID was first loaded into the database.

Extensive Filtering with Top Secret
The extensive filtering feature enhances Cleanup for Top Secret processing.

Previously, when multiple PERMITs existed for the same resource and each had different conditions, such as ACCESS,
PRIVPGM, LIBRARY, or SYSID, each PERMIT was tracked. However, the duplicates were dropped during the report
processing. PERMITs that should have been deleted may not have been deleted because they were not reported on or
were getting REMOVE statements that are generated for them. Conversely, PERMITs that should have been retained may
have been REMOVEd in error if a near-duplicate had been reported.

A new SYSIN option, FILTERING(EXTENSIVE|GENERAL), resolves this issue. This option enhances the thoroughness of
Cleanup processing, ensuring complete correlation between the PERMITs in the DB Tracking and the CFILE records.

NOTE

This enhancement allows the #RPT logic that compares DB records to consider more detail. However, what
appears to be duplicate records may display in the SYSTPRINT output, but the report does include enough
detail to show that they are not, in fact, duplicates. This situation can occur even if the new option is not
specified.

To use this feature, you must be running Release 12.1 with PTF RO44000.

INCLUDE and EXCLUDE Options for Cleanup for Top Secret
In Cleanup for Top Secret, specify report options in the INCLUDE and EXCLUDE files to selectively include or exclude
users and resources in reports.

You can use the INCLUDE and EXCLUDE files to report users, profiles, and resources selectively.

• These files replace use of the SYSIN file. The SYSIN file still accepts input in the old format, but a future release may
drop that support.

• If the INCLUDE file is specified, selection criteria in the SYSIN file is ignored.
• The files must be fixed-blocked with a record length of 80.
• All inputs must begin in column 1 and end before column 72.

INCLUDE and EXCLUDE accept specific eight-character user and profile IDs. INCLUDE and EXCLUDE also accept
resource class names and an optional resource name prefix:

• When specified alone, CLASS selects all resources within that class.
• When specified with CLASS, NAME selects all resources within the class that match the NAME prefix.
• A blank within NAME is significant. NAME(ABC) selects all resources that begin with ABC; NAME(ABC ) with a trailing

blank selects only resource ABC.
• The "(" and ")" characters cannot be within the CLASS or NAME value.
• The CLASS value can be from 1 to 8 characters.
• The NAME value can be from 1 to 40 characters.

NOTE

Any character string value that follows a valid input parameter is treated as a comment.

Class Processing

When using CLASS processing, note the following behaviors:
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• Class names of USERID or PROFILE that use NAME give results as if the matching names were specified individually
in the INCLUDE or EXCLUDE files.

• The special ID ―*ALL*ǁ can be requested with:
CLASS(USERID) NAME(*ALL*)

• Class names of USERID and PROFILE with NAME(*) select all entries within that class. This option can be used to
produce a report of only users or profiles.

• NAME(*) can only be specified in INCLUDE and only with class names USERID and PROFILE.
• Class names of USERID and PROFILE in the EXCLUDE file must provide the NAME keyword but cannot specify

NAME(*).
• Class names of USERID and PROFILE without the NAME report only the lines that contain that class name. This

option is used to obtain a report with only one line per ID.

The ACIDONLY keyword may be used on the CLASS(USERID) and CLASS(PROFILE) records to request reporting ONLY
ACID data for certain user IDs. Abilities of CLASS(USERID) and CLASS(PROFILE) reporting are summarized as follows:

To Obtain This INCLUDE This

Report only USERIDs CLASS(USERID)

Report all for select USERIDs CLASS(USERID) NAME(xxx) or acidname

Report only select USERIDs CLASS(USERID) NAME(xxx) ACIDONLY

Examples: INCLUDE and EXCLUDE Processing

This example excludes one user from reporting:

//EXCLUDE  DD *

USERA

This example excludes two resource classes from a full report:

//EXCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(class1)

CLASS(class2)

This example reports all items for one user:

//INCLUDE  DD *

USERB

This example reports everything for one user except for one class:

//EXCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(class1)

//INCLUDE  DD *

USERC

This example reports OTRAN usage for all ID’S:

//INCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(OTRAN)

This example reports everything for user ID’S starting with ABC:

//INCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(USERID) NAME(ABC)

This example excludes user ID’S starting with XYZ from the report:
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//EXCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(USERID) NAME(XYZ)

This example reports everything for all USERIDs:

//INCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(USERID) NAME(*)

This example reports everything for all PROFILEs:

//INCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(PROFILE) NAME(*)

This example reports only the USERID line:

//INCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(USERID)

This example reports one class for profiles starting with ABC:

//INCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(PROFILE) NAME(ABC)

CLASS(class1)

This example shows user-to-profile connections:

//INCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(USERLIST)

This example reports usage of datasets beginning with SYS2 and SYS3:

//INCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(DATASET) NAME(SYS2.)

CLASS(DATASET) NAME(SYS3.)

Manage Database Load Utility for Cleanup for Top Secret
Execute the database load utility anytime against an existing and active tracking file to add, reload, or delete items as
follows:

• When updating an existing tracking database, add statements like the following example to the JCL used for the
database load utility:
//DBASE    DD DSN=CAI.AT6.DB,DISP=SHR

//DBBACKUP DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(20,20))

//DBASE DD
Specifies the Cleanup database file.

//DBBACKUP DD
Automatically restores the DBASE file if an error or failure during the database load or update processing occurs.

• Newly added items begin tracking at the midnight nightly reload or whenever the main task is restarted. These items
are flagged with an asterisk (*) to denote them as newly added. The asterisk flag clears upon the first use.

• Reloading re-synchronizes the tracking and security database. Reloading an item does not affect its original load date
or lose the existing tracking information. Once a Cleanup tracking database is established, we recommend scheduling
a weekly or monthly reload using *ALL* or *RELOAD*.

• By default, an unscoped security administrator must run the database load utility. A SYSIN option allows a scoped
security administrator to run the utility.
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WARNING
Any items in the tracking database that are outside the scope may be removed from the tracking database.
Add the following statements to specify the option:

//SYSIN  DD  *

OPTION(ALLOWSCOPE)

/*

OPTION(ALLOWSCOPE)
The Cleanup database is updated using information that is obtained from Top Secret. The user ID associated
with the Database Update job must have access to that information. If that access is restricted, destruction of an
existing database, creation of a null or abbreviated database, or both may occur. For this reason, by default, the
Database Update utility requires use of an unscoped security ACID. The OPTION(ALLOWSCOPE) parameter
overrides that default requirement, allowing scoped control ACIDs to use the program.

• The WEBADM and IMWEB users are automatically excluded from the tracking database. These default names are
used for HTTP Server administration but often show no usage. If the HTTP Server is configured to use different
names, we recommend excluding those names from the tracking database.

You can share the Cleanup database across systems. Sharing should match that of the security database itself.

WARNING

If an error or abend occurs while being updated by the #DBU program, Cleanup tries to preserve the original
DBASE. However, some abends such as Sx22 (S122, S222, S322, S722) do not allow the recovery routine
to perform 'retry' processing, only 'cleanup' or percolation. The file I/O required to restore the DBASE from the
internal DBACKUP file is not allowed. Any attempt to perform such a restoration can result in an unsatisfied
WAIT, causing the job to hang.

For this reason, we recommend the following best practices for the #DBU job:

• Never cancel the job.
• Do not specify the TIME parameter.
• Do not specify the OUTLIM parameter.
• Consider referencing a GDG+1 data set on the DBBACKUP DD.

Sample JCL for AT6#DBU Database Load Utility
//JOBCARD

//S1      EXEC PGM=AT6#DBU,REGION=4M                           

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*                                        

//SYSOUT    DD DUMMY                                           

//SORTWK01  DD UNIT=3390,SPACE=(CYL,15)                        

//SORTWK02  DD UNIT=3390,SPACE=(CYL,15)                        

//*                                                            

//DBASE    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CLEANUP.DATABASE.DATASET.NAME   

//*DBASE    DD DSN=CAI.CLEANUP.DATABASE.DATASET.NAME           

//*            DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),SPACE=(CYL,(10,15),RLSE),  

//*            RECFM=VB,LRECL=584,BLKSIZE=0,             

//*            UNIT=SYSDA,VOL=SER=??????                       

//DBBACKUP  DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(50,50),RLSE)             

//INCLUDE   DD *

*

ASTRO2               Name any userid or profile

*ALL*                Load/Reload everything defined to security

//EXCLUDE   DD *                                               

//SYSIN DD *
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//

Input Parameters

Columns one through eight of each input statement specify the name of each user ID and profile to be loaded (or
reloaded) within the tracking database. An asterisk in column one designates a comment with two exceptions:

*ALL*
Loads (or reloads) the tracking database with everything that is defined to security. Existing items, if any, are
reloaded or removed if no longer defined to security.

*RELOAD*
Reloads only the items currently being tracked. Existing Cleanup database entries are updated but new users and
profiles are not added to the Cleanup database.

NOTE
Use the following parameters when specific information is required to be included or excluded:

//SYSPRINT DD
Specifies the output report DD.

//SORTWK01 DD
Specifies needed sort work space for the load utility.

//SORTWK02 DD
Specifies needed sort work space for the load utility.

xxxxxxxx
Specifies a specific user or profile ID.
Range: 1 to 8 characters

CLASS (xxxx) NAME(xxx)
Specifies the name and class type of a tracking database item.
CLASS

The type or category of an entity you want to track, for example, CLASS(DATASET). The value can be
found in the tracking database under the CLASS column.
Range: 1 to 8 characters.

NAME
The specific entity within the CLASS you want to track. The value can be found in the tracking database
under the NAME column.
Range: 1 to 40 characters.

OPTION(ALLOWSCOPE)
The Cleanup database is updated using information that is obtained from Top Secret. The user ID associated
with the Database Update job must have access to that information. If that access is restricted, destruction of an
existing database, creation of a null or abbreviated database, or both may occur. For this reason, by default, the
Database Update utility requires use of an unscoped security ACID. The OPTION(ALLOWSCOPE) parameter
overrides that default requirement, allowing scoped control ACIDs to use the program.

NOTE

Any character string value that follows a valid input parameter is treated as a comment.

INCLUDE and EXCLUDE

The INCLUDE and EXCLUDE files control how the Cleanup database is loaded:
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• These files replace use of the SYSIN file. (The SYSIN file still accepts input in the old format but future releases may
drop support.)

• If the INCLUDE file is specified, the SYSIN file is ignored.
• The files must be fixed-blocked with a record length of 80.
• All inputs must begin in column 1 and end before column 72.
• INCLUDE accepts specific eight-character user and profile IDs. The IDs must be padded with blanks unless using

optional user-group.
• EXCLUDE accepts specific eight-character blank-padded user and profile IDs. User-grouping is not used for

EXCLUDE processing.
• When specified alone, CLASS matches all resources within that class.
• When specified with CLASS, NAME matches all resources within the class that match the NAME prefix.
• A blank within NAME is significant. NAME(ABC) matches all resources that begin with ABC. NAME(ABC ) with a

trailing blank matches only resource ABC.
• The “(“ and “)” characters cannot be within the CLASS or NAME value.
• CLASS values of USERID and PROFILE are ignored.
• The CLASS value can be from 1 to 8 characters.
• The NAME value can be from 1 to 40 characters.

NOTE
CLASS requires that the INCLUDE file contain one or more user IDs, *RELOAD*, or *ALL*.

Usage of Includes and Excludes within the appropriate //INCLUDE DD and //EXCLUDE DD statements:

• Recommendations for //INCLUDE DD:
*ALL*

• Recommendations for //EXCLUDE DD:
Currently not recommended to use this for the database load.

Example INCLUDE and EXCLUDE
This example loads or synchronizes your Cleanup database with your security file:
//INCLUDE  DD *

*ALL*

This example deletes USERA from the database:
//EXCLUDE  DD *

USERA

This example refreshes USERB (re-synchronize USERB with the security file), retaining tracking history,
leaving all other items unchanged:
//INCLUDE  DD *

USERB

This example removes and reloads USERC, resetting tracking history for USERC, leaving all other items
unchanged:
//EXCLUDE  DD *

USERC

//INCLUDE  DD *

USERC

This example refreshes existing IDs without adding new IDs and removes two users:
//EXCLUDE  DD *

USERA

USERB

//INCLUDE  DD *

*RELOAD*

This example refreshes all IDs from the security file and remove two users:
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//EXCLUDE  DD *

USERA

USERB

//INCLUDE  DD *

*ALL*

This example removes resource class FACILITY permissions from one profile:
//EXCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(FACILITY)

//INCLUDE  DD *

PROFILEA

This example removes two resource classes from the Cleanup database:
//EXCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(class1)

CLASS(class2)

//INCLUDE  DD *

*RELOAD*

This example eliminates all dataset permissions that begin with SYS3 from the Cleanup database:
//EXCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(DATASET) NAME(SYS3.)

//INCLUDE  DD *

*ALL*

Manage Profiles with Cleanup for Top Secret
This article explains how to manage profiles with Cleanup for Top Secret.

Address Profile Ordering with ACIDs

When a profile has gone unreferenced for a specified timeframe, the Cleanup report utility includes that profile in its report
output. Cleanup generates TSS commands to remove the profile from any connected users and add the profile back to
any connected users for recovery purposes. If you do not have ordering criteria in the TSS command, a problem can
occur when adding the profile back to a user. This problem is addressed by:

Monitored Users
When a profile is to be added back based on a monitored user, TSS commands are generated with valid ordering
criteria that are taken from the TSSCFILE input list of the user. This behavior ensures that the profile is added
back in the proper sequence. If the first profile from the current list needs to be added, it includes the ‘FIRST’
keyword. All other profiles to be added include the ‘AFTER(xxxxxxxx)’ keyword, where ‘xxxxxxxx’ represents the
prior profile from the list.

Monitored Profiles
When a profile is added back based on a monitored profile, TSS commands cannot be generated with ordering
criteria, because the TSSCFILE input for a listed profile does not include the order of any attached user’s profile
list. It only contains the list of attached users. Because the necessary order data cannot be obtained, the REM
request is commented out, for example:
/*TSS REM(AT6UR1) PROFILE(AT6PRFZ)   /*  ADD has no profile order

In this case, an administrator must review the ADD command that corresponds to this REMOVE command.
The administrator must insert ordering criteria if necessary, and remove the comment data from the REMOVE
command to allow it to execute. This issue is only a concern if profiles are monitored and users are not monitored.
If the users are monitored, the research that is required is minimized.
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Profiles With ATTRIBUTEs

As a rule, profiles included for cleanup in the unreferenced report bypass any command generation if the profile has
been assigned any Top Secret ATTRIBUTE. This behavior ensures that any user who is connected to the profile does
not lose that attribute because Cleanup does not monitor the attribute usage. If any attribute other than GAP is assigned,
commands to remove or delete the profile are bypassed. The exception is if the profile is not currently connected to any
user based on the TSSCFILE input data. In this case, the commands to delete the profile are generated.

Review Ignored Profiles

If a profile contains any of the following elements, the profile is ignored (unless the profile has no connected users):

• ATTRIBUTE (identified by TSSCFILE record type 0700)
• MODE permit (identified by TSSCFILE record type 3090)
• SOURCE (identified by TSSCFILE record type 2200)

To review why the profile was ignored, activate the PROBLEMS output data set. After the data set becomes active,
TSSCFILE records that contribute to a profile being ignored are written to the data set with the message text.

An active PROBLEMS data set provides an extra resource for determining whether certain entries—for example, entries
that do not show up in the command file—can be removed from the main security file.

The following example shows sample record information:

I1=0700  AT6PRFX           Profile Contains ATTRIBUTES

I1=3090  AT6PRFZMODE       Profile Contains MODE Permit

Il=2200  AT6PRE2TERM001    Profile Contains SOURCE

In addition, if a user's attachment to a profile is being retained because of one of these elements, user-related records
such as these are written to the PROBLEMS file:

I1=2801   ETCLPRF1   ACCTUS1   Profile Contains Privileges

I1=2801   ETCLPRF1   ACCTUS2   Profile Contains Privileges

I1=2801   ETCLPRF1   ACCTUS3   Profile Contains Privileges

To activate the PROBLEMS output data set, add the following DD statement to the Cleanup report utility step that
executes AT6#RPT:

//PROBLEMS     DD DSN=CAI.AT6.PROBLEMS,                                   

//             DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),UNIT=SYSDA, 

//             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=300,BLKSIZE=0),VOL=SER=??????

After activation, the data set automatically captures record information and message information that is related to a profile
being ignored.

Manage User Groups with Cleanup for Top Secret
Use the advanced optional User Group Support feature to group and segregate user IDs to determine which users and
groups of users are using the active permissions. This feature lets you:

• Break down and better identify the users of any existing permission
• Group users into user groups to identify the exact access that the user group requires
• Develop role-based access

Use the database load utility to assign an optional user group number to one or more user IDs to group and segregate
those user IDs from all others. Append a number from 1 to 7 when loading or reloading any user ID.

NOTE
User group numbers cannot be assigned to profile IDs.
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NOTE
A user group number can be removed from all users and resources by specifying the RESETGRP option. This
option is specified with the *RELOAD* option. One or more group numbers can be specified to be removed. The
group numbers must be specified within parentheses and separated with commas.

Examples
In the following example, several user IDs are assigned to user group number one, while others are assigned
to user group two.
//S1 EXEC PGM=AT6#DBU

//INCLUDE DD *

CLERKA,1

CLERKB,1

TECHA,2

TECHB,2

Once established, the Cleanup database reflects these assignments:
REFDATE USERID    CLASS     NAME

------------------------------------------------------------------

        CLERKA    USERID    ROBERT                        USERGRP=1

        :         :         :

        CLERKB    USERID    CAROLYN                       USERGRP=1

        :         :         :

        TECHA     USERID    DONNA                         USERGRP=2

        :         :         :

        TECHB     USERID    FRANCIOS                      USERGRP=2

The Cleanup reports the user groups that have referenced each of the active permissions.
yyyy/mm/dd (05.272) 23:22                Referenced within 030 Days

Date     Date     Days  Item    Item

Loaded Referenced Unused Class   Name

----------------------------------------------------------

05.250   05.272     000  VOLUME  *ALL*     Ref'd by Groups=1,2

05.250   05.272     000  DATASET TESTCAT.  Ref'd by Groups=1,2

05.250   05.269     003  DATASET SYS1.MAN  Ref'd by Groups=1

End of Job.

The following example removes a user group number from an individual user by reloading the user with user
group zero:
//S1 EXEC PGM=AT6#DBU

//INCLUDE DD *

TECHA,0

The following example removes group numbers 2 and 6:
//S1 EXEC PGM=AT6#DBU

//INCLUDE DD *

*RELOAD*,RESETGRP=(2,6)

Monitor FACILITY and IBMGROUP Access for Cleanup for Top Secret
Monitor the use of FACILITY and IBMGROUP permissions with Cleanup for Top Secret.

You can monitor the use of FACILITY and IBMGROUP permissions at the user, profile, or ALL record levels. You can
also remove unused FACILITY and IBMGROUP permissions from the security policy (through execution of generated
TSS commands). The AT6#DBU utility populates the tracking database with “FACILITY” and “IBMGROUP” class entries
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for each FACILITY and IBMGROUP permission that is defined to the security file. Existing entries are updated by user
access. Cleanup for Top Secret does not track TYPE(GROUP) ACIDs.

NOTE

The tracking of IBMGROUP use is only possible when the IBMGROUP is supplied as the GROUP during logon.

The common use of IBMGROUP by DB2 cannot be tracked because DB2 does not share this information. Because of this
behavior, exclude IBMGROUP from your Cleanup Tracking Database.

Having new FACILITY and IBMGROUP entries in the tracking database creates an incompatibility with prior Cleanup
releases and maintenance levels, which do not recognize the new record type. If you share your tracking file between
multiple systems, perform one of the following activities:

• Migrate all sharing systems to the newest release and maintenance level of Cleanup.

• Modify all your AT6#DBU load jobs to exclude the FACILITY and IBMGROUP classes, which omit these records from
the tracking file.

Role-Based Reorganization and Restructure for Cleanup for Top Secret
You can use Cleanup to restructure and reorganize your security file. For example, use Cleanup to identify active access
rights that you can move to newer, smaller, and reorganized profiles. To do so, use the Cleanup report with the REF
(versus UNREF) option to identify active versus inactive items.

Start the Cleanup Process for Top Secret
These sample reports can you help start the process to clean up of the Top Secret security file.

Review the optional SUMMARY DD in the reports for a leveling off. At this point, you can start some actual cleanup. In this
example, week 15 is a good time to start the cleanup process.

• Week 2, the summary report shows 82% unused
• Week 3 shows 79% unused
• Week 4 shows 72% unused
• Week 5 shows 70% unused
• Week 6 shows 69% unused
• Week 7 shows 68% unused
• Week 8 shows 68% unused
• Week 9 shows 67% unused
• Week 10 shows 67% unused
• Week 11 shows 67% unused
• Week 12 shows 66% unused
• Week 13 shows 66% unused
• Week 14 shows 66% unused
• Week 15 shows 66% unused

SYSIN Options for Cleanup for Top Secret
Report options are specified in the SYSIN file. Options must begin in column 1 and must be uppercase. For example:

//SYSIN DD *

OPTION(XXXX)

/*
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Supported Options

The following options are available:

OPTION(SUSPENDUSERS)
Generates SUSPEND commands instead of delete commands for users eligible for cleanup. When in effect,
profile connects and resource permissions are not removed from the user. This option allows the user to be
"unsuspended" to regain the full access. After a period of time, you can run the report again without the option
to clean up the user, their related connections, and their permissions. This option is only valid when running an
UNREF report.

OPTION(DELETEUSERS)
(Default) Generates delete commands for users eligible for cleanup. When neither SUSPENDUSERS or
DELETEUSERS is specified, the DELETEUSERS option is in effect.

OPTION(COMMENTACCESSNONE)
Causes all ACCESS NONE permissions to appear as commented commands. Sometimes, ACCESS NONE
permissions should be retained even when not used. These options may be “stopper” permissions to prevent
access or to direct access to a different permission. Commands that are generated with this option can be run
and ACCESS NONE permissions are not removed. These permissions should be reviewed and uncommented
when appropriate.  If the user and group that is associated with the Permit is deleted, the Permit is deleted also
regardless of this option.

OPTION(LINECTL)
(Default) Generates normal detail-line spacing.

OPTION(MARKINIT|NOMARKINIT)
Allows the product to collect the user IDs of all active address spaces in the system during startup and mark them
as referenced.

OPTION(NOLINECTL)
Generates no detail-line spacing.

OPTION(NOPAGEHDR)
Generates no report header.

OPTION(ONEPAGEHDR)
Generates one report header.

OPTION(PAGEHDR)
(Default) Generates normal report headers.

FILTERING(EXTENSIVE|GENERAL)
Defines a SYSIN option to the #RPT to support all PERMIT parameters (CALENDAR, TIMEREC). This option
enhances the thoroughness of Cleanup processing. It ensures a complete correlation between the PERMITs in
the database tracking and CLFILE records. This option is specified in the SYSIN file. EXTENSIVE activates the
option. The default is GENERAL.

IGNOREATTR(attribute)
Allows the deletion of profiles even when they contain named attributes. Because the use of attributes is not
tracked, and it is unknown whether their loss would be critical, profiles that contain any attributes other than GAP
typically do not get deleted. However, in some instances, when their uses are known or common, you can exclude
attributes from this consideration. Applicable attribute specifications: ASUSPEND, AUDIT, CONSOLE, DUFUPD,
DUFXTR, MRO, MULTIPW, NOADSP, NOATS, NOPWCHG, OIDCARD, PSWDPHR, RSTDACC, SUSPEND,
TRACE, TSOMPW
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Tracking File in a Multi-LPAR Environment for Cleanup for Top Secret
To ensure optimal tracking file functionality in a multiple LPAR environment, consider the following recommendations that
are based on security database sharing and Command Propagation Facility (CPF) enablement:

Two systems share one security database and CPF is not enabled
We recommend using one shared tracking file.
The use of two tracking files is supported but not common because of the additional overhead. Two tracking files
may be used when IBM's Global Resource Serialization (GRS) or MIM cannot be used to propagate enqueues. If
you are using two tracking files, always use both as input for reports.

Two systems have separate security databases and CPF is enabled
We recommend using both tracking files.
Report using both tracking files as input because this is one logical security system. Use the CFILE from the
"master"system.

Two systems have separate security databases and CPF not enabled
We recommend using both tracking files.
The only way to track referenced or unreferenced items accurately is to have one tracking file per security
database. Report separately because these are two distinct security systems.

Undo Changes from Cleanup for Top Secret
You can use the AT6#RPT report utility to undo changes. This utility can generate Top Secret commands to:

• Remove unused security records
• Back out the changes

When you set up your Cleanup to remove unused security records, specify the BACKOUT DD statement for each CMDS
DD statement in the JCL.

The CMDS DD contains the TSS commands to clean up unused security records. The BACKOUT DD contains the TSS
commands to undo the cleanup of unused security records.

We recommend the following options:

• Include a BACKOUT DD statement when old security records are being removed
• The generated commands should be kept for future reference

Sample JCL
//AT6DBR JOB ACCT,REPORT,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X 

//*--------------------------------------------- 

//* REPORT UNREFERENCED ENTRIES OVER 30 DAYS 

//*--------------------------------------------- 

//S1 EXEC PGM=AT6#RPT,REGION=4M,PARM='UNREF=030' 

//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CAILIB 

//DBASE DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.AT6.DB 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 

//SUMMARY DD SYSOUT=* Optional output file 

//UNLOAD DD SYSOUT=* Optional output file 

//* 

//* OPTIONAL INPUT FOLLOWS FOR SELECTIVE REPORTING 

//* 

//INCLUDE DD * 

ASTRO2 Name any User or Profile 

MARSPROF Name any User or Profile 
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//* 

//* OTHER OPTIONAL FILES FOLLOW 

//* 

//CMDS DD SYSOUT=*,DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=0) 

//BACKOUT DD SYSOUT=*,DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=0) 

//CFILE DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CFILE 

//* 

//SORTWK01 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,5) 

//

Undo Changes Made to Profiles

To recover a PROFILE:

Removed from a monitored user
The TSS commands are generated with valid ordering criteria that are taken from the TSSCFILE input list of the
user. This option ensures that the profile is added back in the proper sequence. If the first profile from the current
list must be added, it includes the 'FIRST' keyword. All other profiles include the 'AFTER(xxxxxxxx)' keyword,
where 'xxxxxxxx' represents the prior profile from the list.

Removed from the security file
The TSS commands cannot be generated with ordering criteria, because the TSSCFILE input for a listed profile
does not include the order of any attached user's profile list. The TSSCFILE only contains the list of attached
users. Because the necessary order data cannot be obtained, the REMOVE request is commented out:
/*TSS REM(AT6UR1) PROFILE(AT6PRFZ) 

/* ADD has no profile order

Review the ADD command that corresponds to this REMOVE command and:

• Insert ordering criteria, if necessary
• Remove the comment data from the REMOVE command to allow it to execute

This issue only applies if profiles are monitored and users are not monitored.

Use Reports with Cleanup for Top Secret
The Unload Report Format is shown for Cleanup for Top Secret.

UNLOAD Report Format

The AT6#RPT UNLOAD file is a variable-blocked file containing multiple record types. Each record type describes a user,
profile, or permission. All fields contain character data. Fields are separated by blanks.

Date fields are formatted as YYYY.DDD where DDD is the day number of the year (Julian date). Date fields contain blanks
when the DATEOK field contains ‘N’.

Numeric fields, such as “number of days”, are right-justified and padded on the left with zeros. The numbers are in
character format.

Indicator fields contain a ‘Y’ or ‘N’ character.
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Record Descriptions

The following table describes the user ID and profile ID record:

Name Position Length Description

RECID 0001 0004 Record ID'0100'

LDATE 0006 0008 Load date

RDATE 0015 0008 Reference date

LDAYS 0024 0004 Number of days since last
referenced

DATEOK 0029 0001 'Y' if the dates are valid. 'N' if the
dates are invalid and LDAYS
could not be calculated.

ID 0031 0008 User ID or profile ID

CLASS 0040 0008 Contains value 'USERID' or
'PROFILE'

NAME 0049 0032 User or profile name

UGRPID 0082 0004 User ID tracking group number

The following table describes the user ID and profile ID connection record:

Name Position Length Description

RECID 0001 0004 Record ID '0101'

LDATE 0006 0008 Load date

RDATE 0015 0008 Reference date

LDAYS 0024 0004 Number of days since last
referenced

DATEOK 0029 0001 'Y' if the dates are valid. 'N' if the
dates are invalid and LDAYS
could not be calculated.

ID 0031 0008 User ID or profile ID

CLASS 0040 0008 Contains value 'PROFILES' or
'USERLIST'

CONNID 0049 0008 When class is 'PROFILES'
contains the profile ID that is
connected to the user. When
class is 'USERLIST' contains
the user ID that is connected to
the profile.

The following table describes the DATASET permission record:

Name Position Length Description

RECID 0001 0004 Record ID '0200'

LDATE 0006 0008 Load date
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RDATE 0015 0008 Reference date

LDAYS 0024 0004 Number of days since last
referenced

DATEOK 0029 0001 'Y' if the dates are valid. 'N' if the
dates are invalid and LDAYS
could not be calculated.

ID 0031 0008 User ID or Profile ID

CLASS 0040 0008 Contains value 'DATASET'

DATASET 0049 0044 DATASET permission name

D$REF01 0094 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 1

D$REF02 0096 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 2

D$REF03 0098 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 3

D$REF04 0100 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 4

D$REF05 0102 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 5

D$REF06 0104 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 6

D$REF07 0106 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 7

The following table describes the resource permission record:

Name Position Length Description

RECID 0001 0004 Record ID '0300'

LDATE 0006 0008 Load date

RDATE 0015 0008 Reference date

LDAYS 0024 0004 Number of days since last
referenced

DATEOK 0029 0001 'Y' if the dates are valid. 'N' if the
dates are invalid and LDAYS
could not be calculated.

ID 0031 0008 User ID or Profile ID

CLASS 0040 0008 Resource class name

RESNAME 0049 0256 Resource permission name

R$REF01 0306 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 1

R$REF02 0308 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 2

R$REF03 0310 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 3
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R$REF04 0312 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 4

R$REF05 0314 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 5

R$REF06 0316 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 6

R$REF07 0318 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 7

Report Utility JCL for Cleanup for Top Secret
This sample JCL for the report utility includes the recommended OPTIONS and output files specified. You need to adjust
the file names and adjust the UNREF=300 to fit the client standard. The best practice is to use 455 when data has been
collected that long.

Report Utility JCL
//JOBCARD

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------

//*  JOB TO BE USED TO REPORT ON THE CLEANUP DATABASE

//*  THIS JOB CAN BE RUN WITH UNREF OR REF PARAMETERS

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------

//S1      EXEC PGM=AT6#RPT,REGION=4M,PARM='UNREF=455'

//DBASE     DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CLEANUP.DATABASE.DATAET.NAME

//SYSIN     DD *

OPTION(COMMENTACCESSNONE)

OPTION(ONEPAGEHDR)

OPTION(NOLINECTL)

OPTION(SUSPENDUSER)

/*

//INCLUDE DD *

//EXCLUDE DD *

//SYSPRINT  DD DSN=hlq.CLEANUP.TSS.REPORT(+1),

//             DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//             RECFM=FB,LRECL=133

//SUMMARY   DD DSN=hlq.CLEANUP.TSS.SUMMARY(+1),

//             DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//             RECFM=FB,LRECL=133

//UNLOAD    DD DSN=hlq.CLEANUP.TSS.UNLOAD(+1),

//             DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//             RECFM=FB,LRECL=133

//SYSOUT    DD DUMMY

//CMDS      DD DSN=hlq.CLEANUP.TSS.CMDS(+1),

//             DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//             RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133

//BACKOUT   DD DSN=hlq.CLEANUP.TSS.BACKOUT(+1),

//             DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//             RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133

In this sample:
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PARM=
When the report is executed, a PARM value specifies criteria for the report. In this example, PARM='UNREF=30'
indicates that security file entries that are unreferenced for more than 30 days should be reported upon.

//DBASE DD
DBASE points to the Cleanup database file.

//SYSPRINT DD
Provides the Cleanup report as a formatted report with headers.

//SUMARY DD
The SUMMARY file is optional and allows the summary report to be produced separately from the report output.
This behavior allows the summary information to be more easily accessed and retained. When not specified, the
summary report appears at the end of the SYSPRINT report.

//UNLOAD DD
The UNLOAD file is optional and produces the report in an unloaded format. The format is a blank-delimited fixed-
column format that allows creation of customized reports or to otherwise use cleanup information. Fields that are
truncated due to the limitations of the printed report appear in their entirety in the UNLOAD file.

//INCLUDE DD
The INCLUDE file is optional and allows selective reporting. While the default is to report all items, you can use
the INCLUDE files to report items selectively.

//EXCLUDE DD
The EXCLUDE file is optional and allows selective reporting. While the default is to report all items, you can use
the EXCLUDE files to exclude items from the report and CMDS output file that you may not want to include or to
avoid making any changes to.

//SYSIN DD
The SYSIN file is optional and provides options for both reporting output and CDMS output.
Recommended options for //SYSIN DD:

• OPTION(COMMENTACCESSNONE)
• OPTION(ONEPAGEHDR)
• OPTION(NOLINECTL)
• OPTION(SUSPENDUSER)

//CDMS DD
CDMS statements are optional and are needed only when producing command output. CDMS provides all Top
Secret commands to take actions as desired. If these files are not present, a report is produced without the
command file output.

//BACKOUT DD
BACKOUT statements are optional and are needed only when producing command output. BACKOUT
statements provide the reverse of the Top Secret commands in the //CMDS DD file. BACKOUT allows you to
quickly change back the changes if or when needed.

//CFILE DD
CFILE statements are optional and are needed only when producing command output. The CFILE DD points
to an input file containing an unloaded version of the security file. You can create this file using the Top Secret
TSSCFILE utility. Ensure that the contents of the CFILE are current. Ensure that the CFILE contains all users and
profiles that are included in the current cleanup report request. If these files are not present, a report is produced
without the command file output.

NOTE
CFILE, CMDS, and BACKOUT must be present to generate commands. Excluding any causes the report to run
faster and produces only the SYSPRINT, SUMMARY, and UNLOAD.
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• The generation of command files is optional, but when selected for an UNREF report, two files always generate. One
contains cleanup commands and the other contingency commands that are used to restore the cleanup. For example,
if the cleanup file contains commands to delete a user ID, the contingency file contains the commands to recreate the
user ID.

• Internally, the report utility invokes the system SORT utility. SORTWORK statements are often unneeded and
dependent upon the volume of data being processed.

• Command output is formatted as fixed-length command lines that are continued if necessary. If one-line command
output in a variable-length format is needed, use the SAMPJCL sample job FB2VB. This utility converts the fixed-
length commands into one-line commands without continuations.

Input Parameters

The PARM value is used to specify criteria for the report. The PARM value indicates the number of days for reporting
items as referenced or unreferenced. The PARM value must be enclosed in single quotes. The PARM values are:

UNREF=nnn
Specifies the number of days that an item must be unreferenced for selection.

UNREF=ALL
Specifies that all items should be selected. This parameter can be used to generate commands to clean up
everything including those items that are referenced and still in use. Because all items are being requested as
unreferenced, the summary report shows 100 percent that is unreferenced for all items.

REF=nnn
Specifies that items that are referenced within that number of days are selected.

REF=ALL
Specifies that all items should be selected. This parameter can be used to generate commands to completely
“clone” a user or group including those items that have not been referenced.

PARM=’BOTH’
Reports the entire tracking file, both referenced and unreferenced items, without producing commands.

Authority and Scope

When running the AT6DBR report, the ACID does not need any administrative authorities or scope.

Sample Report and Command Files for Cleanup for Top Secret
Use this topic to view examples of both the cleanup and contingency command file.

Sample Report and Command Files

Sample report:

2002/12/28 (02.362) 11:42        Entries Unreferenced Over 180 Days

          Date     Date     Days    Item     Item

Userid   Loaded Referenced Unused   Class    Name

-------- ------ ---------- ------  --------- -----------------------

*ALL*    02.160   02.178     184   DATASET   TESTDB2

*ALL*    02.160     .        202   VOLUME    WORK08

ASTRO2   02.160     .        202   PROFILES  STARPROF

ASTRO2   02.160     .        202   PROFILES  SUNPROF

ASTRO2   02.160     .        202   DATASET   STAR.LOG2
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MARSPROF 02.160     .        202   USERLIST  ASTRO1

MARSPROF 02.160     .        202   USERLIST  ASTRO3

MARSPROF 02.160     .        202   DATASET   SOLAR.SYSTEM

MARSPROF 02.160   02.167     195   OTRAN     SAPI

MARSPROF 02.160   .          n/a   DATASET   ASTR04

In this example, where Days Unused is n/a, the resources reported have not been used in twenty-five or more years.

Sample command file output:

TSS REV(ALL) DSN(TESTDB2.) ACCESS(ALL>) 

TSS REV(ALL) VOLUME(WORK08) ACCESS(CREATE) 

TSS REM(ASTRO2) PROFILE(STARPROF)

TSS REM(ASTRO2) PROFILE(SUNPROF)

TSS REV(ASTRO2) DSN(STAR.LOG2) ACCESS(UPDATE)

TSS REM(ASTRO1) PROFILE(MARSPROF)

TSS REM(ASTRO3) PROFILE(MARSPROF)

TSS REV(MARSPROF) DSN(SOLAR.SYSTEM) ACCESS(ALL)

TSS REV(MARSPROF) OTRAN(SAPI) FAC(CICSTEST) ACCESS(EXECUTE)

TSS PER(ALL) DSN(TESTDB2.) ACCESS(ALL) 

TSS PER(ALL) VOLUME(WORK08) ACCESS(CREATE) 

TSS ADD(ASTRO2) PROFILE(STARPROF)

TSS ADD(ASTRO2) PROFILE(SUNPROF)

TSS PER(ASTRO2) DSN(STAR.LOG2) ACCESS(UPDATE)

TSS ADD(ASTRO1) PROFILE(MARSPROF)

TSS ADD(ASTRO3) PROFILE(MARSPROF)

TSS PER(MARSPROF) DSN(SOLAR.SYSTEM) ACCESS(ALL)

TSS PER(MARSPROF) OTRAN(SAPI) FAC(CICSTEST) ACCESS(EXECUTE)

Sample JCL for Cleanup for Top Secret
This topic includes sample JCL reports for Cleanup for Top Secret to run reports on resources, ACIDs, and PROFILES.

Sample JCL

This sample JCL reports on resources that belong to the OTRAN resource class that start with 'CE' and have been
unreferenced for 15 days. This JCL does not remove any unused security records.

//S1      EXEC PGM=AT6#RPT,REGION=4M,PARM='UNREF=15'     

//DBASE     DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.AT6.DB

//SUMMARY DD SYSOUT=* Optional output file                                                                   

   

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*                                   

//SORTWK01  DD UNIT=3390,SPACE=(CYL,15)         

//SORTWK02  DD UNIT=3390,SPACE=(CYL,15)         

//INCLUDE DD *                   

CLASS(OTRAN) NAME(CE) 

/* 

This sample JCL reports on all ACIDs that start with 'ABC' that have been unreferenced for 15 days'. This JCL does not
remove any unused security records.

//S1      EXEC PGM=AT6#RPT,REGION=4M,PARM='UNREF=15'     

//DBASE     DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.AT6.DB                   
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//SUMMARY DD SYSOUT=* Optional output file                                                       

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*                                   

//SORTWK01  DD UNIT=3390,SPACE=(CYL,15)         

//SORTWK02  DD UNIT=3390,SPACE=(CYL,15)         

//INCLUDE DD *                   

CLASS(USERID) NAME(ABC) 

This sample JCL reports on all PROFILEs that start with 'SYS', which are system programmers profiles that have been
unreferenced for 15 days. This JCL does not remove any unused security records.

//S1      EXEC PGM=AT6#RPT,REGION=4M,PARM='UNREF=15'     

//DBASE     DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.AT6.DB  

//SUMMARY DD SYSOUT=* Optional output file                                                                   

     

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*                                   

//SORTWK01  DD UNIT=3390,SPACE=(CYL,15)         

//SORTWK02  DD UNIT=3390,SPACE=(CYL,15)         

//INCLUDE DD *                   

CLASS(PROFILE) NAME(SYS) 

/*

Sample Reports for Cleanup for Top Secret
The SAMPJCL library contains sample JCL to run reports. Modify these samples to your site standards.

You can customize any of the Cleanup reports. To create a custom report:

• Add an //UNLOAD DD statement to your JCL.
• Feed the generated file into a report product, such as Easytrieve, to customize. The DCB information is not needed for

the file creation.

AT6DBR Job - Report on the Database

Use this sample job to report on the Cleanup database.

To use this job:

• Change all occurrences of "CAI" and "CAI.AT6" to specify the data set name of your Cleanup tracking database
• Update the PARM= statement to specify:

– The number of days threshold
– Either referenced or unreferenced items

Examples: AT6DBR sample report

For example, specify:

• PARM='REF=5' to report items that are referenced within the past five days
• PARM='UNREF=30' to report items that are unreferenced over 30 days
• PARM='BOTH' to report the entire tracking file. Both referenced and unreferenced items, without producing

commands.

Examples of Includes and Excludes usage within the appropriate //INCLUDE DD and //EXCLUDE DD statements.

The following example can be used with //INCLUDE or //EXCLUDE. You can mix and match as well within //INCLUDE or //
EXCLUDE DD statements any of the following:

XXXXXXXX        Specifies a specific ACID.  Range: 1 to 8 characters.  Userids or Profile
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CLASS(class_name) NAME(resource_name_prefix)     Specifies the name and class type of a tracking database

 item.

         CLASS        The type or category of an entity you wish to track, for example, CLASS(USER) or

 CLASS(DSN). 

                      The value can be found in the tracking database under the CLASS column. Range: 1 to 4

 characters

          NAME        The specific entity within the CLASS you wish to track. The value can be found in the

 tracking 

                      database under the KEY column.  Range: 1 to 40 character

This example uses an INCLUDE statement to specify data set rules that start with SYS*:

//INCLUDE DD *

CLASS(DSN)NAME(SYS)

This example uses an EXCLUDE statement to report on data set rules that start with SYS* but we do not want to include
data set rules for SYS3* data set names:

//INCLUDE DD *

CLASS(DSN)NAME(SYS)

//EXCLUDE DD *

CLASS(DSN)NAME(SYS3)

AT6DBRC Job - Build Command File

Use this sample job to report on the Cleanup database and build commands files that remove unused security file entries.
The first step refreshes the Cleanup database so that obsolete entries are removed before command generation.

To use this job:

• Change "CAI" and "CAI.AT6" to specify the data set name of your Cleanup tracking database
• Change all occurrences of "??????" to an appropriate volume for output datasets
• Update the PARM= statement to specify:

– The number of days threshold
– Either referenced or unreferenced items

AT6DBR01 Job - Split AT6 RPT Output

Use this sample job to split the AT6#RPT output into "GROUPS" of output. The GROUPIN file specifies ACIDs and
assigns each a "GROUP NAME" for reporting. AT6#RPT output is reorganized and presented by each assigned GROUP
NAME. ACIDs with no assigned reporting group appear under a GROUP NAME of $$NONE$$. Each group is printed to a
separate dynamically allocated SYSOUT file.

To use this job:

• Change all occurrences of "CAI" and "CAI.AT6" to appropriate data set names.
• SET UNREF=XX
xx

Specifies the reporting threshold in number of days or "ALL". For example:
    SET UNREF=60

AT6DBR02 Job - Rearrange AT6 RPT Output

Use this sample job to rearrange the AT6#RPT output into "GROUPS" of output. The GROUPIN file specifies ACIDs and
assigns each "GROUP NAME" for reporting. AT6#RPT output is reorganized and presented by each assigned GROUP
NAME. ACIDs with no assigned reporting group appear under the GROUP NAME of $$NONE$$. The output is then
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written as one file to SYSPRINT. Each group is separated by a page break. Many report distribution systems can route
these groups to various recipients.

To use this job:

• Change all occurrences of "CAI" and "CAI.AT6" to appropriate data set names.
• SET UNREF=XX
xx

Specifies the reporting threshold in number of days or "ALL". For example:
    SET UNREF=60

AT6DBR03 Job - Report on Resources

Use this sample job to report on resources instead of ACIDs and PROFILES.

To use this job:

• Change all occurrences of "CAI" and "CAI.AT6" to appropriate data set names.
• SET UNREF=XX

xx
Specifies the reporting threshold in number of days or "ALL". For example:

    SET UNREF=60

Specify Selection Criteria

Selection criteria can be a list of ACIDs, Class Names, or Resource Names. You can use any or all keywords and can
specify one of more of each. The keyword format is:

CLASS(class_name) NAME(resource_name_prefix)

Resource names are matched as a prefix value. Only the number of characters that are specified as input are compared.
To match an exact name, add a trailing blank in the input keyword.

Examples: matching names

This example matches resource ABC only:

NAME(ABC )

This example matches any resource that starts with ABC:

NAME(ABC)

AT6DBR04 Job - Selective ACID Report

Use this sample job to run a selective Cleanup report for all ACIDS within a DEPARTMENT, DIVISION, or ZONE.

To run this job:

• Change all occurrences of "CAI" and "CAI.AT6" to appropriate data set names.
• SET UNREF=XX
xx

Specifies the reporting threshold in number of days or "ALL". For example:
    SET UNREF=60

• Modify the SORT control statements to specify the DEPT, DIVISION, or ZONE name
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Verify Cleanup for Top Secret
We recommend that you run these reports on a periodic basis for tracking and comparison purposes. Comparing reports
lets you verify that Cleanup is working.

This sample JCL generates a report on all profiles that have been unreferenced for 15 days by specifying
PARM='UNREF=15'. This sample does not remove any unused security records:

//S1      EXEC PGM=AT6#RPT,REGION=4M,PARM='UNREF=15     

//DBASE     DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.AT6.DB                   

//*                                                        

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*                                   

//SORTWK01  DD UNIT=3390,SPACE=(CYL,15)         

//SORTWK02  DD UNIT=3390,SPACE=(CYL,15)         

//INCLUDE DD *                   

CLASS(PROFILE) NAME(*) 

/*                               

This sample JCL reports all ACIDs that have been unreferenced for 15 days by specifying PARM='UNREF=15'. This
sample does not remove any unused security records:

//S1      EXEC PGM=AT6#RPT,REGION=4M,PARM='UNREF=15'     

//DBASE     DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.AT6.DB                   

//*                                                        

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*                                   

//SORTWK01  DD UNIT=3390,SPACE=(CYL,15)         

//SORTWK02  DD UNIT=3390,SPACE=(CYL,15)         

//INCLUDE DD *                   

CLASS(USERID) NAME(*) 

/*                               

This sample JCL reports on resources that have been unreferenced for 15 days by specifying PARM='UNREF=15'. This
sample does not remove any unused security records:

//S1      EXEC PGM=AT6#RPT,REGION=4M,PARM='UNREF=15'  

//DBASE     DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.AT6.DB                   

//*                                                        

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*                                   

//SORTWK01  DD UNIT=3390,SPACE=(CYL,15)         

//SORTWK02  DD UNIT=3390,SPACE=(CYL,15)         

//INCLUDE DD *                   

CLASS(resourceclass) 

/*        

Each report may be of a considerable size. We recommend grouping the Profiles, Resources, and ACIDs into smaller
groups using the CLASS control card sub-parameter NAME.
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Using Cleanup for RACF
This section describes how administrators use Cleanup for RACF:

• Set up reports for tracking and comparison purposes
• Perform a phased cleanup of your security file
• Use the load utility
• Selectively report users and resources

Best Practices

We recommend the following best practices when using Cleanup for RACF.

• Run Cleanup all the time. Access from before the installation is unknown.
• Initially load the Cleanup database using the #AT8DBU utility using the *ALL* parameter.
• Schedule regular updates of the Cleanup database weekly to keep it in synch with RACF databases. This practice can

be daily or weekly depending on the security system changes.
• Perform the scheduled updates with the AT8#DBU utility *ALL* function.
• Wait several months before removing unused security records Cleanup tracks unused RACF database records over

time and should run through critical processing periods such as month, quarter, and year end.
NOTE
Depending on when you started collecting data, you may be able to start selective cleanup as early as 180
days, but best practice recommends having data for all critical processing periods that could be up to 455
days.

• Run the Cleanup reports without removing the unused security records. This practice lets you familiarize yourself with
the reports and their capabilities.

• Use a phased approach to implementation. An attempt to clean up all security database at one time produces an
unmanageable number of obsolete security file entries.

Security file entries are marked referenced only when they are used by the security system. Investigate early cases where
“obviously needed” security file entries are not being marked referenced as expected. Consider using a tool to simulate
such accesses. While investigation may reveal that Cleanup is not as active as expected, it will likely uncover that some
privilege or other access is causing the entries to become undermined and bypassed. Investigation of early Cleanup
findings has often uncovered existing security exposures.

First 30 Days with Cleanup for RACF
This section describes the actions to perform during the first 30 days that Cleanup is monitoring RACF.

• Database Load Utility
Review the Cleanup database reload process and validate the job is running successfully on a daily basis.
See Manage the Database Load Utility for Cleanup for RACF.

• Setup Basic Reporting JCL
Submit the reporting JCL with different PARM=, //INCLUDE, and //EXCLUDE statements.
See Use Reports with Cleanup for RACF.

• SYSIN Options for Cleanup for RACF
Report options are specified in the SYSIN file.
See SYSIN Options for Cleanup for RACF.

• INCLUDE and EXCLUDE Options for Cleanup for RACF
Use these files to report users, profiles, and resources selectively.
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See INCLUDE and EXCLUDE Options for Cleanup for RACF.
• Input Parameters for Cleanup for RACF

This article lists the input parameters for Cleanup for RACF.
See Input Parameters for Cleanup for RACF.

• Manage Group Usage with RACF
Use this topic to track users who are connected to a group profile.
See Manage Group Usage with RACF.

• Manage Class Processing with RACF
Use this topic to manage how the reports provide results according to Class names.
See Manage Class Processing with RACF.

• Example Tracking Database for RACF
See an example that shows a tracking database for RACF.
See Example Tracking Database for Cleanup for RACF.

• Report on RACF Remotely Synchronized Environments
RACF supports environments where multiple remote security databases exist and are kept synchronized using
technologies such as the Command Propagation Facility (CPF) in RACF.
See Clean RACF Remotely Synchronized Environments.

• Tracking File in a Multi-LPAR Environment for Cleanup for RACF
Ensure optimal tracking file functionality in a multiple LPAR environment.
See Tracking File in a Multi-LPAR Environment for Cleanup for RACF.

• Clone ACIDs
Use Cleanup to clone ACIDs as needed.
See Clone User IDs and Rules Sets with RACF.

Best Practices

We recommend the following best practices when using Cleanup for RACF.

Generate and save a report that includes //Summary DD after 30 days. Setup and generate the //SUMMARY report and
save the report with a “date” as part of the data set name.

Run the basic AT8DBR Cleanup report JCL with all DD Names including //SUMMARY. Save the first Summary showing
ALL security records that are unused and used. Save this report to compare to future reports. Capture and save the
Summary before you perform the first “cleanup” process.

Example:

//SUMMARY   DD DSN=hlq.CLEANUP.RACF.SUMMARY.D&YYMMDD,

//             DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//             RECFM=FB,LRECL=133

First 120 Days with Cleanup for RACF
This section describes the actions to perform during the first 120 days that Cleanup is monitoring RACF.

• Database Load Utility
Review the Cleanup database reload process and validate the job is running successfully on a daily basis.
See Manage the Database Load Utility for Cleanup for RACF.

• Setup Basic Reporting JCL
Submit the reporting JCL with different PARM=, //INCLUDE, and //EXCLUDE statements.
See Use Reports with Cleanup for RACF.

• SYSIN Options for Cleanup for RACF
Report options are specified in the SYSIN file.
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See SYSIN Options for Cleanup for RACF.
• INCLUDE and EXCLUDE Options for Cleanup for RACF

Use these files to report users, profiles, and resources selectively.
See INCLUDE and EXCLUDE Options for Cleanup for RACF.

• Input Parameters for Cleanup for RACF
This article lists the input parameters for Cleanup for RACF.
See Input Parameters for Cleanup for RACF.

• Manage Group Usage with RACF
Use this topic to track users who are connected to a group profile.
See Manage Group Usage with RACF.

• Manage Class Processing with RACF
Use this topic to manage how the reports provide results according to Class names.
See Manage Class Processing with RACF.

• Example Tracking Database for RACF
See an example that shows a tracking database for RACF.
See Example Tracking Database for Cleanup for RACF.

• Report on RACF Remotely Synchronized Environments
RACF supports environments where multiple remote security databases exist and are kept synchronized using
technologies such as the Command Propagation Facility (CPF) in RACF.
See Clean RACF Remotely Synchronized Environments.

• Tracking File in a Multi-LPAR Environment for Cleanup for RACF
Ensure optimal tracking file functionality in a multiple LPAR environment.
See Tracking File in a Multi-LPAR Environment for Cleanup for RACF.

• Clone ACIDs
Use Cleanup to clone ACIDs as needed.
See Clone User IDs and Rules Sets with RACF.

Best Practices

We recommend the following best practices when using Cleanup for RACF.

Generate and save a report that includes //Summary DD after 120 days. Setup and generate the //SUMMARY report and
save the report with a “date” as part of the data set name. Compare the results to the //SUMMARY output from 30 days.

Run the basic AT8DBR Cleanup report JCL with all DD Names including //SUMMARY. Save the first Summary showing
ALL security records that are unused and used. Save this report to compare to the timeframe of six months. Capture and
save the Summary before you perform the first “cleanup” process.

Example:

//SUMMARY   DD DSN=hlq.CLEANUP.RACF.SUMMARY.D&YYMMDD,

//             DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//             RECFM=FB,LRECL=133

First 360 Days with Cleanup for RACF
This section describes the actions to perform during the first 360 days that Cleanup is monitoring RACF.

• Database Load Utility
Review the Cleanup database reload process and validate the job is running successfully on a daily basis.
See Manage the Database Load Utility for Cleanup for RACF.

• Setup Basic Reporting JCL
Submit the reporting JCL with different PARM=, //INCLUDE, and //EXCLUDE statements.
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See Use Reports with Cleanup for RACF.
• SYSIN Options for Cleanup for RACF

Report options are specified in the SYSIN file.
See SYSIN Options for Cleanup for RACF.

• INCLUDE and EXCLUDE Options for Cleanup for RACF
Use these files to report users, profiles, and resources selectively.
See INCLUDE and EXCLUDE Options for Cleanup for RACF.

• Input Parameters for Cleanup for RACF
This article lists the input parameters for Cleanup for RACF.
See Input Parameters for Cleanup for RACF.

• Manage Group Usage with RACF
Use this topic to track users who are connected to a group profile.
See Manage Group Usage with RACF.

• Manage Class Processing with RACF
Use this topic to manage how the reports provide results according to Class names.
See Manage Class Processing with RACF.

• Example Tracking Database for RACF
See an example that shows a tracking database for RACF.
See Example Tracking Database for Cleanup for RACF.

• Report on RACF Remotely Synchronized Environments
RACF supports environments where multiple remote security databases exist and are kept synchronized using
technologies such as the Command Propagation Facility (CPF) in ACF2.
See Clean RACF Remotely Synchronized Environments.

• Tracking File in a Multi-LPAR Environment for Cleanup for RACF
Ensure optimal tracking file functionality in a multiple LPAR environment.
See Tracking File in a Multi-LPAR Environment for Cleanup for RACF.

• Clone ACIDs
Use Cleanup to clone ACIDs as needed.
See Clone User IDs and Rules Sets with RACF.

Best Practices

We recommend the following best practices when using Cleanup for RACF.

Generate and save a report that includes //Summary DD after 360 days. Setup and generate the //SUMMARY report and
save the report with a “date” as part of the data set name. Compare the results to the //SUMMARY output from 30 and
120 days.

Run the basic AT8DBR Cleanup report JCL with all DD Names including //SUMMARY. Save the first Summary showing
ALL security records that are unused and used. Save this report to compare to the timeframe of 30 days and 120 days.
Capture and save the Summary before you perform the first “cleanup” process.

Example:

//SUMMARY   DD DSN=hlq.CLEANUP.RACF.SUMMARY.D&YYMMDD,

//             DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//             RECFM=FB,LRECL=133

First 455 Days with Cleanup for RACF
This section describes the actions to perform during the first 455 days that Cleanup is monitoring RACF.

• Database Load Utility
Review the Cleanup database reload process and validate the job is running successfully on a daily basis.
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See Manage the Database Load Utility for Cleanup for RACF.
• Setup Basic Reporting JCL

Submit the reporting JCL with different PARM=, //INCLUDE, and //EXCLUDE statements.
See Use Reports with Cleanup for RACF.

• SYSIN Options for Cleanup for RACF
Report options are specified in the SYSIN file.
See SYSIN Options for Cleanup for RACF.

• INCLUDE and EXCLUDE Options for Cleanup for RACF
Use these files to report users, profiles, and resources selectively.
See INCLUDE and EXCLUDE Options for Cleanup for RACF.

• Input Parameters for Cleanup for RACF
This article lists the input parameters for Cleanup for RACF.
See Input Parameters for Cleanup for RACF.

• Manage Group Usage with RACF
Use this topic to track users who are connected to a group profile.
See Manage Group Usage with RACF.

• Manage Class Processing with RACF
Use this topic to manage how the reports provide results according to Class names.
See Manage Class Processing with RACF.

• Example Tracking Database for RACF
See an example that shows a tracking database for RACF.
See Example Tracking Database for Cleanup for RACF.

• Report on RACF Remotely Synchronized Environments
RACF supports environments where multiple remote security databases exist and are kept synchronized using
technologies such as the Command Propagation Facility (CPF) in RACF.
See Clean RACF Remotely Synchronized Environments.

• Tracking File in a Multi-LPAR Environment for Cleanup for RACF
Ensure optimal tracking file functionality in a multiple LPAR environment.
See Tracking File in a Multi-LPAR Environment for Cleanup for RACF.

• Clone ACIDs
Use Cleanup to clone ACIDs as needed.
See Clone User IDs and Rules Sets with RACF.

Best Practices

We recommend the following best practices when using Cleanup for RACF.

Generate and save a report that includes //Summary DD after 455 days. Setup and generate the //SUMMARY report and
save the report with a “date” as part of the data set name. Compare the results to the //SUMMARY output from 30 days,
120 days, and 360 days.

Run the basic AT8DBR Cleanup report JCL with all DD Names including //SUMMARY. Save the first Summary showing
ALL security records that are unused and used. Save this report to compare to the timeframe of 30 days, 120 days, and
360 days. Capture and save the Summary before you perform the first “cleanup” process.

Example:

//SUMMARY   DD DSN=hlq.CLEANUP.RACF.SUMMARY.D&YYMMDD,

//             DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//             RECFM=FB,LRECL=133

After 455 Days with Cleanup for RACF
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This section describes the actions to perform after Cleanup has monitored RACF for over 455 days.

• Database Load Utility
Review the Cleanup database reload process and validate the job is running successfully on a daily basis.
See Manage the Database Load Utility for Cleanup for RACF.

• Create a Security Backup for Cleanup for RACF
Use the Cleanup report and command generator to create a general security backup, in command format, covering
active users, profiles, and access.
See Create a Security Backup for Cleanup for RACF.

• Manage User Groups with Cleanup for RACF
Use the advanced optional User Group Support feature to group and segregate user IDs to determine which users and
groups of users are using the active permissions.
See Manage User Groups with Cleanup for RACF.

• Role-Based Reorganization and Restructure for Cleanup for RACF
Use Cleanup to restructure and reorganize your security file.
See Role-Based Reorganization and Restructure for Cleanup for RACF.

• Undo Changes from Cleanup for RACF
You can use the AT8#RPT report utility to undo changes made by Cleanup.
See Undo Changes from Cleanup for RACF.

Best Practices

We recommend the following best practices when using Cleanup for RACF.

Generate and save a report that includes //Summary DD after 455 days. Setup and generate the //SUMMARY report and
save the report with a “date” as part of the data set name. Compare the results to the //SUMMARY output from 30 days,
120 days, and 360 days.

Run the basic AT8DBR Cleanup report JCL with all DD Names including //SUMMARY. Save the first Summary showing
ALL security records that are unused and used. Save this report to compare to the timeframe of 30 days, 120 days, and
360 days. Capture and save the Summary before you perform the first “cleanup” process.

Example:

//SUMMARY   DD DSN=hlq.CLEANUP.RACF.SUMMARY.D&YYMMDD,

//             DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//             RECFM=FB,LRECL=133

Main Task Sample JCL for Cleanup for RACF
Use the following sample JCL for the main task with RACF:

//AT8     PROC DB=

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------

//* This Started-task is used to perform ongoing security file cleanup

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------

//AT8     EXEC PGM=AT8#MON,REGION=2M,TIME=1440

//DBASE    DD   DISP=SHR, DSN=CAI.AT8.DB&DB

//PARMS    DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CDY1PROC(AT8PARM),FREE=CLOSE

Startup Parameter Requirements

The requirements for the startup parameters that are specified in the PARMS file are:
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• All keywords must begin in column one
• A line with an asterisk in column one is treated as a comment.
• NOUPDATE

Disables the automatic thirty-minute interval for tracking file updates. When used, the tracking file is updated only in
response to operator commands or during the nightly reload. This parameter can be used with an automated operator
command product to provide greater control over when tracking file updates occur.

• MARKINIT|NOMARKINIT
Determines whether to collect the user IDs of all active address spaces in the system during startup and mark them as
referenced. This process lets the product more easily track as much activity as possible.

Operator Commands

The following operator commands control the Cleanup main task:

To start the main task and security monitoring, enter:

S AT8,SUB=MSTR

SUB=MSTR
Starts the main task under the master subsystem. The main task does not require any JES2 services (such as
SYSIN or SYSOUT processing). Starting with SUB=MSTR allows the main task to start collecting data as early as
possible, without waiting for JES2 to start.

To restart the main task after software maintenance to the AT8#GBL module, enter:

S AT8,SUB=MSTR,PARM=REINIT

If the REINIT PARM is omitted, the main task detects new maintenance levels at startup and automatically performs the
REINIT process.

To request updating of the database on disk using the current in-memory copy of the database, enter:

F AT8,UPDATE

To stop security monitoring and the main task, enter:

P AT8

NOTE
You can stop and restart the main task at any time. Security monitoring and updating of the database does not
occur.

Cleanup for RACF Tasks
The following sections include the procedures that are performed at the various phases of the Cleanup for RACF process.
To determine which task you need to perform during the cleanup process, see the applicable topic:

• First 30 Days with Cleanup for RACF
• First 120 Days with Cleanup for RACF
• First 360 Days with Cleanup for RACF
• First 455 Days with Cleanup for RACF
• After 455 Days with Cleanup for RACF

Clean RACF Remotely Synchronized Environments
Support is provided for environments where multiple remote security databases exist and are kept synchronized using
technologies such as RACF RRSF. In this environment, cleanup decisions must consider usage across all security
databases, not usage seen within one. For example, a user ID or permission used daily within location one, might appear
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unused within the security database at location two. Because the databases are synchronized, it would be an error to
clean up the item in location two, despite its appearance as being unused.

Cleanup supports the processing of multiple Cleanup databases as input. When you provide multiple databases, the
report performs correlation and the report produces a collective composite report that is based on the usage across all
databases. Specifically, this behavior means that a user ID or permission that is used in one location does not appear on
the cleanup report unless it is unused across all locations.

To provide multiple databases to the report, add a JCL statement, naming each remote database (or a locally available
copy of it). Each remote file must have a file name that begins with //DBASEn, where n is a numeric suffix from 1 to 9. For
example:

//AT8DBR JOB ACCT,REPORT,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X

//*---------------------------------------------

//* REPORT UNREFERENCED ENTRIES OVER 30 DAYS

//*---------------------------------------------

//S1      EXEC PGM=AT8#RPT,REGION=4M,PARM='UNREF=030'

//STEPLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CDY1LINK

//DBASE     DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.ETRUST.DB.CHICAGO  <- Chicago database

//DBASE1    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.ETRUST.DB.NY       <- New York database

//DBASE2    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.ETRUST.DB.UK       <- UK database  

Clone User IDs and Rules Sets with RACF
To clone user IDs and rule sets uniquely without copying unused and excessive accesses:

• Using the report utility job (AT8DBR), run a selective report of the item being cloned showing accesses recently used.
For example, specify access that is used within 60 days.
PARM='REF=60'

• Use the commands that are generated by this report to create the item. Because these commands only reflect
accesses, recently used, unused, and excessive accesses are not conveyed.

Create a Security Backup for Cleanup for RACF
You can use the Cleanup report and command generator to create a general security backup, in command format,
covering active users, groups, and access. To do so, run a report of all active access by specifying the following report
parameter:

PARM='REF=999'

The commands that are generated by this report represent a general backup, in command format, of active or all users,
groups, and access. Items that have not been referenced within 999 days are not included. These commands intend to
complement, never replace or offset, existing security backup procedures.

To generate commands for all items including those commands not referenced within 999 days, run a report specifying the
following report parameter:

PARM='REF=ALL'

Example Tracking Database for Cleanup for RACF
The following example shows a tracking database for RACF:

REFDATE USERID    CLASS     NAME

------- --------  --------  -----------------------------------------------

 03131  IXGLOGR   USERID    SYSTEM LOGGER TASK               *LOADED=03063
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        IXGLOGR   GROUPS    OMVSGRP  03131  STCGRP         STGADMG

        IXGLOGR   FACILITY  IXLSTR.LOGREC_P*

        IXGLOGR   FACILITY  IXLSTR.OPERLOG_P*

 03131  IXGLOGR   DATASET   TSD.SYSPLEX.OPERLOG.*

        IXGLOGR   DATASET   TSO.SYSPLEX.LOGREC.*

 03130  DPGRACF   GROUP                                       *LOADED=03063

        DPGRACF   USERLIST  CP25649     CP27735       D80721C       E25132B

        DPGRACF   USERLIST  E31104X     E31106D 03130 E31109C       E31121D

        DPGRACF   USERLIST  E31124B     E31125B       E44000A 03130 E44001F

 03130  DPGRACF   ACCTNUM   SEC

        DPGRACF   APPL      A56XTV4S

        DPGRACF   FACILITY  VRA$.**

        DPGRACF   FACILITY  VRAADM$.VARIABLES

        DPGRACF   FACILITY  VRAADM$.VRC.ADMIN

        DPGRACF   FIELD     USER.TSO.*

 03130  DPGRACF   TSOAUTH   ACCT

        DPGRACF   DATASET   BET2563.*

 03130  DPGRACF   DATASET   CATALOG.*

        DPGRACF   DATASET   CATALOG.INTER*

        DPGRACF   DATASET   CATALOG.TESTDEV*

 03130  DPGRACF   DATASET   CATALOG.TSO.*   

 03131  *PROF*    USERID    DEFINED BASE PROFILES             *LOADED=03063

        *PROF*    ACCTNUM   SAP

 03130  *PROF*    ACCTNUM   SEC

        *PROF*    APPL      A56XTV4S

        *PROF*    FACILITY  IXLSTR.LOGREC_P*

        *PROF*    FACILITY  IXLSTR.OPERLOG_P*

REFDATE
Indicates the reference/use date of the depicted entry, if any.

USERID / GROUP
Indicates the user or group ID to which the entry belongs. A special ID named *PROF* is automatically created
within each database for RACF. This user ID identifies and tracks every resource profile that is defined to RACF.
Each resource profile is marked referenced whenever its UACC or access list is used to resolve an access.

CLASS
Indicates the type of entry that is assigned to the user or group ID. For example, DATASET shows a file
permission for ID. GROUPS and USERLIST show connections to the ID. For conciseness, up to thirty-four
connections are fit on these lines. This scenario represents the lone exception, where instead of showing one
reference date at the beginning of the line, reference dates are shown next to each entry on the line.

NAME
Indicates the user ID or resource name.

LOADED
Indicates the Julian date when the ID was first loaded into the database.

INCLUDE and EXCLUDE Options for Cleanup for RACF
In Cleanup for RACF, specify report options in the INCLUDE and EXCLUDE files to selectively include or exclude users
and resources in reports.

You can use the INCLUDE and EXCLUDE files to report users, groups, and resources selectively.
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• These files replace use of the SYSIN file. The SYSIN file still accepts input in the old format, but a future release may
drop support.

• If the INCLUDE file is specified, the SYSIN file is ignored.
• The files must be fixed-blocked with a record length of 80.
• All input must begin in column 1 and end before column 72.

INCLUDE and EXCLUDE accept specific eight-character user IDs and group IDs.

INCLUDE and EXCLUDE accept resource class names and an optional resource name prefix:

• When specified alone, CLASS selects all resources within that class.
• When specified with CLASS, NAME selects all resources within the class that match the NAME prefix.
• A blank within NAME is significant. NAME(ABC) selects all resources that begin with ABC; NAME(ABC ) with a trailing

blank selects only resource ABC.
• The “(“ and “)” characters cannot be within the CLASS or NAME value.
• The CLASS value can be from 1 to 8 characters.
• The NAME value can be from 1 to 40 characters.

NOTE
Any character string value that follows a valid input parameter is treated as a comment.

Example INCLUDE and EXCLUDE Reports

This example loads or synchronizes your Cleanup database with your security file:

//INCLUDE  DD *

*ALL*

This example deletes USERA from the Cleanup database:

//EXCLUDE  DD *

USERA

This example refreshes USERB (re-synchronizes with the security file), retaining tracking history, leaving all other items
unchanged:

//INCLUDE  DD *

USERB

This example removes and reloads USERC, resetting tracking history for USERC, leaving all other items unchanged:

//EXCLUDE  DD *

USERC

//INCLUDE  DD *

USERC

This example refreshes existing IDs, without adding new IDs, and removes two users:

//EXCLUDE  DD *

USERA

USERB

//INCLUDE  DD *

*RELOAD*

This example refreshes all IDs from the security file and removes two users:

//EXCLUDE  DD *

USERA

USERB
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//INCLUDE  DD *

*ALL*

This example removes resource class FACILITY permissions from one group:

//EXCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(FACILITY)

//INCLUDE  DD *

GROUPA

This example removes two resource classes from the Cleanup database:

//EXCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(class1)

CLASS(class2)

//INCLUDE  DD *

*RELOAD*

This example eliminates all dataset permissions that begin with SYS3 from the Cleanup database:

//EXCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(DATASET) NAME(SYS3.)

//INCLUDE  DD *

*ALL*

Input Parameters for Cleanup for RACF
This article lists the input parameters for Cleanup for RACF. Columns one through eight of each input statement specify
the name of each user ID and group to be loaded (or reloaded) within the tracking database. An asterisk in column one
designates a comment with two exceptions.
*ALL*

Loads (or reloads) the tracking database with everything that is defined to security. Existing items, if any, are
reloaded or removed if no longer defined to security.

*RELOAD*
Reloads only the items currently being tracked. Existing Cleanup database entries are updated but new users and
groups are not added to the Cleanup database.

NOTE
*ALL* and *RELOAD* are the typical input parameters.

The following parameters are used when specific information is required to be included or excluded:

• xxxxxxxx
Specifies a specific user or group ID.
Range: 1 to 8 characters

• CLASS (xxxx) NAME(xxx)
Specifies the name and class type of a tracking database item.

CLASS
The type or category of an entity you want to track, for example, CLASS(DATASET). The value can be found in
the tracking database under the CLASS column.
Range: 1 to 8 characters

NAME
The specific entity within the CLASS you want to track. The value can be found in the tracking database under the
NAME column.
Range: 1 to 40 characters
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NOTE
Any character string that follows a valid input parameter is treated as a comment.

Manage the Database Load Utility for Cleanup for RACF
You can execute the database load utility anytime against an existing and active tracking file to add, reload, or delete
items as follows:

• When updating an existing tracking database, add statements like the following example to the JCL used for the
database load utility:
//DBASE    DD DSN=CAI.AT8.DB,DISP=SHR

//DBBACKUP DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(20,20))

The DBBACKUP file automatically restores the DBASE file when an error or failure during the database load or update
processing.

• Newly added items begin tracking at the midnight nightly reload or whenever the main task is restarted (see the main
task). These items are flagged with an asterisk (*) to denote them as newly added. The asterisk flag clears upon
the first use.

• Reloading resynchronizes the tracking and security database. Reloading an item does not affect its original load date
or lose the existing tracking information. Once a Cleanup tracking database has been established, we recommend that
you schedule a weekly or monthly reload using *ALL* or *RELOAD*.

• The WEBADM and IMWEB users are automatically excluded from the tracking database. These default names are
used for HTTP Server administration but often show no usage. If HTTP Server is configured to use different names, we
recommend excluding those names from the tracking database.

You can share the Cleanup database across systems. Sharing should match that of the security database itself.

WARNING

If an error or abend occurs while being updated by the #DBU program, Cleanup tries to preserve the original
DBASE. However, some abends, such as Sx22 (S122, S222, S322, S722), do not allow the recovery routine
to perform 'retry' processing, only 'cleanup' or percolation. The file I/O required to restore the DBASE from the
internal DBACKUP file is not allowed. Any attempt to perform such a restoration can result in an unsatisfied
WAIT, causing the job to hang.

For this reason, we recommend the following best practices for the #DBU job:

• Never cancel the job.
• Do not specify the TIME parameter.
• Do not specify the OUTLIM parameter.
• Consider referencing a GDG+1 data set on the DBBACKUP DD.

Manage Group Usage with RACF
Two methods are available to determine the RACF Groups that a user needs.

First, each RACF Group within the tracking database includes a USERLIST record. The USERLIST record identifies:

• Every user who is connected to a Group
• Date last used
• Active Users

Second, each user within the tracking database includes:

• A GROUPS record. This record identifies every group that is connected to the user.
• Date of last use
• Active groups
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Example: Group Usage
In this example, user ASTRO2 has three connected Groups. Only the MARSPROF Group has been used. The
Groups do not have to be monitored.
REFDATE   USERID    CLASS      NAME

-------  --------  --------   ----------------------------

03321     MARSPROF  GROUP      MARS GROUP

          MARSPROF  USERLIST   ASTRO1       ASTRO2    03321  ASTRO3

03321     ASTRO2    USERID     ASTRONAUT 2

          ASTRO2     ROUPS     STARPROF     MARSPROF  03321  SUNPROF

Example: Universal Usage
When the UNIVERSAL attribute is assigned to a Group profile, users with a default connection (connect to
the group with USE authority and no connect attributes) are no longer stored in the Group profile. Only users
that have a connect attribute like group-SPECIAL, group-OPERATIONS, or a connect authority that exceeds
USE are stored in the Group profile. Cleanup for RACF tracks Universal Groups for members that are explicit
members within that group. This tracking includes only those users with the attributes like group-SPECIAL,
group-OPERATIONS, or a connect authority that exceeds USE. General users that only have the USE
attribute are not explicit members in a Universal Group, so are not tracked.

Manage Class Processing with RACF
When using CLASS processing with RACF, note the following behaviors:

• Class names of USERID or GROUP that use NAME gives results as if the matching names were specified individually
in the INCLUDE or EXCLUDE files.

• The special ID “*PROF*” can be requested with:
CLASS(USERID) NAME(*PROF*) 

• The special ID “*” can be requested by specifying “*” followed by a blank: CLASS(USERID) NAME(* ).
• Class names of USERID and GROUP with NAME(*) select all entries within that class. This option can be used to

produce a report of only users or groups.
• NAME(*) can only be specified in INCLUDE and only with class names USERID and GROUP.
• Class names of USERID and GROUP in the EXCLUDE file must provide the NAME keyword but cannot specify

NAME(*).

Class names of USERID and GROUP without NAME report only the lines that contain that class name. This option can be
used to obtain a report with only one line per ID.

INCLUDE and EXCLUDE Examples

This example excludes one user from reporting:

//EXCLUDE  DD *

USERA

This example excludes two resource classes from a full report:

//EXCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(class1)

CLASS(class2)

This example reports all items for one user:

//INCLUDE  DD *

USERB
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This example reports everything for one user except for one class:

//EXCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(class1)

//INCLUDE  DD *

USERC

This example reports TSOPROC usage for all ID’S:

//INCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(TSOPROC)

This example reports everything for user ID’S starting with ABC:

//INCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(USERID) NAME(ABC)

This example excludes user ID’S starting with XYZ from the report:

//EXCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(USERID) NAME(XYZ)

This example reports only on users:

//INCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(USERID) NAME(*)

This example reports only on groups:

//INCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(GROUP) NAME(*)

This example reports only the USERID line:

//INCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(USERID)

This example reports one class for groups starting with ABC:

//INCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(GROUP) NAME(ABC)

CLASS(class1)

These example reports user-to-group connections:

//INCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(USERLIST)

This example reports usage of datasets beginning with SYS2 and SYS3:

//INCLUDE  DD *

CLASS(DATASET) NAME(SYS2.)

CLASS(DATASET) NAME(SYS3.)

Manage User Groups with Cleanup for RACF
Use the advanced optional User Group Support feature to group and segregate user IDs. Doing so lets you determine
which users and groups of users are using the active permissions. This feature lets you:
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• Break down and better identify the users of any existing permission.
• Group users into user groups to identify the exact access that the user group requires.
• Develop role-based access.

Use the database load utility to assign an optional user group number to one or more user IDs to group and segregate
those user IDs from all others. Append a number from 1 to 7 when loading or reloading any user ID as shown in the
following example.

NOTE
User group numbers cannot be assigned to group IDs.

//S1 EXEC PGM=AT8#DBU

//INCLUDE DD *

CLERKA,1

CLERKB,1

TECHA,2

TECHB,2

 

In this example, several user IDs are assigned to user group number one, while others are assigned to user group two:

REFDATE USERID    CLASS     NAME

------------------------------------------------------------------

        CLERKA    USERID    ROBERT                        USERGRP=1

        :         :         :

        CLERKB    USERID    CAROLYN                       USERGRP=1

        :         :         :

        TECHA     USERID    DONNA                         USERGRP=2

        :         :         :

        TECHB     USERID    FRANCIOS                      USERGRP=2

In addition, the Cleanup report shows the user groups, if any, that have referenced each of the active permissions.

yyyy/mm/dd (05.272) 23:22                Referenced within 030 Days

Date     Date     Days  Item    Item

Loaded Referenced Unused Class   Name

----------------------------------------------------------

05.250   05.272     000  VOLUME  *ALL*     Ref'd by Groups=1,2

05.250   05.272     000  DATASET TESTCAT.  Ref'd by Groups=1,2

05.250   05.269     003  DATASET SYS1.MAN  Ref'd by Groups=1

End of Job.

A user group number can be removed from an individual user by reloading the user with user group zero.

//S1 EXEC PGM=AT8#DBU

//INCLUDE DD *

TECHA,0

You may want to reassign a user group number to a different set of users. A user group number can be removed from
all users and resources by specifying the RESETGRP option. This option is specified with the *RELOAD* option. One
or more group numbers can be specified to be removed. The group numbers must be specified within parentheses and
separated with commas.

This example removes group numbers 2 and 6:

//S1 EXEC PGM=AT8#DBU
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//INCLUDE DD *

*RELOAD*,RESETGRP=(2,6)

Role-Based Reorganization and Restructure for Cleanup for RACF
You can use Cleanup to restructure and reorganize your security file. For example, instead of cleaning up unused access
rights, use Cleanup to identify active access rights that you can move to newer, smaller, and reorganized rule sets. Use
the Cleanup report with the REF (versus UNREF) option to identify active versus inactive items.

SYSIN Options for Cleanup for RACF
You specify report options in the SYSIN file. Options must begin in column 1 and must be uppercase. For example:

//SYSIN DD *

OPTION(XXXX)

/*

Supported Options

The following options are available:
OPTION(REVOKEUSERS)

Generates REVOKE commands instead of delete commands for users eligible for cleanup. When in effect, group
connects and resource permissions are not removed from the user. This option allows the user to be simply
"resumed" to regain full access. After a period of time, you can run the report again without the option to clean
up the user, their related connections, and their permissions. This option is only valid when running an UNREF
report.

OPTION(DELETEUSERS)
(Default) Generates delete commands for users eligible for cleanup. When neither REVOKEUSERS or
DELETEUSERS is specified, the DELETEUSERS option is in effect.

OPTION(COMMENTACCESSNONE)
Causes all ACCESS NONE permissions to appear as commented commands. Sometimes, ACCESS NONE
permissions should be retained even when not used. These permissions may be “stopper” permissions to prevent
access or to direct access to a different permission. Commands that are generated with this option can be run
and ACCESS NONE permissions are not removed. These permissions should be reviewed and uncommented
when appropriate.  If the user and group that are associated with the Permit is deleted, the Permit is deleted also
regardless of this option.

OPTION(LINECTL)
(Default) Generates normal detail-line spacing.

OPTION(MARKINIT|NOMARKINIT
Allows the product to collect the user IDs of all active address spaces in the system during startup and mark them
as referenced.

OPTION(NOLINECTL)
Generates no detail-line spacing.

OPTION(NOPAGEHDR)
Generates no report header.

OPTION(ONEPAGEHDR)
Generates one report header.

OPTION(PAGEHDR)
(Default) Generates normal report headers
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Tracking File in a Multi-LPAR Environment for Cleanup for RACF
To ensure optimal tracking file functionality in a multiple LPAR environment, consider the following recommendations
based on security database sharing and Remote Sharing Facility (RRSF) enablement:
Two systems share one security database and RRSF is not enabled

We recommend using one shared tracking file.
The use of two tracking files is supported but not common because of the additional overhead. Two tracking files
may be used when IBM's Global Resource Serialization (GRS) or MIM cannot be used to propagate enqueues. If
using two tracking files, always use both as input for reports.

Two systems have separate security databases and RRSF is enabled
We recommend using both tracking files.
Report using both tracking files as input because this is one logical security system. Use the IRRDBU00 from the
"master"system.

Two systems have separate security databases and RRSF is not enabled
We recommend using both tracking files. The only way to track referenced or unreferenced items accurately is to
have one tracking file per security database. Report separately because these are two distinct security systems.

Undo Changes from Cleanup for RACF
You can use the AT8#RPT report utility to undo changes. This utility can generate RACF commands to:

• Remove unused security records
• Back out the changes

When you set up your Cleanup to remove unused security records, specify the BACKOUT DD statement for each CMDS
DD statement in the JCL.

The CMDS DD contains the RACF commands to clean up unused security records. The BACKOUT DD contains the
RACF commands to undo the cleanup of unused security records.

We recommend the following options:

• Include a BACKOUT DD statement when old security records are being removed
• The generated commands should be kept for future reference

Sample JCL
//AT8DBR JOB ACCT,REPORT,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X 

//*--------------------------------------------- 

//* REPORT UNREFERENCED ENTRIES OVER 30 DAYS 

//*--------------------------------------------- 

//S1 EXEC PGM=AT8#RPT,REGION=4M,PARM='UNREF=030' 

//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CAILIB 

//DBASE DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.AT8.DB 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 

//SUMMARY DD SYSOUT=* Optional output file 

//UNLOAD DD SYSOUT=* Optional output file 

//* 

//* OPTIONAL INPUT FOLLOWS FOR SELECTIVE REPORTING 

//* 

//INCLUDE DD * 

ASTRO2 Name any User or Profile 

MARSPROF Name any User or Profile 

//* 
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//* OTHER OPTIONAL FILES FOLLOW 

//* 

//CMDS DD SYSOUT=*,DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=0) 

//BACKOUT DD SYSOUT=*,DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=0) 

//RDBU DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CFILE 

//* 

//SORTWK01 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,5) 

//

Use Reports with Cleanup for RACF
Use this section to review the reports that are available for Cleanup for RACF.

UNLOAD Report

The AT8#RPT UNLOAD file is a variable-blocked file containing multiple record types. Each record type describes a user,
group, resource profile, or permission. All fields contain character data. Fields are separated by blanks.

Date fields are formatted as YYYY.DDD.

DDD is the day number of the year (Julian date). Date fields contain blanks when the DATEOK field contains ‘N’.

Numeric fields, such as “number of days”, are right-justified and padded on the left with zeros. The numbers are in
character format.

Indicator fields contain a ‘Y’ or ‘N’ character.

Record Descriptions

The following table describes the user ID and group ID record:

Name Position Length Description

RECID 0001 0004 Record ID'0100'

LDATE 0006 0008 Load date

RDATE 0015 0008 Reference date

LDAYS 0024 0004 Number of days since last
referenced

DATEOK 0029 0001 'Y' if the dates are valid. 'N' if the
dates are invalid and LDAYS
could not be calculated.

ID 0031 0008 User ID or group ID

CLASS 0040 0008 Contains value 'USERID' or
'GROUP'

NAME 0049 0020 User name or the first 20
characters of the group
installation data

UGRPID 0070 0004 User ID tracking group number
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The following table describes the user ID and group ID connection record:

Name Position Length Description

RECID 0001 0004 Record ID '0101'

LDATE 0006 0008 Load date

RDATE 0015 0008 Reference date

LDAYS 0024 0004 Number of days since last
referenced

DATEOK 0029 0001 'Y' if the dates are valid. 'N' if the
dates are invalid and LDAYS
could not be calculated.

ID 0031 0008 User ID or group ID

CLASS 0040 0008 Contains value 'GROUPS' or
'USERLIST'

CONNID 0049 0008 When the class is 'GROUPS',
contains the group ID that is
connected to the user. When the
class is 'USERLIST', contains
the user ID that is connected to
the group.

The following table describes the DATASET profile record:

Name Position Length Description

RECID 0001 0004 Record ID '0200'

LDATE 0006 0008 Load date

RDATE 0015 0008 Reference date

LDAYS 0024 0004 Number of days since last
referenced

DATEOK 0029 0001 'Y' if the dates are valid. 'N' if the
dates are invalid and LDAYS
could not be calculated.

ID 0031 0008 Contains '*PROF*' indicating a
resource profile

CLASS 0040 0008 Contains value 'DATASET'

DATASET 0049 0044 DATASET volume if a discrete
profile

DVOLUME 0094 0006 DATASET volume if a discrete
profile

D$REF01 0119 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 1

D$REF02 0121 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 2

D$REF03 0123 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 3
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D$REF04 0125 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 4

D$REF05 0127 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 5

D$REF06 0129 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 6

D$REF07 0131 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 7

The following table describes the DATASET permission record:

Name Position Length Description

RECID 0001 0004 Record ID '0202'

LDATE 0006 0008 Load date

RDATE 0015 0008 Reference date

LDAYS 0024 0004 Number of days since last
referenced

DATEOK 0029 0001 'Y' if the dates are valid. 'N' if the
dates are invalid and LDAYS
could not be calculated.

ID 0031 0008 User ID or group ID

CLASS 0040 0008 Contains value 'DATASET'

DATASET 0049 0044 DATASET profile name

DVOLUME 0094 0006 DATASET volume if a discrete
profile

DCCLASS 0101 0008 DATASET conditional access
class

DCNAME 0110 0008 DATASET conditional access
name

D$REF01 0119 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 1

D$REF02 0121 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 2

D$REF03 0123 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 3

D$REF04 0125 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 4

D$REF05 0127 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 5

D$REF06 0129 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 6

D$REF07 0131 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 7
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The following table describes the resource profile record:

Name Position Length Description

RECID 0001 0004 Record ID '0300'

LDATE 0006 0008 Load date

RDATE 0015 0008 Reference date

LDAYS 0024 0004 Number of days since last
referenced

DATEOK 0029 0001 'Y' if the dates are valid. 'N' if the
dates are invalid and LDAYS
could not be calculated.

ID 0031 0008 Contains '*PROF*' indicating a
resource profile

CLASS 0040 0008 Resource class name

RESNAME 0049 0246 Resource profile name

R$REF01 0314 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 1

R$REF02 0316 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 2

R$REF03 0318 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 3

R$REF04 0320 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 4

R$REF05 0322 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 5

R$REF06 0324 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 6

R$REF07 0326 0001 'Y' if referenced by tracking
group 7

The following table describes the resource grouping member record:

Name Position Length Description

RECID 0001 0004 Record ID '0301'

LDATE 0006 0008 Load date

RDATE 0015 0008 Reference date

LDAYS 0024 0004 Number of days since last
referenced

DATEOK 0029 0001 'Y' if the dates are valid. 'N' if the
dates are invalid and LDAYS
could not be calculated.

ID 0031 0008 Contains '*PROF*' indicating a
resource profile

CLASS 0040 0008 Resource class name
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RESNAME 0049 0246 Resource group profile name

MEMBER 0296 0255 Resource group member name

M$REF01 0552 0001 'Y' if reference by tracking group
1

M$REF02 0554 0001 'Y' if reference by tracking group
2

M$REF03 0056 0001 'Y' if reference by tracking group
3

M$REF04 0558 0001 'Y' if reference by tracking group
4

M$REF05 0060 0001 'Y' if reference by tracking group
5

M$REF06 0562 0001 'Y' if reference by tracking group
6

M$REF07 0564 0001 'Y' if reference by tracking group
7

The following table describes the resource permission record:

Name Position Length Description

RECID 0001 0004 Record ID '0302'

LDATE 0006 0008 Load date

RDATE 0015 0008 Reference date

LDAYS 0024 0004 Number of days since last
referenced

DATEOK 0029 0001 'Y' if the dates are valid. 'N' if the
dates are invalid and LDAYS
could not be calculated.

ID 0031 0008 User ID or group ID

CLASS 0040 0008 Resource class name

RESNAME 0049 0246 Resource profile name

RECCLAS 0296 0008 Resource conditional access
class

RCNAME 0305 0008 Resource conditional access
name

R$REF01 0314 0001 'Y' if reference by tracking group
1

R$REF02 0316 0001 'Y' if reference by tracking group
2

R$REF03 0318 0001 'Y' if reference by tracking group
3

R$REF04 0320 0001 'Y' if reference by tracking group
4
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R$REF05 0322 0001 'Y' if reference by tracking group
5

R$REF06 0324 0001 'Y' if reference by tracking group
6

R$REF07 0326 0001 'Y' if reference by tracking group
7

Report Utility JCL for Cleanup for RACF
This sample JCL for the Cleanup for RACF report utility includes the recommended OPTIONS and output files specified. 

Report Utility JCL

Sample JCL for the report utility follows.

//AT8DBR JOB ACCT,REPORT,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X

//*---------------------------------------------

//* REPORT UNREFERENCED ENTRIES OVER 30 DAYS

//*---------------------------------------------

//S1      EXEC PGM=AT8#RPT,REGION=4M,PARM='UNREF=030'

//STEPLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CDY1LINK

//DBASE     DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.AT8.DB

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

//SUMMARY   DD SYSOUT=*     Optional output file

//UNLOAD    DD SYSOUT=*     Optional output file

//*

//* OPTIONAL INPUT FOR SELECTIVE REPORTING

//*

//INCLUDE   DD *

ASTRO2               Name any Userid and Group

MARSGRP              Name any Userid and Group

//*

//* OTHER OPTIONAL FILES FOLLOW

//*

//CMDS      DD SYSOUT=*,DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=0)

//BACKOUT   DD SYSOUT=*,DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=0)

//RDBU      DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SECURITY.FILE.UNLOAD

//*

//SORTWK01  DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,5)

//SORTWK02  DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,5)

//

In this example:
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• When the report is executed, a PARM value is used to specify criteria for the report. In this example,
PARM=’UNREF=30’ indicates that security file entries that are unreferenced for 30 days or more should be reported
upon.

• The SUMMARY file is optional and allows the summary report to be produced separately from the report output.
This behavior allows the summary information to be easily accessed and retained. When not specified, the summary
report appears at the end of the SYSPRINT report.

• The UNLOAD file is optional and produces the report in an unloaded format. The format is a blank-delimited fixed-
column format that allows creation of customized reports or to otherwise leverage cleanup information. Fields that are
truncated due to the limitations of the printed report appear in their entirety in the UNLOAD file.

• The INCLUDE file is optional and allows selective reporting. While the default is to report all items, you can use the
INCLUDE and EXCLUDE files to report items selectively as shown in the previous example.

• The CMDS, BACKOUT, and RDBU statements are optional and are needed only when producing command output. If
these files are not present, a report is produced without command file output. The RDBU statement should point to a
copy of the security database in unload format as created by RACF IRRDBU00 utility.

• The generation of command files is optional, but when selected for an UNREF report two files always generate. One
contains cleanup commands and the other contingency commands that can be used to restore the cleanup. For
example, if the cleanup file contains commands to delete a user ID, the contingency file contains the commands that
are needed to recreate the user ID.

• Internally, the report utility invokes the system SORT utility. SORTWORK statements are often unneeded and
dependent upon the volume of data being processed.

• Command output is formatted as fixed-length command lines that are continued if necessary. If one-line command
output in a variable-length format is needed, use the SAMPJCL sample job AT8FB2VB. This utility converts the fixed-
length commands into one-line commands without continuations.

Input Parameters

The PARM value is used to specify criteria for the report. The PARM value indicates the number of days for reporting
items as referenced or unreferenced. The PARM value must be enclosed in single quotes. The PARM values are:
UNREF=nnn

Specifies the number of days that an item must be unreferenced for selection.
UNREF=ALL

Specifies that all items should be selected. This parameter can be used to generate commands to clean up
everything, including those items that are referenced and still in use. Because all items are being requested as
unreferenced, the summary report shows 100 percent unreferenced for all items.

REF=nnn
Specifies that items that are referenced within that number of days are selected.

REF=ALL
Specifies that all items should be selected. This parameter can be used to generate commands to completely
“clone” a user or group including those items that have not been referenced.

PARM=’BOTH’
Reports the entire tracking file, both referenced and unreferenced items, without producing commands.

Authority and Scope

When running the AT8DBR job for reports, the ACID does not need any administrative authorities or scope.

Sample Report and Command Files for Cleanup for RACF
Use this topic to view examples of both the cleanup and contingency command files for Cleanup for RACF.
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Sample Report and Command Files

Sample report in RACF security format:

2003/03/31 (03.090) 09:47        Entries Unreferenced Over 100 Days

         Date       Date     Days  Item     Item

 Userid  Loaded  Referenced Unused Class    Name

-------- ------  ---------- ------ -------- -----------------------------

*PROF*   02.300    02.314    141   DATASET  SYS2.TX.*

P390G    02.300    02.354    101   USERID   SUSAN POPE

TGRP     02.300    02.350    105   GROUP

U01507   02.300      .       155   GROUPS   IS

U01507   02.300      .       155   GROUPS   SYS2

U01507   02.300      .       155   TSOAUTH  OPER

U01507   02.300      .       155   DATASET  SYS3.**

U01507   02.300      .       n/a   DATASET  SYS1.**

In this example, where Days Unused is n/a, the resources reported have not been used in twenty-five or more years.

Sample command file output in RACF format:

DELDSD  'SYS2.TX.*' GENERIC 

PERMIT   SY        CLASS(ACCTNUM) ID(P390G)  ACC(READ) DELETE

PERMIT   JCL       CLASS(TSOAUTH) ID(P390G)  ACC(READ) DELETE

PERMIT   $ISPF     CLASS(TSOPROC) ID(P390G)  ACC(READ) DELETE

REMOVE   P390G     GROUP(TGRP)    OWNER(IBMUSER)

DELUSER  P390G

DELGROUP TGRP

REMOVE   U01507    GROUP(IS)      OWNER(IS)

REMOVE   U01507    GROUP(SYS2)    OWNER(SYS2)

PERMIT   OPER      CLASS(TSOAUTH) ID(U01507) ACC(READ) DELETE

PERMIT   'SYS3.**' CLASS(DATASET) ID(U01507) ACC(READ) DELETE

ADDGROUP TGRP      OWNER(IBMUSER) SUPGROUP(SYS1)

ADDUSER  P390G     DFLTGRP(TGRP) OWNER(IBMUSER) NAME('SUSAN POPE')

ALTUSER  P390G     TSO(PROC($ISPF) SIZE(4096) MAXSIZE(6000) ACCTNUM(SY))

PASSWORD USER(P390G) INTERVAL(030)

CONNECT  P390G     GROUP(TGRP)    OWNER(IBMUSER) UACC(NONE) AUTH(USE)

PERMIT   SY        CLASS(ACCTNUM) ID(P390G)  ACC(READ)

PERMIT   JCL       CLASS(TSOAUTH) ID(P390G)  ACC(READ)

PERMIT   $ISPF     CLASS(TSOPROC) ID(P390G)  ACC(READ)

ADDSD    'SYS2.TX.*' OWNER(ITTD)  UACC(NONE)

PERMIT   'SYS2.TX.*' ID(P618B)    WHEN(JESINPUT(INTRDR)) ACC(READ) 

PERMIT   'SYS2.TX.*' ID(*)        WHEN(PROGRAM(IEBGENER)) ACC(UPDATE)

CONNECT  U01507    GROUP(IS)      OWNER(IS)   UACC(NONE) AUTH(USE)

CONNECT  U01507    GROUP(SYS2)    OWNER(SYS2) UACC(NONE) AUTH(USE)

PERMIT   OPER      CLASS(TSOAUTH) ID(U01507)  ACC(READ)
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  PERMIT   'SYS3.**' CLASS(DATASET) ID(U01507)  ACC(READ)

Sample Reports for Cleanup for RACF
The SAMPJCL library contains sample JCL to run reports. Modify these samples to meet your sites standards.

To create a custom report:

• Add an //UNLOAD DD statement to your JCL.
• Feed the generated file into a report product, such as Easytrieve to customize. The DCB information is not needed for

the file creation.

AT8DBR Job - Report on the Database

The SAMPJCL library contains sample JCL to run reports. Modify these samples to meet your sites standards.

To create a custom report:

• Add an //UNLOAD DD statement to your JCL.
• Feed the generated file into a report product, such as Easytrieve to customize. The DCB information is not needed for

the file creation.

AT8DBRC Job - Build Command File

Use this sample job to report on the Cleanup database and build command files to remove unused security file entries.
The first step refreshes the database so that obsolete entries are removed before command generation.

To use this job:

• Change all occurrences of "@@@@" to name an appropriate dataset name prefix
• Change all occurrences of "??????" to name an appropriate volume for output datasets
• Change all occurrences of "####" to name your RACF database (shown by command RVARY LIST).
• Update the parm= statement to specify:

– The number of days threshold
– Either referenced or unreferenced items

AT8DBUEX Job - Extract Subset from Data Set

Use this sample job to extract a subset of the RACF database unload dataset. A RACF group name is specified as a
parameter. Using a full RACF unload dataset, this group, all subgroups, default connected users, and resources that are
owned by any of these groups or users are extracted to create a new unload file.

This subset can be used to create a Cleanup database and to create Cleanup commands when used with the report utility.

To use this job:

• SET CURDBU=####
####

Specifies your current RACF unload dataset name:
• SET NEWDBU=XXXX
xxxxx

Specifies your new RACF unload dataset.
• SET AT8EXEC=@@@@.CDY1EXEC
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@@@@
Specifies the dataset containing the AT8DBUEX rexx exec.

• Change the string *group* in the last step to the highest group name information is extracted from.

AT8DBR01 Job - Split AT8 RPT Output

Use this sample job to split AT8#RPT output into "groups" of output. The GROUPIN file specifies user IDs and assigns
each a "group name" for reporting. AT8#RPT output is reorganized and presented by each assigned group name. User
IDs with no assigned reporting group appear under a group name of $$none$$. Each group is printed to a separate,
dynamically allocated SYSOUT file.

To use this job:

• SET UNREF=XX
xx

Specifies the reporting threshold in number of days.
• SET AT8PFX=@@@@
@@@@

Specifies your Cleanup dataset prefix.
• SET RDBU=####
####

Specifies your RACF unload dataset name.
• Run AT8#RPT and pass the report output on.
• Use SORT to create a lrecl=80 output file containing the RACF group and user names with their owner as the grouping

name.
This step can be modified to produce other values as the grouping name.

• Use the sort output as the userid/group file.
Additional userid/group information can be concatenated to groupin.

If you create your own userid/group file, run this job with just the first and last steps.

AT8DBR02 Job - Rearrange AT8 RPT Output

Use this sample job to rearrange AT8#RPt output into "groups" of output. The groupin file specifies user IDs and assigns
each a "group name" for reporting. AT8#rpt output is reorganized and presented by each assigned group name. User
IDs with no assigned reporting group appear under a group name of $$none$$. The output is then written as one file to
sysprint. Each group is separated by a page break. Many report distribution systems can route these groups to various
recipients.

To use this job:

• SET UNREF=XX
XX

Specifies the reporting threshold in number of days.
• SET AT8PFX=@@@@
@@@@

Specifies your Cleanup dataset prefix.
• SET RDBU=####
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###
Specifies your RACF unload dataset name.

• Run AT8#RPT.
• Use SORT to create a lrecl=80 output file containing the RACF group and user names with their owner as the grouping

name.
This step can be modified to produce other values as the grouping name

• Use the SORT output as the userid/group file.
Additional userid/group information can be concatenated to groupin.

If you create your own userid/group file, this job can be run with just the first and last steps.

AT8DBR03 Job - Report on Resources

Use this sample job to report on resources instead of user ids and groups.

To use this job:

• SET UNREF=XX
xx

Specifies the reporting threshold in number of days.
• SET AT8PFX=@@@@
@@@@

Specifies your Cleanup dataset prefix.
• SET RDBU=####
####

Specifies your RACF unload dataset name.

Selection Criteria

Selection criteria can be a list of user IDs, class names, and resource names. You can use any or all keywords and can
specify one or more of each. The keyword format is:

TEXTCLASS(class name) NAME(resource name prefix)

Class names are exactly matched. Resource names are matched as a prefix value, only the number of characters that are
specified as input are compared. To match an exact name, add a trailing blank in the input keyword.

Example: matching resources

This example matches resource ABC only:

NAME(ABC )

This example matches any resource that starts with ABC:

NAME(ABC)
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Messages and Return Codes
This section includes details for all messages and return codes in Cleanup. 

View environment specific messages and return codes in the following topics:

•  Cleanup for ACF2 Messages and Codes 
•  Cleanup for Top Secret Messages and Codes 
•  Cleanup for RACF Messages and Codes 

ETCL000I
ETCL000I Cleanup for Top Secret

ETCL000I Release n.n Build date: mm/dd/yy

Reason:

Indicates the startup of the Cleanup main task.

Action:

No action required. This message is normal.

ETCL000I, ETCL100I
ETCL000I Cleanup for ACF2

ETCL000IETCL000I Release: nn Build date: mm/dd/yy

ETCL100I ETCL100I Activation in progress

Reason:

Indicates the startup of the Cleanup main task.

Action:

No action required. This message is normal.

ETCL0001, ETCL100I
ETCL000I Cleanup for RACF SecurityETCL000IETCL000I Release: nn Build date: mm/dd/yy

ETCL100I Activation in progress

Reason:

Indicates the startup of the Cleanup main task.

Action:

No action required. This message is normal.

ETCL010E
Required file missing or invalid

Reason:
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When running the database load utility, one or more required files where missing or could not be opened.

Action:

Ensure that the DBASE, SYSPRINT, and SYSIN files are correctly allocated.

ETCL011E
Invalid entry specified within SYSIN:

Reason:

Invalid user input was detected when running the database load utility. The input file could be SYSIN, INCLUDE, or
EXCLUDE

Action:

Ensure that all input begins in column one and follows the format for your security product. Compare your input to the
examples in Using Cleanup.

ETCL013E
Insufficient administrative authority

Reason:

The user running the utility must have an un-scoped administrative authority to read all entries from the security file.

Action:

Rerun the utility using an un-scoped administrative user ID. To use a scoped security administrator, specify
OPTION(ALLOWSCOPE) in the SYSIN file. Review the utility documentation for caution information.

ETCL014E
DBASE recovery not possible

REASON

The file I/O required to restore the DBASE from the internal DBBACKUP file is not allowed. Any attempt to perform such a
restoration likely results in an unsatisfied WAIT, causing the job to hang.

Action

Cleanup for Top Secret makes every attempt to preserve the original DBASE if an error or abend occurs while it is being
updated by the #DBU program. Some abends, such as Sx22 abends (S122, S222, S322, S722) do not allow the recovery
routine to perform 'retry' processing, only 'cleanup' or percolation. For this reason, it is recommended that the #DBU JOB:

• NEVER be CANCELed
• The TIME parameter is not specified.
• The OUTLIM parameter is not specified.
• Reference a GDG+1 data set on the DBBACKUP DD.

ETCL102E
Main task improper linkedit

Reason:

Indicates a fatal error was detected during startup of the Cleanup main task.
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Action:

The product is not installed correctly. The main task failed. One cause of this error is using the incorrect ALOAD library for
execution instead of the correct LOAD library. Contact the system programmer for resolution.

ETCL103E
Not APF authorized as required

Reason:

The load library being used is not APF authorized as required or the program being executed is not properly link-edited
with the AC(1) attribute.

Action:

Use ISPF Browse to display a member list of the load library. The program being executed must show 01 under the
column titled AC on the ISPF member list display. If it does not, the program is not linked correctly. Contact the Systems
Programmer for resolution. The program being executed is terminated.

ETCL104E
RCVT installation-field unavailable

Reason:

Indicates a fatal error during startup of the Cleanup main task.

Action:

Cleanup requires use of the RCVTISTL field within the RCVT system control block. This field is reserved for installation
use. The message indicates the field is already in use and is unavailable. Contact Customer Support.

ETCL105E
Required DBASE file missing

Reason:

During startup of the Cleanup main task, the DBASE file statement was not found within the started task JCL. This
message indicates a probable JCL error.

Action:

The main task is terminated. Ensure that the DBASE file statement is correctly specified in the JCL.

ETCL106E
Already Active

Reason:

The Cleanup main task is already active and cannot be started a second time on the same system.

Action:

The second main task is terminated. Stop the first main task before attempting the start.

ETCL107W
Invalid statement in PARMS file ignored
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Reason:

During startup of the Cleanup main task or the report utility, an invalid parameter statement was detected within the
PARMS file.

Action:

The statement, identified by message ETCL112I, is ignored and processing continues. The invalid parameter statement
should be removed.

ETCL108E
Initialization failed

Reason:

Indicates one or more fatal errors have occurred during startup of the Cleanup main task.

Action:

The main task is failed. More precise error messages may have immediately preceded this message to further identify the
cause of this message.

ETCL109I
Data space being allocated nnnnnK

Reason:

This message is issued when data space memory is being requested for the in-core copy of the Cleanup database.
nnnnnK indicates the size of the data space in kilobytes.

Action:

This message is informational only. No action is required. 

ETCL110I
Restart in progress

Reason:

Indicates that the Cleanup main task is being restarted on a system where it had been previously active. The Cleanup
global module and data areas were found to exist and will be re-used unless REINIT has been specified.

Action:

This message is informational only. No action is required.

ETCL111I
Global REINIT selected

Reason:

During a restart of the Cleanup main task, the REINIT option was selected or was automatically detected and is being
processed.

Action:

This message indicates that the Cleanup modules and data areas will be reloaded. The REINIT option should be used
when software maintenance has been installed affecting the Cleanup global module. This message appears when the
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REINIT option is specified or is automatically detected by the main task and when Cleanup is being restarted. No action is
required.

ETCL112I
Input:

Reason:

This message displays the input parameters read in by the main task.

Action:

This message is informational only. No action is required.

ETCL113I
DBASE file BUILT :yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm SYSID:ssss

Reason:

Message indicates the build or rebuild date, time, and SYSID for the tracking database.

Action:

No action required.

ETCL120E
Data space create failed

Reason:

A fatal error has occurred during the startup of the Cleanup main task. A data space that is required by the Cleanup
system could not be obtained.

Action:

The main task is failed. Contact Technical Support.

ETCL121E
ALESERV failed

Reason:

A fatal error has occurred during the startup of the Cleanup main task. A data space required by the Cleanup system was
created but could not be addressed.

Action:

The main task is failed. Contact Technical Support.

ETCL122E
File error detected - Cleanup terminating

Reason

Indicates the tracking file that is allocated to DBASE is invalid. No valid entries were detected.

Action
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Examine the file that is allocated to DBASE. Ensure that the file is valid and that it is not empty.

ETCL130I
Security interface activated

Reason:

Indicates the interface between Cleanup and the security system has been successfully established and activated by the
Cleanup main task.

Action:

This message indicates that Cleanup monitoring is now activated. This message is information only. No action is required.

ETCL133E
Unable to establish Security interface

Reason:

During startup, internal processing encountered an unrecognized security system environment that has prevented
establishment of the security system interface.

Action:

The main task is failed. Contact Technical Support.

ETCL1351
Security interface deactivated

Reason:

Issued by the Cleanup main task, this message indicates that the interface between Cleanup and the security system has
been deactivated. Cleanup monitoring ceases to occur.

Action:

Check the message that immediately preceded this one to determine why the interface was stopped. This message
is typically only seen when the Cleanup main task is being stopped. Seeing this message during the nightly update
processing represents normal behavior.

ETCL1901
Initialization complete

Reason:

Indicates that security system monitoring has begun.

Action:

This message is information only. No action is required.

ETCL300I, ETCL310I
ETCL300I Database update commencing

ETCL310I Database update completed

Reason:
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These messages are typically seen throughout the day at thirty-minute intervals or in response to an operator modify
command to Cleanup. These messages indicate that the Cleanup database is being refreshed using memory information.

Action:

These messages are informational only and signal that the Cleanup main task is functioning properly.

ETCL320I, ETCL330I
ETCL320I Database reload commencing

ETCL330I Database reload completed

Reason:

Each night, just after midnight the Cleanup main task issues these informational messages to indicate that the Cleanup
database is being reloaded into memory.

Action:

This activity is automatically done for database maintenance purposes. Other Cleanup messages typically appear
between these messages. This message may rarely appear at other times if Cleanup determines that the in-memory data
space needs to be reorganized. These messages are informational only. No action is required.

ETCL500E, ETCL501E
ETCL500E Required SYSPRINT DD missingETCL501E Required DD missing: ddname

Reason:

The indicated that required file was not allocated within the JCL being used to execute the Cleanup utility.

Action:

Correct the JCL and rerun.

ETCL502E
Invalid PARM: BOTH, REF=nnnn or UNREF=nnnn expected

Reason:

A missing or invalid PARM value was specified in the JCL being used to execute the Cleanup report utility.

Action:

Correct the syntax of the PARM value within the JCL and re-execute. The value that is used for 'nnnn' can be a number
from 0 to 9999 or the character string 'ALL'.

ETCL504E
Unable to locate Top Secret date conversion routine. Contact Support for Cleanup.

Reason:

Use of the FILTERING(EXTENSIVE) option requires analysis of UNTIL dates. The Top Secret date conversion routine
must be used for this analysis to be consistent with the current DATE Control Option. The program is unable to locate this
routine.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for problem analysis and solution.
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ETCL505W
No entries matching selection criteria

Reason:

When running the Cleanup report utility, no entries were found to match the criteria that are specified through the PARM
value or SYSIN select statements that are passed to the report. This result may indicate an error. The utility ends with
return code four.

Action:

Check the PARM value and SYSIN select statements for correctness and rerun as needed.

ETCL700W
Internal Acid/Type cross-reference exceeded, Acid type conflicts may go undetected

Reason:

This warning message indicates that an internal table that is maintained by ETCL#RPT has been exceeded that is used
to detect conflicts with a user ID TYPE when merging. The table is internally limited to a maximum of 150,000 user IDs.
While this means that a user ID whose TYPE conflicts may not be detected and reported by ETCL#RPT, any error reveals
itself later when an attempt is made to define the user ID using two different types.

Action:

Processing continues and this warning can be noted.

ETCL711W
LCF tracking table exceeded, some facilities may go unreported

Reason:

This warning message indicates that more TSS facilities using the Limited Control Facility (LCF) than expected were
encountered. At shutdown, ETCL#RPT issues a report of LCF input counts by Facility.

Action:

Processing continues. The LCF report does not show every TSS Facility using LCF.

ETCL712W
Insufficient storage to process, report terminated early

Reason:

The Cleanup report utility detected a short-on-storage situation.

Action:

If possible, increase the job-step region size.

ETCL713W
CAIRIM not found, report terminated early.

Reason:

The product license could not be checked because Common Components and Services is not installed. The report
terminates after one page of output.
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Action:

This behavior is normal when running a trial of the product. Otherwise, ensure that Common Components and Services is
installed, and CAIRIM is active.

ETCL721W
A RESCODE conflict was found in the following *RDT/FDT* classes: class1 – class2

Reason:

This warning is issued when two or more RDT or FDT classes are defined with the same RESCODE value. This
duplication can occur when using multiple input files with ETCL#RPT.

Action:

Modify the generated commands to assign unique RESCODE values.

ETCL730W
Unknown OWNER found in PROFILE

Reason:

The owner of a RACF profile cannot be found. Although RACF tolerates an orphan owner in an existing profile, any ADD
command for this profile fails if the owner is not defined to RACF.

Action:

Review and change the profile owner to avoid errors when running commands.

ETCL811E
>>Program+???? ABENDED S??? <<

Reason:

An unexpected and fatal error has occurred when running either the Cleanup report or AT5#RPT utility. The utility
terminates with a non-zero return code. The details of the abend were rewritten to the SYS1.LOGREC data set.

Action:

Obtain a report of the failure and contact Technical Support.

ETCL812E
>> nnn ABENDED DUE TO SORT UTILITY FAILURE <<

Reason:

The SORT utility has failed while running the Cleanup report utility. The utility terminates with a non-zero return code.

Action:

Check the joblog for reasons why the SORT failed. Most likely, more sort-work space may be needed. If the SORT failure
reason is not obvious and correctable, rerun the job after adding a //SYSOUT DD statement. This action provides further
SORT details.

ETCL813E, ETCL814E
ETCL813E >> PREVIOUS RECORD: n/aETCL814E >> CURRENT RECORD: n/a
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Reason:

Following utility abend messages, these two messages are issued to display the current and previous records being
processed at the time of the error.

Action:

These messages are informational and may help the problem that caused the utility abend.

ETCL900W
Unknown operator request, ignored

Reason:

This message is issued in response to an unrecognized or invalid operator modify command issued to the Cleanup main
task.

Action:

The unrecognized request is ignored and processing continues. Correct and reissue the operator command.

ETCL910I
Data space ending, standby 30 seconds

Reason:

During Cleanup main task shutdown, this message is issued to indicate that the in-memory data space that is used by
Cleanup is being ended. The process takes 30 seconds to complete. The delay gives time for all address-spaces to
acknowledge the end of the data space.

Action:

As indicated, stand-by 30 seconds and the Cleanup main task should end.

ETCL904I
Termination in progress

Reason:

The Cleanup main task is being stopped. This message is issued in response to an operator stop command or in
response to certain fatal errors.

Action:

In the case of a suspected error, view earlier error Cleanup messages to pinpoint the reason why the Cleanup main task is
ending.

ETCL911E - Cleanup for ACF2
AT5#MON+???? ABENDED S???

Reason:

This important message indicates an unexpected and fatal error has occurred within the Cleanup main task. The main
task will be terminated. The details of all Cleanup abends are recorded within the SYS1.LOGREC data set.

Action:

Obtain a report of the error and contact Technical Support.
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ETCL911E - Cleanup for Top Secret
AT6#MON+???? ABENDED S???

Reason:

This important message indicates an unexpected and fatal error has occurred within the Cleanup main task. The main
task will be terminated. The details of all Cleanup abends are recorded within the SYS1.LOGREC data set.

Action:

Obtain a report of the error and contact Customer Support.

ETCL911E - Cleanup for RACF
AT8#MON+???? ABENDED S???

Reason:

This important message indicates an unexpected and fatal error has occurred within the Cleanup main task. The main
task will be terminated. The details of all Cleanup abends are recorded within the SYS1.LOGREC data set.

Action:

Obtain a report of the error and contact Customer Support.

ETCL912E
ETCL Security monitoring disabled due to abend

Reason

This important message indicates that an expected error has occurred while executing the Cleanup security system
interface.

Action

The Cleanup main task detects this error and terminates as a result of this error. Details of the failure are recorded to the
LOGREC data set. Obtain a LOGREC report of the error and contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

ETCL1912E
ETCL Security monitoring disabled due to abend

Reason:

This important message indicates that an expected error has occurred when executing the Cleanup security system
interface

Action:

The Cleanup main task detects this error and terminates as a result of this error. Details of the failure are recorded to the
LOGREC data set. Obtain a LOGREC report of the error and contact customer Support.

ETCL913E
Security interface failure, terminating

Reason:

This important message indicates that the Cleanup main task has detected that the interface between Cleanup and the
security system interface has abended while being executed by another batch job or user.
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Action:

The Cleanup main task ends. Check SYSLOG for an earlier error (ETCL912E) message that is issued by the address
space that actually suffered the error. Details of the failure are recorded to the LOGREC data set. Obtain a LOGREC
report of the error and contact Technical Support.

ETCL914E
Security system modification detected, terminating

Reason:

This important message indicates that the Cleanup main task has detected that the interface between Cleanup and the
security system interface has changed. The Cleanup main task ends. The interface may have changed due to a security
product restart or refresh or due to another product changing the interface.

Action:

Check SYSLOG for activity during this time. Cleanup should be restarted.

Cleanup for ACF2 Return Codes
The following table lists the return codes for the database load utility, main task, and the report and command generator
utility:

Utility or Program Return Codes
Database Load Utility (AT5#DBU) RC0—Successful

RC12—Initialization failed
RC16—Sort utility failed
RC20—Abended
RC24—Insufficient private region size

Main task (started task)(AT5#MON) RC0—Successful
RC8—Initialization failed
RC12—Security system interface failed
RC16—Abended
RC20—Invalid tracking file detected
RC24—Insufficient private region size

Report and Command Generator Utility (AT5#RPT) RC0—Successful
RC4—Warning message issued
RC12—Initialization failed
RC16—Sort utility failed
RC20—Abended
RC24—Insufficient private region size
RC28—Invalid LMP product key
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Cleanup for Top Secret Return Codes
The following table lists the return codes for the database load utility, main task, and the report and command generator
utility:

Utility or Program Return Codes
Database Load Utility (AT8#DBU) RC0—Successful

RC12—Initialization failed
RC16—Sort utility failed
RC20—Abended
RC24—Insufficient private region size

Main task (started task)(AT8#MON) RC0—Successful
RC8—Initialization failed
RC12—Security system interface failed
RC16—Abended
RC20—Invalid tracking file detected
RC24—Insufficient private region size

Report and Command Generator Utility (AT8#RPT) RC0—Successful
RC4—Warning message issued
RC12—Initialization failed
RC16—Sort utility failed
RC20—Abended
RC24—Insufficient private region size
RC28—Invalid LMP product key

Cleanup for RACF Return Codes
The following table lists the return codes for the database load utility, main task, and the report and command generator
utility:

Utility or Program Return Codes
Database Load Utility (AT8#DBU) RC0—Successful

RC12—Initialization failed
RC16—Sort utility failed
RC20—Abended
RC24—Insufficient private region size

Main task (started task)(AT8#MON) RC0—Successful
RC8—Initialization failed
RC12—Security system interface failed
RC16—Abended
RC20—Invalid tracking file detected
RC24—Insufficient private region size

Report and Command Generator Utility (AT8#RPT) RC0—Successful
RC4—Warning message issued
RC12—Initialization failed
RC16—Sort utility failed
RC20—Abended
RC24—Insufficient private region size
RC28—Invalid LMP product key
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Additional Resources
Includes educational resources, product references, and support information.

This article provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience, including information about
education, webcasts, product support resources, and product maintenance.

Education and Training

Use the following links to learn more about this product:

• Mainframe Training
• Mainframe Course Catalog
• Cleanup Learning Path
• Mainframe Education Community
• Accessing Broadcom Mainframe Product Education: Quick Reference
• Broadcom Mainframe Division YouTube Playlist (requires a Google account)

Product Support

To view product details, go to Broadcom Support, under Software select Mainframe Software, All Products, search by
product name, and select Product Details.

Maintenance

Use the following resources to obtain more information about maintaining Cleanup:

• Broadcom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories (login required)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration.

• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Broadcom Support Network Details

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• Cleanup Community
• Broadcom Mainframe Community

Social Media

Through the following Broadcom Mainframe Software channels, we share information that provides value to our
mainframe community, including events, blog posts, eBooks, analyst reports, and more:
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https://www.broadcom.com/support/education-training/specialized-training/mainframe-training
https://community.broadcom.com/viewdocument/mainframe-education-course-catalog?CommunityKey=f92efc9f-0875-4c00-ad19-f20b3185f059&tab=librarydocuments
https://community.broadcom.com/education/viewdocument/ca-cleanup-learning-path?CommunityKey=bd92ecf3-d291-44ae-87ef-f17f7697397e&tab=librarydocuments
https://community.broadcom.com/education/communities/communityhomeblogs?CommunityKey=bd92ecf3-d291-44ae-87ef-f17f7697397e
https://docs.broadcom.com/doc/accessing-broadcom-mainframe-training-quick-reference-guide
https://www.youtube.com/user/Educate/playlists?view=50&sort=dd&shelf_id=25&view_as=subscribe
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/product-content/recommended-reading/product-related-technical-information/ca-mainframe-installation-and-maintenance-tools.html
https://support.broadcom.com/security-advisory/security-advisories-list.html?segment=MF
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/AllProducts.HTML
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-mainframe-software/traditional-management/mainframe-common-maintenance-procedures/1-0/getting-started/ca-recommended-service-for-z-os.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-mainframe-software/traditional-management/mainframe-common-maintenance-procedures/1-0/getting-started/z-osmf-requirements/migrate-smp-e-environments-into-z-osmf.html
https://mainframe.broadcom.com/zosmf_migration
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/AllProdDates.HTML
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/mainframe-compatibilites/mainframe-compatibilities.html
https://support.broadcom.com/external/content/release-announcements/Changes-Requiring-Customer-Action/7882
https://community.broadcom.com/mainframesoftware/communities/communityhomeblogs?CommunityKey=3a60e4fa-ff72-42af-a6e3-edae27238821
https://community.broadcom.com/mainframesoftware/home
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• LinkedIn
• Twitter
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https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/broadcom-mainframe-software/
https://twitter.com/BroadcomMSD
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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